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Resist Board Meeting Minutes 
December 8, 2002 
10:00 a.m.-5:30pm 
Present: Marc Miller (Chair), Pam Chamberlain, Carol Schachet, Hank Rosemont, Robin 
Carton, Becca Howes-Mischel, Leila Farsakh, Ty dePass, Kay Mathew, Nikhil Aziz. 
I. Grants Allocations. 
II. Approve October and August Board Minutes 
A. The Board passed the August Minutes. 
B. October Minutes 
-Carol read Ab~y's emailed comments in regards to the minutes from the October 
meeting. 
Hank moved to approve August minutes. It passed. 
-Marc moved to approve October minutes and append Abby's comments to it-Majority 
voted yes but Hank and Kay dissented. 
-Ty suggested adding Jorge's reaction 
- Robin mentioned that Becca wrote in some of Abby's comments since Abby did not 
take notes on her own statements. 
-Robin proposed that Abby's first two changes be added as is and staff come up with 
some language on process, but that possibly the Executive Committee can poll people 
about the revision. 
-Hank said vote on it at the February Board Meeting 
-Kay suggested that the wording be made more objective in their description of the 
process with which the revised application was presented to reflect that it was a grants 
committee decision to present the new application in the way it was presented. 
The Board voted that the Executive Committee will take a look at the minutes and revisions and 
decide next steps. 
III Committee Reports 
A. Board Development Committee 
1. Conducted exit interviews with Jorge and Eileen, which were both attached in the material 
sent to the Board. W ec has decided to move to the Advisory Board and does not feel she needs 
an exit interview at this time. · 
2. The issue of the Advisory Board and its role in the organization needs to be revisited. 
-Possible outside help needed to think about this issue. 
3. Brought in two new members and is still looking at recruitment 
- Looking to increase Latino/a and African-American representation on the Board 
-The Committee would welcome any suggestions or names. 
4. The Committee would like to increase its size beyond Ty and Carol and is looking to recruit 
more committee members. 
B. Communications Committee 
1. Carol presented the Newsletter topic schedule for 2003. 
• 
• 
• 
-Good representation of what needs to be addressed in 2003. Suggestions of writers' 
names are welcome. Leila will help on Mideast issue 
-Marc suggested working on Patriot Act, Homeland Security, and Civil Liberties . 
2. The Internal website is chugging along. Jean has uploaded the Minutes up until 1999. The 
contact sheet is up to date. 
-Carol asked Leila and Nikhil to give a paragraph bio for website. 
3. The Communication.s Committee is looking for a preliminary reader for the Newsletter. 
-Ty suggested finding readers based on expertise that is issue or topically relevant. Marc 
suggested thinking about having more than one reader inside/ outside Resist take on this 
task. 
C. Fundraising Committee 
1. Carol just sent out a series of big mailings. In Nov she sent a prospect mailing to eight lists 
and 42,000 people. The June prospect had a 1 % return. The ABC (House Appeal) is going out to 
current donors in mail this week or Monday. 
D. Staff Committee 
1. The Staff is typing up minutes from the Staff Meetings, which are about every week or very 
often. 
-There are two interns in the office right now: Jean Smith ( who works on the web site 
and the grants program) and Sarah Schindler-Williams (a recent Brown graduate) who 
will be in the office for a few months. 
2. Robin comments that December, January, and February are the busiest months for her. She is 
working on the February Grants work and Audit readiness and closing with last cycle of grants. 
The February applicant pool is larger than usual. 
-Resist has been invited to join a network of progressive grantmakers (the Rye 
collaborative) to talk about current crisis and the ways in which we can negotiate to work 
together in helpful ways. The next meeting will be early March. 
3. Becca says that most of her work overlaps with Robin's. She has taken the Pledge program 
from Carol. She is working on intern outreach and will be at a nonprofit networking fair in 
Wellesley 
4. Carol comments that this is the busiest season for fundraising and she is hoping for best. She 
is doing a lot of data entry on processing prospecting returns. 
-Pam: good work and delighted that the staff is giving a report about what is going on in 
the office. 
5. There will be a Board-Staff "lunch" 12/10/02 at 4pm. 
E. Executive Committee 
1. The Committee is taking a look at the Bylaws Robin revised several years ago. The 
Committee passed out copies to the Board and asked for comments or questions from Board 
members. The Committee will take this issue up further at a· future Board meeting. 
2. The Committee is also thinking about possible Committee mergers. The suggestions at this 
point are: LRPC and EC, Fundraising and Finance, Board Development and Personnel, 
Newsletter and Grants. 
- Some objections were raised about some of these possible mergers. The Newsletter and 
Grants Committee do not do the same work and should be separate. This suggestion is 
taken off the table 
- Board members who are not on EC and have comments should send their suggestion to 
Marc. The EC will not decide on mergers but bring proposals to the Board for a vote. 
3. Committees are asked to inform Carol about their meeting dates in advance so she can put 
them up on internal website calendar. 
• 
• 
• 
F. LRPC 
1. The Committee has decided to hire an outside Organizational Development Consultant to help 
facilitate better communications within and between board and staff . 
- The Board is asked for suggestions of consultants. Marc suggests Tim Wise, Robin 
suggests Carmen Rivera. 
- The suggestion is raised that this person be someone from Advisory Board. The Board 
decided that it is more important to find someone with the skills to analyze how an 
organization is working ( or not). This consultant would not be hired to tell us what to do 
in future, rather to assess us now. 
G. Finance Committee 
1. Budget for 2003: 
-The previously circulated budget left us with a net loss of 107,000 (this was largely to 
account for the costs of a new staff member). The FC asked staff to revise budget to a 
more manageable net loss. There are no new program changes in this budget. None of 
the LRPC suggestions are reflected in this budget. The Board read budget narrative as an 
important way to understand the Budget numbers. The FC recommended a vote on the 
budget today. · 
- Robin presented the Budget. The Board voted in 1996 to spend 20,000 over income in 
any given year as we don't hit minimum threshold. For instance, total assets should not 
fall below $200,000, at this point we're at over $300,000. This budget says we'll spend 
20,000 over income by not changing anything we do. 
-Marc noted that this is a remarkable budget compared to the earlier draft. 
- Pam proposed and Hank seconded approving budget. Kay raised the concern of waiting 
to see 2002 final figures. The Board does need to see figures but does not need them to 
approve the Budget. The Board should remember that the Budget can be revised later. 
The Board approved the 2003 Budget. 
2. October Finances Narrative was passed out to the Board with the October Financial Statement. 
Pam suggested that the Board read the Finance Narrative to get a better picture of where the 
organization is financially 
3. The Finance Committee will work on setting a date for budget training. The Board felt that 
week nights would be a good time to hold such a training since Lynn Brandon stated she would 
not be able to make weekend meetings except Sunday nights. It was noted that this might pose a 
problem for Abby. 
H. Personnel Committee 
1. At the February mee~ing the Board will take up the issue of the new Personnel Policy. Abby, 
Hank, and Marc have worked on this. Marc will distribute his summary sheet of the PP to the 
Board. The Executive Committee will set a date to talk about the revised Personnel Policy 
2. The Committee's proposal for Staff evaluations will also be discussed in more detail at the 
February meeting. · 
-section II items 1-4 are reports staff need to get to PC which will enable Hank and Abby 
to interview staff for their evaluations. Non-staff Board should also review staff reports 
-section I items 1-5 are designed to be put in place for future years. 
Discussion-
Hank: Staff should do blind peer reviews without seeing each other's self-evaluations. This can 
also be done after looking at the peer self-evaluations . 
Pam: A critique of whole staffs working by staff would be helpful informationally in terms of 
planning etc. for next year. 
Marc: A form had been developed by the previous Personnel Committee which might prove 
useful in doing self-evaluations. 
• 
• 
• 
Carol: Which committee deals with the evaluations? At this time, the Executive Committee 
rather than the Personnel Committee is charged with evaluations. That can be changed, but the 
Board should vote . 
The Personnel Committee needs more people, Marc will volunteer to participate in this process. 
Robin: The time frames in section II are problematic. The Staff needs time to do justice to self-
evaluations. This is the busiest time of year for workload now. The developed forms are 
useful-less subjective so that different standards are not applied. You can still have lot of 
latitude in forms. If Board voted to take evaluations out of the Personnel Committee, it needs to 
vote it back in. 
Kay: A picture of a full year's work needed for self-evaluations. There is no reason why we 
can't have combination of form evaluation and narrative. The full Board needs to decide on 
program evaluations. What is the purpose of Staff doing self-reports? This is usually a process 
for accountability for the work getting done. 
Marc: Regarding the timing there are two options: At the Feb meeting have a discussion of the 
evaluations or have it at the April meeting. Is it feasible to wrap this process up in time for Feb? 
Pam: For this year the time spent on this can be limited. Based on what we've done in past can 
we do it by Feb? 
Robin: The quality will be affected if the time is limited. 
Hank: If the Staff wants more time we can wait on the evaluations. 
Leila: It is possibly a good idea to wait. 
The Board voted that evaluations will be done for the April Meeting. 
Carol: Board still needs to vote to restore evaluative function to the Personnel Committee. 
Hank: The Executive Committee asked the Personnel Committee to gather information for 
Board, not to evaluate the Staff. The full Board would evaluate. 
Ty: It is important to tie these evaluations into a meta evaluation of the organization somehow. 
Marc: Need to focus on staff evaluations without tying them to LRPC process of organizational 
evaluation. 
Kay: Move that personnel committee take lead for this upcoming evaluation for 2002 (not for 
future). 
Board voted to accept this proposal. Marc will be the third person join this process. 
Hank: This evaluation will have bearing on other things including the LRP. 
Marc: Still need to resolve the question of forms or no forms for the self-evaluation. 
Ty: Use the form for this evaluation. It can be revised for future, moves form in existence be 
used with the proviso that items not applicable be removed. 
Marc: The forms are open format. 
Pam: A personal statement is part of the form. 
The Board voted to accept Ty 's proposal that the existing evaluation forms be used for this 
evaluation and reviewed before the next cycle. 
Executive Committee will set date to talk about revised personnel policies. 
I. Grants Committee 
1. New Application: Kay noted that the Grants Committee had received suggestions from Hank 
(in the Grants Committee minutes). The first three of Hank's suggestions are already in the 
material sent with the application ( cover letter and guidelines) but are not found in the 
application itself. Pam had one suggestion about formatting the coversheet. 
-Marc suggests that Hank's 4th suggestion be incorporated in the question number four on 
grantees' vision of social change. Hank's suggestions reads: "Briefly describe how you 
• 
• 
• 
see your organization's work in relation to the major domestic and foreign policies of the 
current U.S. government." 
-Carol notes that Hank's question about the relationship between grantees' work and 
foreign and domestic policies would be hard for some of the less politically sophisticated 
grantees to address. 
-Hank: This would be a challenging educational tool. 
-Robin: Proposes that Hank's fourth suggestion be incorporated into question number 
four with some changes to the language. 
-Kay: Friendly amendment- Incorporate Hank's suggestion and Pam's. 
-Robin: Friendly amendment- Some of the language could be used elsewhere in grants 
packet. 
The Board voted to approve the above proposal with the friendly amendments. 
2. The Grants Committee reported that it has decided in the end to release the Immigrant 
Workers' Resource Center's third year of their multi-year grant, due to additional information 
received after Board packets were mailed out. 
IV. Evaluation of the Business Meeting 
Becca: Discussion stayed on topic which made the meeting run smoother. 
Kay: Very appreciativ~ of Marc's facilitation during the meeting. 
Carol: It was good to have the grants section first. It helped us focus and get through a tight 
agenda. It was a challenge but went well. 
Robin: Very glad that her prediction was wrong and all the business was accomplished. Tone 
and tenor of the meeting was very good and benefited from the preparations put into meeting. 
Ty: Nothing further to add. 
Hank: Kudos to Marc. Committees have done a lot of great work. 
Pam: There have been some troubling moments in the fall. Committee reports were very good 
but difficult since they pose problems. As we become more skilled in negotiating with each 
other, it will become easier. 
Leila: The meeting was very good. The level of discipline was helpful and informative. Good to 
have the grants first. 
Marc: People's good nature made the meeting easier. Appreciative of the response to his 
discipline. Larger situation has bearing on how he approaches his work here. 
Nikhil: Taking notes was a good idea and forced him to pay attention and learn more about the 
processes of the organization. 
· V. Discussion of Politics/Program priorities 
A. Becca gave a brief summary of the survey process and the brief analysis of the survey she has 
done thus far. Highlights are 11 % of surveys returned of which 75% are donors and 15% are 
grantees. Overall respondents think very highly of the work of the organization. 
B. Presentation of Inspiring Political Activities: 
Marc: Resist's work is inspiring. The New Left has morphed into the New New Left. The 
Nation is helpful as bad new stimulates activism. Delegations to the Middle East are a good tool 
for organizing. 
Robin: Youth Empowerment Project. Four Bay Area groups, three Resist grantees, have done an 
amazing collaborative job. 
Hank: Responses from American people on campuses, churches, and unions expressing anti-
capitalist and internationalist sentiments . 
Nikhil: Youth organizing is very dynamic right now. Attacks on Civil Liberties provide space 
for progressive multi-issue, cross-racial organizing. 
Pam: Globalization, Anti-WTO, Youth movement cross-overs. The new anti-war movement. 
The internet as a tool for organizing and mobilization. 
• 
• 
• 
Becca: Youth organizing is very impressive. Thinking of ways to bring together analyses about 
institutionalized racism, sexism, homophobia in ways that link to community organizing. 
Kay: Youth organizing. ACE (Alternatives for Community and Environment) is doing 
environmental justice and looking internally and externally. Great grassroots leadership 
development. On a second thought: Use a popular education model in organizing. 
Leila: U.S. as a country of resistance. How rich and varied it is as a country of opposition. 
Carol: Youth organizing, especially linking local issues with larger issues. The Environmental 
and National Sovereignty movement against genetic engineering and agrobusiness. 
Ty: National Coalition of Education Activists (Philly). Organizing linking educational justice to 
criminal justice in California. The Chicago Racial Justice conference. Youth organizing as 
youth leading or youth organizing as organizers. 
C. Political Discussion: 
What is effective political work in this time and environment? 
Developing analyses 
Identifying counter-strategies to opposition 
Creating new ways of framing questions 
Looking back on historical moments for learnings to understand and avoid pitfalls 
Developing a clear identity for the progressive opposition 
Articulating long-range vision and strategies 
Speaking to people's basic core values 
Underscoring basic rights 
Making space/time to re-examine and critique our tactics/strategies/approaches of the past 
Developing infrastructures 
Developing leaders 
Building institutions 
Asking the right questions-one of which is 'how to build solidarity' and using this as a model 
Fostering dialogue to enable groups to 'see' where their allies are/who their many allies can be 
Networking across spectrum, taking stock of what is happening (national and international) 
Framing the Message 
Looking at what's possible for creating non-demoralizing public awareness of what's going on 
Supporting accessible public education efforts on analysis of: · wide range of issues--$$ spent; US 
foreign policy; ensuing atrocities 
Adopting accessible (simple, pithy) messages (the people who need these are those who share 
our values but don't have energy or patience) 
Supporting Organizing 
Supporting direct organizing around self-interest, like public education 
Expanding support for organizing not just based on self-interest 
Sustaining, nurturing political workers 
Acknowledging that organizing is long, hard work 
Addressing spiritual needs 
• 
• 
• 
Where should Resist 's resources be best put? 
Our resources are: 
our intellectual capital 
our files/ contacts 
newsletter 
donations 
Reexamine our funding priorities 
Go entirely to general support 
Stick to specific projects 
Support big picture media strategy, not just Pacifica 
Examine and support 'big issues' neo-mccarthyism, war on terror, resistance to 'traditionalizing' 
culture, sexism and other isms 
Link international issues to domestic organizing 
Identify ways to get the information out 
Build on successful models like UFE 
Reexamine niche of funding small programs 
Use different lens in deciding how to fund, share with our community 
Support movement infrastructure development 
Help create/support infrastructure for social change efforts 
Productions of information 
Popular outlets for info 
Training outfits 
Exchanges of international solidarity work 
Include in infrastructure the tools for organizing 
Create an infrastructure fund with a block of donors 
Link policymakers with people on the ground 
Institutions need to be sustained 
Encourage grantees to cross-pollinate 
Make our gateway more effective/sustainable/exponential 
Link parallel institutions 
? 
Work with other funders 
Coordinate better with ~ur funding allies 
Use our analyses to influence others 
Provide/ encourage connections across funders 
Enlarge the conversation beyond Resist 
Take lead with our funder allies (help give t.a. to big$$ groups-Soros, Ford) 
Produce documents that could influence Ford, etc. 
Highlight that Right cultivates people of color conservatives 
Educate progressive and liberal funders 
Concrete Proposals 
Host a conference of 30 grantees, diverse representation, share successes, opportunities, etc. 
Fund mentors and use conference to launch mentoring project 
Next Steps 
• Do these in context ofLRP 
Implement Conference proposal 
• 
• 
Exec. Comm. charged with having discussion in Feb 
Find out who is doing conferences like this 
Identify funders to fund this conference 
Connect this plan to survey results 
Review web/newsletter content in light of this conversation 
Consider reactivating resist Speakers Bureau 
Consider an e-newsletter 
Our evaluation of the planning portion of the meeting was positive, some saying it was tiring 
and others that they arrived tired and were energized. 
DECEMBER 2002 
GRANT REQUESTS AND PROXY 
Emergency Grants 
E.G. 1 Coalition Against Poverty $300 
56 North Main St., #403, Fall River, MA 02720 Melissa Correira 508/678-5497 
melissacorreira@cs.com 
Emergency grant to hire additional staff to expand voter outreach campaign among low-income 
residents in Brockton, Massachusetts. 
Multi Year Grants 
Second Application 
1. Citizens for Safe Water Around Badger $3,000 
E12629 Weigand's Bay South, Merrimac, WI 53561 Laura Olah 608/643-3124 
Funding for multi-year general support for an organization working on clean up of toxic waste at 
Badger Army Ammunition Plant and creation of healthy sustainable re-use plans. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Still doing great work. 
2. HONOR $1,500 
6435 Wiesner Road, Omro, WI 54963 Sharon Metz 920/582-7142 
Multi-year funding for general support for an organization which seeks to make changes in 
federal, state and local policies regarding American Indian/ Alaskan Native human and cultural 
rights. 
• 
• 
• 
Decision: Full Partial x No Undecided 
Comments: 
ONE YEAR only. Work seems to be contracting. Got $20,000 from fund of the Sacred Circle . 
Not a lot of cross issue vision in application. Not strong enough for a multi-year grant. 
New 
3. Oregon Human Rights Coalition $1,500 
2710 N.E. 14th, Portland, OR 97212Ann Glatt 503/282-5010 
Funding for multi-year general support for community based organization which advocates for 
the rights of low-income people. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Undecided 
Comments: 
ONE YEAR only. Proposal not as strong as last year=s. Important in the region, but seem 
unstable according to references. Not strong enough for a multi-year grant, but want to provide 
some support to help stabilize . 
• 
• 
• 
4. Youth Organizing Communities $3,000 
2811 Whittier Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90023 Luis Sanchez 323/780-7606 
www.schoolsnotjails.com 
Funding for multi-year support for youth-driven organization fighting for educational justice and 
an end to the Prison Industrial Complex. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Great group. Might encourage them to attend AZ Institute.@ 
Africa/ Asia/International 
5. Network in Solidarity with the People of the Philippines $2,000 
122 West 27th St, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10001 Amanda Vender 212/741-6806 
www.nispop.org 
Funding for the Justice Not War campaign, which is working to remove the newly re-deployed 
US troops in the Philippines. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Undecided 
Comments: 
Group Ain solidarity.@ Not a part of Filipino community. Have some good connections. Good 
to fund within .context of Awar on terror.@ 
Central, Latin America and the Caribbean 
6. Wisconsin Coordinating Council on Nicaragua 
PO Box 1534, Madison, WI 53701 Carrie Hirsch 608/257-7230www.wccnica.org 
Funding to support visit of the "Ocho de Marzo" Women's Theater Project, for International 
Women's Day 2003. 
Decision: Full Partial No X Undecided 
Comments: 
No comment about how their work has an impact on US policy. No real organizing. $2M loan 
fund. 
Community Organizing/ Anti-Racism 
7. Bill of Rights Defense Committee 
P.O. Box 60591, 140 Pine Street, Room 10, Florence, MA, 01062 Nancy Talanian 413/582-
0110 www.gjf.org/NBORDC 
Funding for general support for an organization coordinating and supporting a national 
movement in opposition to the USA PATRIOT Act and its infringements on the Bill of Rights. 
Decision: Full Partial No X Undecided 
Comments: 
Work is important, but not clear this is the group to do it. Unclear how broad their analysis is. 
Working mostly in white communities- not thinking about how to move past that. Internet based 
organizing effort. Hard to reach broad communities just on internet. Not clear what are other 
strategies and/or collaborations. Tools and resources are important, but 3 people with an 
• 
• 
• 
incomplete analysis is a problem. ACLU/NLG are doing this work. This project is not 
organizing. No larger community knowledge about ordinances passed in their communities . 
8. Ile: Institute for Latino Empowerment 
PMB # 117, 200 A venue Rafael Cordero, Suite 140, Caguas, PR 00725 
$3,000 
Raul Quinones-
Rosado 7871712-5~02 www.institutolatino.org 
Funding for general support for organization which works to strengthen the leadership 
capabilities of Latino/a community organizers who struggle against oppression in their 
communities, and to foster grassroots organizing for community development and self-
determination. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Is this broader than two people? Organize people to get to trainings. Not a lot of funding in 
Puerto Rico- good to support the group. Could be funding the start of an organizing center. 
Sophisticated political analysis. Can bring people together. 
9. Whatcom Human Rights Task Force 
P.O. Box 2191, Bellingham, WA 98227 
www.whrtf.org 
$1,500 
Julie Mauermann 360/733-2233 
Funding for an outreach project to other progressive groups in order to better collaborate and 
build networks. 
Decision: Full Partial X 
---
Comments: 
Proposal not strong, but two good references. 
Economic Justice 
10. Jobs with Justice- Utah $1,000 
PO Box 3151, Salt Lake City, UT 841 l0George Neckel 
Funding for a Living Wage Campaign. 
Decision: Full Partial X 
Comments: 
No Undecided 
801/606-2074 
No Undecided 
JwJ chapter seems to be mostly one person. Staff person called and made negative comments 
about UpNet- former sponsor. UpNet trying to keep good relations with them. Raised concern 
about ability to work with others. Not clear who is part of group. Concern about lack of broad 
political vision. In letter, refer to lack of vision re: racial justice organizing. 
Environmental 
11. Kingsport Citizens for a Cleaner Environment (KCCE) $2,500 
108 East Main Street, #113, Kingsport, TN, 37660 Rachael Bliss 423/247-2481 
www.kingsportcitizens.org 
Funding for the Clean and Active Neighborhoods project which empowers low income and 
minority communities to oppose industrial pollution and counter resulting environmental health 
hazards. 
• 
• 
• 
Decision: Full Partial X No Undecided 
Comments: 
Comment re: reproductive rights not related to environmental justice. In very conservative part 
of the community. Done a lot of work to increase diversity . 
• 
• 
• 
Labor 
12. Jobs with Justice- Philadelphia $3,000 
1319 Locust Street, 2nd Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19107 Kati Sipp 215/735-3615 
Funding for general support for labor rights organization working to develop a broadly-based 
coalition of social justice activists in the Philadelphia region. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Still doing great work. Ask for article on privitization of education for Newsletter as appropriate. 
13. San Lucas Workers Center $2,000 
2914 W. North Avenue, 3rd Floor, Chicago, IL 60647 Daniel Giloth 773/227-6633 
Funding for the Day Labor Organizing Committee which uses direct action, community pressure, 
press exposure and policy work to force day labor agency owners to stop abusive practices. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Undecided 
Comments: 
Not a clean break from Chicago Coalition to End Hunger and Homelessness. Some concern 
about ability to work well with others and duplication of efforts with Chicago Area Workers 
Center. Not a lot of day labor organizing happening- good to support this effort. 
14. St. Louis Area Jobs with Justice 
2725 Clifton Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63139 Lara Granich 314/706-5439 
Funding for a two-part anti-oppression program consisting of anti-racism trainings and an 
integration of race analysis into healthcare organizing work. 
Decision: Full Partial No X Undecided 
Comments: 
References and proposal not strong. 
Media/Culture 
15. WomeninMediaandNews 
2138 68th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11204 Jennifer Pozner 347/564-5190 
Funding for start-up costs for organization that seeks to bridge the feminist and media democracy 
communities and empower a more media-critical feminist community. 
Decision: Full Partial No X Undecided 
Comments: 
Appears to be one woman show at this point. Come back when more developed. 
Peace/ Anti-Militarism 
16. Institute for MultiRacial Justice $3,000 
522 Valencia Street, San Francisco, CA 94110 Elizabeth Martinez 415/701-9502 
www.multiracialjustice.org 
• 
• 
• 
Funding for an outreach project that will bring together African-American and Latino activists 
from communities across California to increase their representation in current anti-war actions . 
Decision: Full X Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Salzman. Know what they are talking about. Change to general support. 
17. Worcester Peace Works $1,000 
P.O. Box 367, Worcester, MA, 01614 Philip M. Stone 508/799-6228 
www.worcpeaceworks.org 
Funding for general support for an organization working to stabilize their work and develop a 
regional network of peace groups in the central New England region. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Undecided 
Comments: 
Need to take broader political positions on #10. Not clear if just preaching to the choir. Small. 
Structure unclear. Phone conversations with them antagonistic. 
Prisoners 
18. Colorado Criminal Justice Reform Coalition $1,500 
PO Box 2143, Colorado Springs, CO 80901 Stephen Raher 719/475-8059www.ccjrc.org 
Funding for general support for a statewide coalition addressing prison policy reform through 
campaigns about criminal justice policy reform, prison expansion, and the larger impact of 
criminal justice policies on communities across the state . 
Decision: Full Partial X No Undecided 
Comments: 
Good work, but a lower priority given current political climate. 
Women 
19. Adbar Ethiopian Women's Alliance 
1151 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138 Seble Argaw 617/234-8981 
www.ethiopianwomen:org 
Funding for the Civic Education and Advocacy Project, which helps Ethiopian refugee women 
adjust to life in Massachusetts, teaches women to advocate for their rights, and works toward 
access to culturally appropriate services. 
Decision: Full Partial No X Undecided 
Comments: 
Seems mostly service at this time. Come back highlighting organizing work. 
20. Arise for Social Justice $3,000 
94 Rifle Street, Springfield, MA 01105 Corinna Yazbek 413/734-4948 
Funding for the Decriminalization of Prostitution organizing project which empowers sex 
workers through an analysis of the social factors such as poverty, sexism, labor discrimination to 
organize to keep women out of the criminal justice system. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
• 
• 
• 
Way in which they look at prostitution with a racial and economic analysis is strong. Look at it 
in context of broader organizing work. Very grassroots and direct action oriented. All work of . 
organization related to economic justice. Organizing people who would not be reached 
otherwise. Change to general support . 
• 
• 
• 
Youth 
21. 180 Movement for Democracy and Education $1,500 
PO Box 251701, Little Rock, AR 72225 Andy Burns 501/244-2439 
www.corporations.org/180mde 
Funding for the development and distribution of a Democracy Teach-In organizing packet which 
will provide campus organizers the basic tools to begin challenging local power structures and 
working towards campus democracy. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Undecided 
Comments: 
22. Military and Draft Counseling Project of the War Resisters League- Portland Chapter$1,000 
2000 NE 42nd Avenue, Suite 224, Portland, OR 97213 John Grueschow 503/238-0605 
Funding for a student outreach and organizing project opposing the revocation of the local ban 
on military recruitment in high schools that will engage students in exploring alternatives to 
militarism. 
Decision: Full Partial x No Undecided 
Comments: 
23. Providence Youth-Student Movement (PrYSM) $3,000 
22 Miller A venue, Providence, RI 02905 
Contact Person: Ammala Douangsavanh Telephone: 401/524-2458 Web: 
Funding for organization of Southeast Asian youth working for racial and economic justice, 
including a campaign to stop the deportation of Cambodian Americans. 
Decision: Full x 
Comments: 
Total Number of Requests 
29 not on agenda 
Total Amount Requested: 
Total Allocation for Cy,cle: 
Total Grants: 
grants 
Total Loans: 
Total Allocated: 
Total # of Grants Allocated: 
Total# of Loans Allocated: 
Total# of Grants and Loans: 
Partial No Undecided 
19 regular grants; 4 multi-year grants; 1 emergency grants; 0 loans; 
$66,032 
$ 
$32,000 regular grants; $6,000 multi-year grants; $300 emergency 
$0 
$38,300 
16 regular grants; 2 multi-year grants; 1 emergency grants 
0 
19 
Salzman Grant: Institute for MultiRacial Justice 
• 
• 
• 
NOT ON AGENDA 
1. Active Media Project 
1535 32nd Ave, #C, Seattle, WA, 98122 Amanda Larson 206/447-3900 x760 
amandablarson@hotmail.com 
Funding for production and distribution costs of a documentary video on racial disparities within 
the criminal justice system as a focal point for organizing the community to take a more active 
role in monitoring criminal justice proceedings. 
Reason: Not enough funds to produce the video yet. Come back when video finished. 
2. Alliance for Leadership and Interconnection 
1216 East McMillan Street, Suite 202, Cincinnati, OH, 45206 Mohammed Elgazzar 
513/221-2822 www.allycincinnati.bravepages.com 
Funding for the Kennedy Heights Youth Adult Club which will serve as a way of creating a safe 
space for youth to build relationships with each other in ways that empower them to make 
change within their communities. 
Reason: Not youth led. Is still a grant maker. No clear allies listed in the region. Not the only 
grassroots group in the Tri-State area. Unclear strategy. 
3. Ann Arbor Area Committee for, Peace 
PO Box130074, Ann Arbor, MI, 48113 Phillis Engelbert 734/662-0818 
http://justpeaceinfo.org 
Funding for an outreach project to better understand the relevance of peace to youth and African-
American communities as a way to make the peace movement more inclusive. 
Reason: Somewhat problematic approach. #10 is weak- no positions . 
4. Casa Guatemala 
4554 N. Broadway, #219, Chicago, IL, 60640 Cesar Sanchez 773/334-9101 
members.aol.com/ guatreadio 
Funding for general support of the Guatemala Media Project which uses a TV show, newsletter, 
website, and radio project to present accurate information about Guatemala to North American 
communities. 
Reason: Don't talk about connections to any other organizing in Chicago. Left successful radio 
project for uncertainty of cable. No sample video to review. Come back when videos ready for 
review. 
5. Center for Cooperative Economy 
3232 17th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN, 55407 Erik Esse 612/728-0040 mcc@planet-
save.org 
Funding for the Midwest Worker Cooperative Conference which will bring together individuals 
from a variety of cooperative business models to build an alternative to corporate globalization. 
Reason: Only four white men- low-income by choice? Class rhetoric instead of analysis. Goals 
unrealistic "eliminate the owner class". Analysis of race only via class- no broader vision. 
Analysis of women and work flawed. Lots of job training emphasis. 
6. Center for Popular Education and Community Organizing 
PO Box 10454, El Paso, TX, 79995 Guillermo Glenn 915/533-6269 
guillermoelp@hotmail.com 
Funding for production costs of V oz del Barrio which serves as one aspect of a campaign 
focused on challenging the community impacts of global economic integration policies which 
have moved jobs out of the community. 
• 
• 
• 
Reason: No strategies included for how to achieve goals. Focus on community center and 
zoning issues. Poor answers to #10. Not clear have an organizational structure . 
7. Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors 
630 20th Street, #302, Oakland, CA 94610 Mario Hardy 510/465-1617 www.objector.org 
Emergency funding to create an ad-oriented campaign to opposes the Universal Military 
Training and Service Act of 2001 which would reinstate a military draft. 
Reason: Current budget is $392,000. Project is over $12,000- does not show any income. Bill 
has been in committee since December 2001. Not an emergency/too big . 
• 
• 
• 
8. Coffee House Teach-Ins 
1020 Victoria A venue, Venice, CA, 90291 Andrew Kay Liberman 310/821-615 8 
www.futureVisionActions.50megs.com 
Funding for a teach-in that will provide attendees with an analysis of the current push to war and 
the materials to create images of peace for use in media and legislative demonstrations. 
Reason: Unclear what outreach strategy using to draw the community in. Why these films? 
Very vague proposal. Teach-in has been planned a while. Not an emergency. 
9. Creative Services 
710 11th Ave, Franklinton, LA 70438 Juana Varnado 985/795-3388 
creativeservices@franklinton.net 
Funding for a comprehensive referral directory which will provide individuals in Washington 
Parish with a list of public and social services available to them. 
Reason: Social Service. No political perspective. 
10. CTI- YouthBuild Lowell 
1 Bartlett Street, Lowell, MA, 01852 Pamela Beckwith 978/446-9803 
pbeckwith@comteam.org 
Funding for educational training materials for a program that supports low-income teenagers 
who have dropped out of the traditional school system to obtain GEDs. 
Reason: Social service. Budget is $392K 
11. CURE- Virginia 
P.O. Box 19453, Alexandria, VA 22320-0453 Keith DeBlasio 703/765-6549 
www.vacure 
Emergency funding for workshops on current legislative issues pertaining to criminal justice 
reform initiatives to be held during CURE's annual Advocacy Day in January. 
Reason: Not an emergency. Annual meeting with no unexpected legislation. 
12. ECO: Environmental Community Organization 
515 Wyoming Avenue, Cincinnati, OH, 45215 Christa Zielke 513/761-6l40www.env-
comm.org 
Funding for a Campaign Director who will focus on increasing the visibility and donor base of 
an organization addressing the impact of industrial pollution in the Greater Cincinnati area. 
Reason: No racial diversity information but claim it exists. Don't seem to working with non-
mainstream community groups within Cincinnati. No links with long-term activists in the area. 
13. Give Them to Eat 
c/o Bronx Spanish Evangelical Church, 800 East 156th Street, Bronx, NY, 10455 Danilo 
Lachapel 718/993-1260 give2eat@lycos.com 
Funding for general support of a program that provides job counseling and referral services to 
empower residents of their low-income community to have access to affordable health care, job 
security, education, and other social services. 
Reason: Social Services. Very problematic answers to question 10 c and d. 
14. Peace House 
PO Box 524, Portland, OR, 97520 Ellen Craine 541/482-9625 peacehse@mind.net 
Funding for a Southern Oregon Peace Collective that will bring together communities in 
Southern Oregon to develop a greater capacity for peace actions. 
Reason: They take a position on everything but reproductive rights. All white organization. Not 
clear how they have the capacity to move beyond their own community. No organizational 
memory for prior grants. 
• 
• 
• 
15. People's March Coalition 
2022 Cliff Drive #353, Santa Barbara, CA 93109 Silvia Rodriguez 805/895-0084 
www.peoplesmarch.org 
Funding for the Santa Barbara People's March for Economic Justice which seeks to link local 
issues with the struggles of peoples around the world to draw attention to the lack of socially just 
policies within both the local and international community. 
Reason: Nothing about followup after the March. Other activities are designed to fund the 
March. Member groups engage in a variety of activities but the coalition does not. Make good 
connections between issues. Re-submit application detailing what other activities they are 
engaged in . 
• 
• 
• 
16. Pittsburgh Association of Peacemakers and Proactive Youth 
5125 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA, 15224 Claire Schoyer 4l2/361-3022bellelinda@aol.com 
Funding for funds to purchase a computer for an organization working to create a network of 
high school activists within the Pittsburgh area. 
Reason: Seem to be a project of the Thomas Merton Center. Adult run/ vision- no youth 
leadership. PAPPY is a problematic acronym. #10 answers poor. Computers are $600 not 
$3,000. 
17. Polaris Project 
433 New Jersey Ave, SE, Washington, DC, 2003 Katherine Cohen 202/547-7909 
www.PolarisProject.org 
Funding for general support to strengthen the organizational capacity of a national program 
working with communities, service agencies, and law-enforcement to end the trafficking of 
women and children for sexual exploitation. 
Reason: Come out of Brown's entrepreneurship competition for business students. No 
organizing experience. Where is the intersection between prostitutes' rights and trafficking 
explored? Not clear who is involved. 5 staff. No collaborations yet. 
18. Police Accountability Campaign 
PO Box 11176, Portland, OR, 97211 Adrienne Ratner 503/287-2255 
www.policeaccountabilitycampaign.org 
Funding for a canvassing project to organize residents in neighborhoods affected by police 
misconduct to demand better police accountability for their community. 
Reason: There are other organizations already working in that area they don't mention. Very 
single issue. Leadership do not seem to represent the community working around. No 
collaboration with any local Portland groups or references to other national groups. 
19. Pressure Point 
6723 48th Ave SW, Seattle, WA, 98136 Betsy Hoffmeister 206/353-9334 
www.pressurepoint.org 
Funding for pilot project to work with communities impacted by corporate globalization to link 
specific corporations to the social and economic affect on those communities as an organizing 
tool to empower them to take action against these corporations. 
Reason: No proven track record at this point. Everything is future not current organizing. 
Workers hired on a short term basis- avoids paying real costs of work. Work with people of color 
mostly outside US- no broader vision of issues affecting people of color. 
20. Prison Information Network 
PO Box 165171, Salt Lake City, UT, 84116 Marianne Johnstone 801/359-3589 
www.prisonemetwork.com 
Funding for publication of Behind the Wire which provides a voice for prisoners within the Utah 
State prison system as a vehicle to organize for prison reform. 
Reason: Mostly service work. Program work does not reflect their talk about organizing. Not 
clear what impact the organizing has. No analysis of prison reform demonstrated in #10. 
Unclear who NL is written for . 
• 
• 
• 
21. Prisoners Literature Project 
c/o Bound Together B~oks, 1369 Haight Street, San Francisco, CA, 94117 Bruno 
Ruhland 415/695-1346 bruhland@yahoo.com 
Funding for general support for an organization engaged in providing prisoners with needed 
books. 
Reason: No broader prisoner/ prison reform organizing. No connections to organizations doing 
this work. Book distribution only. #10 poor. 
22. Progressive South Maryland 
1168 Coster Rd., Lusby, MD, 20657 Tammy Vitale 410/326-6951 belletarnaam@hotmail.com 
Funding for staffing costs of a November sleep out by students and community members to 
protest lack of low-income housing. 
Reason: Unclear who makes up this organization. Unclear where they are going and who they 
are working with. Action is in November- failed to budget properly. Money is to staff a camp-
out Gets CHD money which precludes positive statements on GLBT or RR issues. 
23. Project 100 Community Center with Black Men United 
1841 Broad Street, Hartford, CT, 061144 Regina S. Dyton 860/724-5542 
project! OOhtfd@aol.com 
Funding for a project that brings together low-income LGBT people of color with allies to raise 
funds to create affordable recreation opportunities. 
Reason: Affordable recreation for low-income GLBT people. Could be moving toward 
community organizing from a service perspective but not there yet. 
24. Reclaim Democracy 
PO Box 532, Boulder, CO, 80306 Jennifer Rockne 303/402-0105 
info@reclaimdemocracy.org 
Funding for a computer projector that will enhance school presentations of an organization 
working to teach critical awareness about the structure of power that favor corporations over 
people. 
Reason: One shot deals. No on-going curriculum or interactions. Turned down a similar project 
out of CO in the past. No organizing. #10 weak. No info on demographics. 
25. St. Augustine- Baracoa Friendship Association 
PO Box 861086, St. Augustine, FL, 32086 Jo McIntire 904/461-3175 www.staugustine-
baracoa.org 
Funding for the outreach project of an organization attempting to link communities in Cuba and 
Florida as a way of increasing awareness about the similarities between the countries. 
Reason: Problematic perspective on Cuban Politics. No political perspective. Mainstream 
funding sources. Pen pals, material aid, film/food festivals. 
26. Tyler AIDS Services, Inc. 
1320 N. Bois D'Arc, Tyler, TX, 75702 Daisy Woods 903/526-2728 
tyleraidssvc@juno.com 
Funding for general support for an organization assisting people living with HIV/ AIDS as well 
as teaching HIV prevention through community awareness programs throughout East Texas. 
Reason: Social service. This is organizing only in the sense that any AIDS or comprehensive 
sex ed info in the bible belt is a struggle. 
27. US- El Salvador Sister Cities Project 
PO Box 2445, Madison, WI, 53701 Jim Goronson 608/661-9300www.us-elsalvador-
sisters.org 
• 
• 
• 
Funding for travel costs of three organizers to participate in a month-long national bus tour 
which will bring together international organizers calling for greater awareness of systematic 
violations of economic-human rights . 
Reason: The 2002 budget is $140k with $62,200 for material aid. 2000 Budget was $228K, 
2001 was $232K. All project money is for travel. 
28. War Resisters' International 
5 Caledonian Rd., London, Nl 9DX, Britain Andreas Speck +44-20-7278 4040 www.wri-
irg.org 
Funding for the Prisoners for Peace Day 2002 campaign which will involve direct mailings about 
peace activism and non-violent resistance. 
Reason: Based in the UK. Poor application. A local partner could apply. For 12/1 so it will be 
over. Most funding from Europe. 
29. Witness for Peace- NE 
PO Box 147, Richmond, VT 05477 Joanne Ramney 802/434-3233 
www.witnessforpeace.org/newengland 
Funding for general support of an organization working towards equitable social and economic 
policies within Central America through speaker tours and a regional conference. 
Reason: No discussion of #10 a,b in any local or national context. Still coming for speaker 
tours. No diversity information . 
' 
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a call to RESIST illegitimate authority 
259 Elm Street, Suite 201 • Somerville, Massachusetts 02144 
(617) 623-5110 / www.resistinc.org 
Board Meeting - December 8, 2002 - 10: 00 a.m. 
Place: Marc Miller's House 
15 Bishop Street 
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130 
617/524-8887 
Dear Board member: 
For this meeting, we have 23 requests to consider and $35,000 to spend for grants. 
Please remember the Maximum grants will be $3,000; Partial grants will be between 
$500-3,000; and Emergency grants will be $300. 
AGENDA 
10:00 a.m.-10:15 a.m. 
I. Introductions 
select minute taker( s) 
review agenda ' 
review/approve minutes of August and October board meetings 
10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. 
II. Grant allocations 
(grants not decided in that time go to Grants Committee) 
12:15-2:20 
ill. Committee Reports 
12:55 
Board Development Committee: Check in (12:15-12:20) 
Communications: Discuss and decide newsletter proposal (12:25-12:30) 
Fundraising Committee: Check in (12:30-12:35) 
"Staff Committee:" Check in (12:35-12:40) 
Execcutive Committee: (12:40-12:50) 
Pass out by-laws with Robin's memo. To study forapproval/amending at next board 
meeting; Present committee merger idea for discussion/decision at Feb. mtg. 
Long-Range Planning Committee: (12:50-12:55) 
report on status/purpose of consultant 
merger with EC 
Break for lunch 
Over lunch: option to read surveys 
~ -· 
• 
• 
• 
1:30-2:20 
Finish Committee Reports ( continuing eating, as desired) 
Finance Committee: Discuss and decide on 2003 budget 
Personnel Committee: 
Discuss and decide on proposal for staff evaluation process; 
(1:30-1:50) 
(1:50-2:10) 
hand out revised Personnel Policies, with briefmemo highlighting key points to discuss 
at next board meeting 
Grants: 
Discuss and decide on revised application 
update on IWRCrequest for third year of multi-year funding 
2:20-2:30 
Evaluation of meeting thus far and take a deep breath 
2:30 p.m.-4:55 p.m. 
IV. Discussion of Politics/Program priorities 
Introduction of the process and report on survey 
Preseqtations of inspiring political activities 
(5 minutes or less per person) 
(2: 10-2:20) 
(2:30-2:45) 
(2:45-3:30) 
Discussion: (3:30-4:00) 
What constitutes effective political work in this time and environment, with a focus on 
organization-based work? 
Discussion: (4:00-4:30) 
How does that political thinking help us answer thequestion, where can we put our 
resources to the best use? 
Wrap up: ( 4:30-4:45) 
decisions, next steps, assign responsibilities ( of committees,individuals, whole group) for 
follow up 
4:45 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Meeting evaluation, check in, etc. 
Marc will chair the meeting. In section IV (the afternoon discussion of politics/priorities), Pam 
will serve as recorder and write down comments on chart paper. There will be five sheets of 
chart paper for the meeting: 
- "Holdovers from the Morning Discussion for the Program Discussion" 
- Parking lot for future meetings", 
- "What constitutes effective political work in this time and environment, with a focus on 
organization-based work?'' 
- "How does that political thinking help us answer the question, where can we put our resources 
to the best use?" 
- "Next steps" 
GRANT REQUESTS 
We gave one Emergency Grant out this cycle. We also received 28 additional requests 
which are not on the agenda . 
Please consider giving out a Salzman grant and a Mike Riegle Tribute Grant. 
• 
• 
• 
Enclosed: 
Board Development Committee: 
Executive Committee: 
Finance Committee: 
Grant Committee: 
Personnel Committee: 
Pending: 
Exit Interview: Eileen Bolinsky 
Budget 2003 Revised 
Board Committee Minutes 
December 2002 Board Packet 
Update 
10/9/02 
11/21/02 
11/20/02 
11/19/02 
11/11/02 
Financial Statements: October 2002 
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a call to RESIST illegitimate authority 
259 Elm Street, Suite 201 • Somerville, Massachusetts 02144 
(617) 623-5110 / www.resistinc.org 
Board Meeting- December 8, 2002 - 10:45 a.m. 
Place: Marc Miller's House 
Dear Board member: 
15 Bishop Street 
Jamaica Plain, MA 0213 0 
617/524-8887 
For this meeting, we have 23 requests to consider and $35,000 to spend for grants. 
Please remember the Maximum grants will be $3,000; Partial grants will be between 
$500-3,000; and Emergency grants will be $300. 
AGENDA 
To Be Announced 
GRANT REQUESTS 
We gave one Emergency Grant out this cycle. We also received 28 additional requests 
which are not on the agenda. 
Please consider giving out a Salzman grant and a Mike Riegle Tribute Grant. 
SALZMAN GRANT GUIDELINES 
The Freda Friedman Salzman Memorial Endowment Fund "is dedicated to the purpose of 
supporting organized resistance to the institutions and practices that rob people of their dignity as 
full human beings ... (giving) a high priority to the efforts of Native American peoples to resist 
cultural as well as actual genocide." 
MIKE RIEGLE TRIBUTE GRANT 
The Mike Riegle Tribute Grant is given in memory of the life and work of local activist Mike 
Riegle. Mike was a supporter of prisoners' rights, gay and lesbian liberation, and the radical 
movement for justice. 
IF YOU HA VE ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR REFERENCES- PLEASE CALL, 
FAX, E-MAIL OR MAIL THEM ASAP. DON'T WAIT UNTIL THE MEETING 
TO FIND OUT IF YOUR FAVORITE PERSON WAS CONTACTED! 
PLEASE REMEMBER TO SEND IN YOUR PROXY IF YOU WILL NOT BE 
ABLE TO ATTEND THE MEETING!!!! 
• 
• 
• 
Enclosed: 
Board Committee Minutes 
December 2002 Board Packet 
Communications Committee: 11/14/02 
Executive Committee: 10/29/02 
Finance Committee: 11/4/02, Memo 11/19/02 
Grant Committee: 11/7 /02 
Long Range Planning Committee: 10/17 /02 . 
Personnel Committee: 10/29/02 
StaffMeetings: 10/21/02, 10/31/02, 11/7/02, 11/19/02 
Exit Interview with Jorge Rogachevsky 
Pending: 
Executive Committee: 11/21/02 
Finance Committee: 11/20/02 
Grant Committee: 11/19/02 
Personnel Committee 
• 
• 
• 
Emergency Grants 
DECEMBER 2002 
GRANT REQUESTS AND PROXY 
E.G. 1 Coalition Against Poverty $300 
56 North Main St., #403, Fall River, MA 02720 Melissa Correira 508/678-5497 melissacorreira@cs.com 
Emergency grant to hire additional staff to expand voter outreach campaign among low-income residents 
in Brockton, Massachusetts. 
Multi Year Grants 
New 
1. Citizens for Safe Water Around Badger $3,000 
E12629 Weigand's Bay South, Merrimac, WI Laura Olah 608/643-3124 
Funding for multi-year general support for an organization working on clean up of toxic waste at Badger 
Army Ammunition Plant and creation of healthy sustainable re-use plans. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
2. HONOR $3,000 
6435 Wiesner Road, Omro, WI 54963 Sharon Metz 920/582-7142 
Multi-year funding for general support for an organization which seeks to make changes in federal, state 
and local policies regarding American Indian/ Alaskan Native human and cultural rights. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
3. Oregon Human Rights Coalition $3,000 
2710 N.E. 14th, Portland, OR 97212 Ann Glatt 503/282-5010 
Funding for multi-year general support for community based organization which advocates for the rights 
of low-income people. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
4. Youth Organizing Communities $3,000 
2811 Whittier Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90023 Luis Sanchez 323/780-7606 www.schoolsnotjails.com 
Funding for multi-year support for youth-driven organization fighting for educational justice and an end 
to the Prison Industrial Complex. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Africa/ Asia/International 
• 5. Network in Solidarity with the People of the Philippines $3,000 
122 West 27th St, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10001 Amanda Vender 212/741-6806 www.nispop.org 
Funding for the Justice Not War campaign, which is working to remove the newly re-deployed US troops 
in the Philippines. 
• 
• 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Central, Latin America and the Caribbean 
6. Wisconsin Coordinating Council on Nicaragua $1,000 
PO Box 1534, Madison, WI 53701 Carrie Hirsch 608/257-7230 www.wccnica.org 
Funding to support visit of the "Ocho de Marzo" Women's Theater Project, for International Women's 
Day 2003. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Community Organizing/Anti-Racism 
7. Bill of Rights Defense Committee $2,822 
P.O. Box 60591, 140 Pine Street, Room 10, Florence, MA, 01062 Nancy Talanian 413/582-0110 
www.gjf.org/NBORDC 
Funding for general support for an organization coordinating and supporting a national movement in 
opposition to the USA PATRIOT Act and its infringements on the Bill of Rights. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
8. Ile: Institute for Latino Empowerment $3,000 
PMB #117, 200 Avenue Rafael Cordero, Suite 140, Caguas, PR 00725 Raul Quinones-Rosado 
7 87 /712-5 802 www.institutolatino.org 
Funding for general support for organization which works to strengthen the leadership capabilities of 
Latino/a community organizers who struggle against oppression in their communities, and to foster 
grassroots organizing for community development and self-determination. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
• 
9. Whatcom Human Rights Task Force $3,000 
P.O. Box 2191, Bellingham, WA 98227 Julie Mauermann 360/733-2233 www.whrtf.org 
Funding for an outreach project to other progressive groups in order to better collaborate and build 
networks. 
Decision: Full Partial 
Comments: 
Economic Justice 
10. Utah Jobs with Justice 
PO Box 3151, Salt Lake City, UT 84110 
Funding for a Living Wage Campaign. 
Decision: Full Partial 
Comments: 
Environmental 
No Undecided 
$2,950 
George Neckel 801/606-2074 
No Undecided 
• 11. Kingsport Citizens for a Cleaner Environment (KCCE) $3,000 
108 East Main Street, #113, Kingsport, TN, 37660 Rachael Bliss 423/247-2481 www.kingsportcitizens.org 
Funding for the Clean and Active Neighborhoods project which empowers low income and minority 
communities to oppose industrial pollution and counter resulting environmental health hazards. 
• 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Labor 
12. Jobs with Justice- Philadelphia $3,000 
1319 Locust Street, 2nd Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19107 Kati Sipp 215/735-3615 
Funding for general support for labor rights organization working to develop a broadly-based coalition of 
social justice activists in the Philadelphia region. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
• 
• 
• 
13. San Lucas Workers Center $3,000 
2914 W. North Avenue, 3rd Floor, Chicago, IL 60647 Daniel Giloth 773/227-6633 
Funding for the Day Labor Organizing Committee which uses direct action, community pressure, press 
exposure and policy work to force day labor agency owners to stop abusive practices. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
14. St. Louis Area Jobs with Justice $3,000 
2725 Clifton Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63139 Lara Granich 314/706-5439 
Funding for a two-part anti-oppression program consisting of anti-racism trainings and an integration of 
race analysis into healthcare organizing work. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Media/Culture 
15. Women in Media and News $3,000 
2138 68th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11204 Jennifer Pozner 347/564-5190 
Funding for start-up costs for organization that seeks to bridge the feminist and media democracy 
communities and empower a more media-critical feminist community. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Peace/ Anti-Militarism 
16. Institute for MultiRacial Justice $3,000 
522 Valencia Street, San Francisco, CA 94110 Elizabeth Martinez 415/701-9502 www.multiracialjustice.org 
Funding for an outreach project that will bring together African-American and Latino activists from 
communities across California to increase their representation in current anti-war actions. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
17. Worcester Peace Works $3,000 
P.O. Box 367, Worcester, MA, 01614 Philip M. Stone 508/799-6228 www.worcpeaceworks.org 
Funding for general support for an organization working to stabilize their work and develop a regional 
network of peace groups in the central New England region. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Prisoners 
• 18. Colorado Criminal Justice Reform Coalition $3,000 
• 
• 
PO Box 2143, Colorado Springs, CO 80901 Stephen Raher 719/475-8059 www.ccjrc.org 
Funding for general support for a statewide coalition addressing prison policy reform through campaigns 
about criminal justice policy reform, prison expansion, and the larger impact of criminal justice policies 
on communities across the state. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Women 
19. Adbar Ethiopian Women's Alliance $3,000 
1151 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138 Seble Argaw 617/234-8981 www.ethiopianwomen.org 
Funding for the Civic Education and Advocacy Project, which helps Ethiopian refugee women adjust to 
life in Massachusetts, teaches women to advocate for their rights, and works toward access to culturally 
appropriate services. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
20. Arise for Social Justice $3,000 
94 Rifle Street, Springfield, MA O 1105 Corinna Yazbek 413/734-4948 
Funding for the Decriminalization of Prostitution organizing project which empowers sex workers 
through an analysis of the social factors such as poverty, sexism, labor discrimination to organize to keep 
women out of the criminal justice system. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
Youth 
21. 180 Movement for Democracy and Education $2,960 
PO Box 251701, Little Rock, AR 72225 Andy Burns 501/244-2439 www.corporations.org/180mde 
Funding for the development and distribution of a Democracy Teach-In organizing packet which will 
provide campus organizers the basic tools to begin challenging local power structures and working 
towards campus democracy . 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
• 
• 
• 
22. Military and Draft Counseling Project of the War Resisters League- Portland Chapter $2,000 
2000 NE 42nd Avenue, Suite 224, Portland, OR 97213 John Grueschow 503/238-0605 
Funding for a student outreach and organizing project opposing the revocation of the local ban on 
military recruitment in high schools that will engage students in exploring alternatives to militarism. 
Decision: Full Partial No Undecided 
Comments: 
23. Providence Youth-Student Movement (PrYSM) $3,000 
22 Miller A venue, Providence, RI 02905 
Contact Person: Ammala Douangsavanh Telephone: 401/524-2458 Web: 
Funding for organization of Southeast Asian youth working for racial and economic justice, including a 
campaign to stop the deportation of Cambodian Americans. 
Decision: Full 
Comments: 
Total Number of Requests 
Total Amount Requested: 
Total Allocation for Cycle: 
Total Grants: 
Total Loans: 
Total Allocated: 
Partial No Undecided 
19 regular grants; 4 multi-year grants; 1 emergency grants; 0 loans; 
28 not on agenda 
$66,032 
$ 
$ regular grants; $ multi-year grants; $ emergency grants 
$0 
$ 
Total # of Grants Allocated: regular grants; multi-year grants; emergency grants 
Total # of Loans Allocated: 0 
Total # of Grants and Loans: 
NOT ON AGENDA 
• 1. Active Media Project 
• 
• 
1535 32nd Ave, #C, Seattle, WA, 98122 Amanda Larson 206/447-3900 x760 amandablarson@hotmail.com 
Funding for production and distribution costs of a documentary video on racial disparities within the 
criminal justice system as a focal point for organizing the community to take a more active role in 
monitoring criminal justice proceedings. 
Reason: Not enough funds to produce the video yet. Come back when video finished. 
2. Alliance for Leadership and Interconnection 
1216 East McMillan Street, Suite 202, Cincinnati, OH, 45206 Mohammed Elgazzar 513/221-2822 
www.allycincinnati.bravepages.com 
Funding for the Kennedy Heights Youth Adult Club which will serve as a way of creating a safe space 
for youth to build relationships with each other in ways that empower them to make change within their 
communities. 
Reason: Not youth led. Is still a grant maker. No clear allies listed in the region. Not the only 
grassroots group in the Tri-State area. Unclear strategy. 
3. Ann Arbor Area Committee for Peace 
PO Box130074, Ann Arbor, MI, 48113 Phillis Engelbert 734/662-0818 http://justpeaceinfo.org 
Funding for an outreach project to better understand the relevance of peace to youth and African-
American communities as a way to make the peace movement more inclusive. 
Reason: Somewhat problematic approach. #10 is weak- no positions. 
4. Casa Guatemala 
4554 N. Broadway, #219, Chicago, IL, 60640 Cesar Sanchez 773/334-9101 members.aol.com/guatreadio 
Funding for general support of the Guatemala Media Project which uses a TV show, newsletter, website, 
and radio project to present accurate information about Guatemala to North American communities. 
Reason: Don't talk about connections to any other organizing in Chicago. Left successful radio project 
for uncertainty of cable. No sample video to review. Come back when videos ready for review. 
5. Center for Cooperative Economy 
3232 17th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN, 55407 Erik Esse 612/728-0040 mcc@planet-save.org 
Funding for the Midwest Worker Cooperative Conference which will bring together individuals from a 
variety of cooperative business models to build an alternative to corporate globalization. 
Reason: Only four white men- low-income by choice? Class rhetoric instead of analysis. Goals 
unrealistic "eliminate the owner class". Analysis of race only via class- no broader vision. Analysis of 
women and work flawed. Lots of job training emphasis. 
6. Center for Popular Education and Community Organizing 
PO Box 10454, El Paso, TX, 79995 Guillermo Glenn 915/533-6269 guillermoelp@hotmail.com 
Funding for production costs of Voz del Barrio which serves as one aspect of a campaign focused on 
challenging the community impacts of global economic integration policies which have moved jobs out 
of the community. 
Reason: No strategies included for how to achieve goals. Focus on community center and zoning issues. 
Poor answers to #10. Not clear have an organizational structure. 
7. Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors 
630 20th Street, #302, Oakland, CA 94610 Mario Hardy 510/465-1617 www.objector.org 
Emergency funding to create an ad-oriented campaign to opposes the Universal Military Training and 
Service Act of 2001 which would reinstate a military draft. 
Reason: Current budget is $392,000. Project is over $12,000- does not show any income. Bill has been 
in committee since December 2001. Not an emergency/too big. 
• 
• 
• 
8. Coffee House Teach-Ins 
1020 Victoria Avenue, Venice, CA, 90291 Andrew Kay Liberman 310/821-6158 
www.futureVisionActions.50megs.com 
Funding for a teach-in that will provide attendees with an analysis of the current push to war and the 
materials to create images of peace for use in media and legislative demonstrations. 
Reason: Unclear what outreach strategy using to draw the community in. Why these films? Very vague 
proposal. Teach-in has been planned a while. Not an emergency. 
9. Creative Services 
710 11th Ave, Franklinton, LA 70438 Juana Varnado 985/795-3388 creativeservices@franklinton.net 
Funding for a comprehensive referral directory which will provide individuals in Washington Parish with 
a list of public and social services available to them. 
Reason: Social Service. No political perspective. 
10. CTI- YouthBuild Lowell 
1 Bartlett Street, Lowell, MA, 01852 Pamela Beckwith 978/446-9803 pbeckwith@comteam.org 
Funding for educational training materials for a program that supports low-income teenagers who have 
dropped out of the traditional school system to obtain GEDs. 
Reason: Social service. Budget is $392K 
11. ECO: Environmental Community Organization 
515 Wyoming Avenue, Cincinnati, OH, 45215 Christa Zielke 513/761-6140 www.env-comm.org 
Funding for a Campaign Director who will focus on increasing the visibility and donor base of an 
organization addressing the impact of industrial pollution in the Greater Cincinnati area. 
Reason: No racial diversity information but claim it exists. Don't seem to working with non-mainstream 
community groups within Cincinnati. No links with long-term activists in the area . 
12. Give Them to Eat 
c/o Bronx Spanish Evangelical Church, 800 East 156th Street, Bronx, NY, 10455 Danilo Lachapel 
718/993-1260 give2eat@lycos.com 
Funding for general support of a program that provides job counseling and referral services to empower 
residents of their low-income community to have access to affordable health care, job security, 
education, and other social services. 
Reason: Social Services. Very problematic answers to question 10 c and d. 
13. Peace House 
PO Box 524, Portland, OR, 97520 Ellen Craine 541/482-9625 peacehse@mind.net 
Funding for a Southern Oregon Peace Collective that will bring together communities in Southern 
Oregon to develop a greater capacity for peace actions. 
Reason: They take a position on everything but reproductive rights. All white organization. Not clear 
how they have the capacity to move beyond their own community. No organizational memory for prior 
grants. 
14. People's March Coalition 
2022 Cliff Drive #353, Santa Barbara, CA 93109 Silvia Rodriguez 805/895-0084 www.peoplesmarch.org 
Funding for the Santa Barbara People's March for Economic Justice which seeks to link local issues with 
the struggles of peoples around the world to draw attention to the lack of socially just policies within 
both the local and international community. 
Reason: Nothing about followup after the March. Other activities are designed to fund the March . 
Member groups engage in a variety of activities but the coalition does not. Make good connections 
between issues. Re-submit application detailing what other activities they are engaged in. 
• 
• 
• 
15. Pittsburgh Association of Peacemakers and Proactive Youth 
5125 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA, 15224 Claire Schoyer 412/361-3022 bellelinda@aol.com 
Funding for funds to purchase a computer for an organization working to create a network of high school 
activists within the Pittsburgh area. 
Reason: Seem to be a project of the Thomas Merton Center. Adult run/ vision- no youth leadership. 
PAPPY is a problematic acronym. #10 answers poor. Computers are $600 not $3,000. 
16. Polaris Project 
433 New Jersey Ave, SE, Washington, DC, 2003 Katherine Cohen 202/547-7909 www.PolarisProject.org 
Funding for general support to strengthen the organizational capacity of a national program working with 
communities, service agencies, and law-enforcement to end the trafficking of women and children for 
sexual exploitation. 
Reason: Come out of Brown's entrepreneurship competition for business students. No organizing 
experience. Where is the intersection between prostitutes' rights and trafficking explored? Not clear 
who is involved. 5 staff. No collaborations yet. 
17. Police Accountability Campaign 
PO Box 11176, Portland, OR, 97211 Adrienne Ratner 503/287-2255 www.policeaccountabilitycampaign.org 
Funding for a canvassing project to organize residents in neighborhoods affected by police misconduct to 
demand better police accountability for their community. 
Reason: There are other organizations already working in that area they don't mention. Very single 
issue. Leadership do not seem to represent the community working around. No collaboration with any 
local Portland groups or references to other national groups. 
18. Pressure Point 
6723 48th Ave SW, Seattle, WA, 98136 Betsy Hoffmeister 206/353-9334 www.pressurepoint.org 
Funding for pilot project to work with communities impacted by corporate globalization to link specific 
corporations to the social and economic affect on those communities as an organizing tool to empower 
them to take action against these corporations. 
Reason: No proven track record at this point. Everything is future not current organizing. Workers hired 
on a short term basis- avoids paying real costs of work. Work with people of color mostly outside US- no 
broader vision of issues affecting people of color. 
19. Prison Information Network 
PO Box 165171, Salt Lake City, UT, 84116 Marianne Johnstone 801/359-3589 www.prisonernetwork.com 
Funding for publication of Behind the Wire which provides a voice for prisoners within the Utah State 
prison system as a vehicle to organize for prison reform. 
Reason: Mostly service work. Program work does not reflect their talk about organizing. Not clear 
what impact the organizing has. No analysis of prison reform demonstrated in #10. Unclear who NL is 
written for. 
20. Prisoners Literature Project 
c/o Bound Together Books, 1369 Haight Street, San Francisco, CA, 94117 Bruno Ruhland 
415/695-1346 bruhland@yahoo.com 
Funding for general support for an organization engaged in providing prisoners with needed books. 
Reason: No broader prisoner/ prison reform organizing. No connections to organizations doing this 
work. Book distribution only. #10 poor. 
21. Progressive South Maryland 
1168 Coster Rd., Lusby, MD, 20657 Tammy Vitale 410/326-6951 belletamaam@hotmail.com 
Funding for staffing costs of a November sleep out by students and community members to protest lack 
of low-income housing. 
Reason: Unclear who makes up this organization. Unclear where they are going and who they are 
working with. Action is in November- failed to budget properly. Money is to staff a camp-out. Gets 
CHD money which precludes positive statements on GLBT or RR issues. 
• 
• 
22. Project 100 Community Center with Black Men United 
1841 Broad Street, Hartford, CT, 061144 Regina S. Dyton 860/724-5542 project100htfd@aol.com 
Funding for a project that brings together low-income LGBT people of color with allies to raise funds to 
create affordable recreation opportunities. 
Reason: Affordable recreation for low-income GLBT people. Could be moving toward community 
organizing from a service perspective but not there yet. 
23. Reclaim Democracy 
PO Box 532, Boulder, CO, 80306 Jennifer Rockne 303/402-0105 info@reclaimdemocracy.org 
Funding for a computer projector that will enhance school presentations of an organization working to 
teach critical awareness about the structure of power that favor corporations over people. 
Reason: One shot deals. No on-going curriculum or interactions. Turned down a similar project out of 
CO in the past. No organizing. #10 weak. No info on demographics. 
24. St. Augustine- Baracoa Friendship Association 
PO Box 861086, St. Augustine, FL, 32086 Jo McIntire 904/461-3175 www.staugustine-baracoa.org 
Funding for the outreach project of an organization attempting to link communities in Cuba and Florida 
as a way of increasing awareness about the similarities between the countries. 
Reason: Problematic perspective on Cuban Politics. No political perspective. Mainstream funding 
sources. Pen pals, material aid, film/food festivals. 
25. Tyler AIDS Services, Inc. 
1320 N. Bois D'Arc, Tyler, TX, 75702 Daisy Woods 903/526-2728 tyleraidssvc@juno.com 
Funding for general support for an organization assisting people living with HIV/ AIDS as well as 
teaching HIV prevention through community awareness programs throughout East Texas. 
Reason: Social service. This is organizing only in the sense that any AIDS or comprehensive sex ed 
info in the bible belt is a struggle. 
26. US- El Salvador Sister Cities Project 
PO Box 2445, Madison, WI, 53701 Jim Goronson 608/661-9300 www.us-elsalvador-sisters.org 
Funding for travel costs of three organizers to participate in a month-long national bus tour which will 
bring together international organizers calling for greater awareness of systematic violations of 
economic-human rights. 
Reason: The 2002 budget is $140k with $62,200 for material aid. 2000 Budget was $228K, 2001 was 
$232K. All project money is for travel. 
27. War Resisters' International 
5 Caledonian Rd., London, N19DX, Britain Andreas Speck +44-20-7278 4040 www.wn-trg.org 
Funding for the Prisoners for Peace Day 2002 campaign which will involve direct mailings about peace 
activism and non-violent resistance. 
Reason: Based in the UK. Poor application. A local partner could apply. For 12/1 so it will be over. 
Most funding from Europe. 
28. Witness for Peace- NE 
PO Box 147, Richmond, VT 05477 Joanne Ramney 802/434-3233 www.witnessforpeace.org/newengland 
Funding for general support of an organization working towards equitable social and economic policies 
within Central America through speaker tours and a regional conference. 
Reason: No discussion of#lO a,b in any local or national context. Still coming for speaker tours. No 
diversity information. 
• 
• 
• 
Exit Interview 
Eileen Bolinsky Exit Interview 
November 25, 2002 p.1 
With Eileen Bolinsky 11-25-2002 
Interviewers: Ty dePass, Carol Schachet 
What did you expect your role as a board member would be when you first joined Resist? 
Did those expectations change? 
To go over grant proposals from national groups and help guide the direction of 
the organization. Those expectations were met. 
What did you enjoy about being a board member? 
I was excited to read proposals from groups in both urban and rural areas around 
the country. It was also good to be in a group with people who had a variety 
of interests/areas of expertise. 
As a member of the Board Development Committee for almost six years, a 
number of the changes the committee suggested were implemented. Some 
suggestions (for example, requiring board members to attend a certain number of 
meetings) were met with resistance and left a few longtime members with bitter 
feelings. But, ultimately, I thought that it made for a stronger organization, and 
brought more continuity to the organization. 
Why are you leaving the board? 
I personally feel the need to move on after six years on the Board. I kept waiting 
for a good time to leave, but there never seemed to be one. I wasn't growing 
anymore as a Board member. At this point, I'm looking to join an activist group 
rather than a board. 
Also, I was frustrated by the strategic planning process. It wasn't always 
moving the organization forward and sometimes it felt like we were spinning our 
wheels. The process was not good for individual relationships, especially 
between staff and some board members. 
I'm not leaving the Board in frustration or anger~ Overall, I found my 
participation in Resist rewarding and think it's a great organization that should 
continue doing what it's doing. 
Are there any ongoing issues in Resist that influenced your decision to resign? 
Again, I had been thinking of leaving for a long while. A good time to transition 
never appeared, so I just needed to go . 
What advice do you have for Resist's future? 
• 
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I suggest bringing back the political discussions. It's a great way for board 
members to get to know each other better and to stimulate the mind. Because 
there's often a large number of grant proposals, how about finding an alternative 
way of discussing proposals so there's more time for political discussion? For 
example, everybody should get the full packet but assign half the board half the 
packet, the other half the board, the rest of the packet. Group one reads proposals 
1-20, group 2 reads 21-40. If there are more than 40 proposals, the rest should go 
to the grant committee. At the meeting, each group gets together to discuss their 
assigned proposals. If any board member has strong feelings about a proposal 
that isn't in his/hergroup, they should call or email a member of the assigned 
group to voice their opinion. Time should be left at the meeting for any 
controversial proposal for which the groups need additional input from other 
board members. 
I think the strategic planning process should be set aside after the personnel policy 
is revised. We've accomplished a lot but it's no longer productive. 
Another suggestion is to have the Board of Advisors meet annually to 
discuss organizational strategy with the Board, ie. looking at the larger picture. 
What role would you like to play with Resist in the future? 
I'd be happy to be called for references or to give opinions. Will continue to be a 
contributor. 
Would you recommend people to join the board? (If no, what needs to change before you 
could do that?) If yes, can you think of anyone or any leads now? 
Yes, I would recommend people. I don't have anyone in mind at the moment that 
I haven't already recommended. 
How can RESIST better recruit and retain people of color and diverse members? 
Continue to pursue outreach, follow-up on the 7-degrees-of-separation (people 
who are busy themselves but who know other people, etc.). Check in with them 
every year. Stick with the 2/3 diversity policy and persevere. 
What would have made serving on the Board more rewarding? 
More political discussions would have added toward more political and 
intellectual growth, as well as getting to know others better. 
Would you come back to the Board later? 
I wouldn't rule it out. 
• 
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Exit Interview 
Jorge Rogachevsky 11-14-2002 
Telephone interview with Ty dePass and Carol Schachet 
What did you expect your role as a board member would be when you first joined Resist? Did 
those expectations change? 
I guess I expected that I would be working to evaluate different kinds of requests for funding 
from grassroots groups around the country, and that I'd be working with like-minded people 
trying to figure out valuable directions to support work. Contribute in some fashion to support 
work of org., especially the NL since I was out of Boston. 
I did change to some degree over time, both for internal and external factors. At a certain 
point, began to feel that there was an unstated assumption about social change that Resist seems 
to work out of that I had concerns about. Some other people on the Board had concerns about it 
too. Given political and social climate, Resist wasn't doing what it needed to be doing at this 
political juncture. The way Resist operated was to provide funding as long as a group came 
forward with something that showed an organizing framework that had a radical perspective to it 
and it wasn't too large and not receiving resources from other places. I would describe this as a 
horizontal approach of distributing resources across a broad spectrum. What that amounts to is an 
assumption that if we just keep things happening at the grassroots level, somehow they will lead 
to a shift in consciousness or political culture so that we will move to a better society. Not so 
much through external struggle around focused objectives but rather small alternative ways of 
working and being in US society. Absence of strategic vision and thinking has hurt and continues 
to hurt the organization . 
What did you enjoy about being a board member? 
Number of things. I enjoyed working with the people that work with Resist. See and 
reading about different activities around the country. Working on the Newsletter. 
Why are you leaving the board? 
What's been happening over the last year or so is that there's been a power struggle 
within the organization. I would identify myself as someone who wanted to promote a 
view of org that would develop more strategic thinking, think in more integrated ways 
about how to use the money that we have and link that up with an identifiable vision of 
social change. Other people within org have a significant fear of that turning into notion 
of Vanguardism-shouldn't be in business of telling other orgs what to do. Also fear of 
verticality within org, which would require more accountability and cohesion within org 
structure. Some feared that would create unhealthy models of leadership in org. 
That kind of struggle in itself is not bad. An org like Resist should confront those 
• 
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struggles and challenge them. But decided to resign when it seemed that it was not really 
being carried out in a way that would resolve itself in a positive fashion. No way of 
bringing that process to a useful resolution. 
Are there any ongoing issues in Resist that influenced your decision to resign? 
Definitely. My decision to resign came out of seeing from my perspective that the 
struggle we were having was in some ways spinning wheels. We weren't making 
reasonable progress or moving forward to clarify and find solutions. Process was chaotic 
and dysfunctional. Didn't feel that I had any right to continue to push for my position 
because that didn't seem to be helping; but didn't want to abandon my position because I 
thought I was right. Seemed untenable either way, so better to remove myself from the 
situation. 
What advice do you have for Resist's future? 
Org still needs more clarity about how it sees itself in relation to a political movement in 
the US. If that conversation can be had without tying it to internal political issues 
(questions of size, structure, supervision of staff, staff/board relationship), that would be 
good. With two new people coming in, it would be important to have some internal 
political discussion to find out where people are coming from and what their visions for 
social change are, and how those visions can be brought together in a coherent fashion. 
What role would you like to play with Resist in the future? 
For moment, happy to play no role. It's felt like a relief to now worry about those 
particular sets of issues. In the future, I would hope that I would still be in touch with 
folks and be willing to lend assistance in areas where I can be helpful. Desire to maintain 
an ongoing relationship of some sort. 
Would you recommend people to join the board? (If no, what needs to change before you could 
do that?) If yes, can you think of anyone or any leads now? 
I'd be hesitant to recommend people. One issue that would need to be thought out is: 
what are the concerns about role of academics within the Board? Is that an actual issue? 
Is there a tension between who might see themselves more as activists as opposed to 
those who might be defined as academics? A lot of my contacts are academic, so I would 
be hesitant to propose someone to join if I felt those issues were not better resolved. 
How can RESIST better recruit and retain people of color and diverse members? 
• 
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The best way to do that is to have a clearer sense of organizational mission, hopefully one 
that would resonate with the concerns of a diverse group on the left. Better way to 
approach it rather than to recruit people for the purpose of recruiting people that fit a 
particular type. 
What would have made serving on the Board more rewarding? 
If I hadn't agreed to run for the EC it would have been more rewarding. I felt there was 
too much a tension about getting certain things done in order to not have very long 
meetings or get through what some thought of as secondary issues. It kept us from really 
being able to concentrate on resolving problems and move forward. Frustrated that I'd 
devote a whole weekend and then people were concerned that they wanted to leave at 4 
p.m. Work we really needed to do at that moment was the internal work, and this was not 
really secondary. 
Would you come back to the Board later? 
I don't feel a strong yes or no. Depends on where the org goes from here and what I end 
up doing with whatever time I have available to devote to this kind of work. No sense of 
animosity toward anyone. 
Anything we didn't ask that you'd like to say? 
Thinking about bring new people onto the Board, what's been thought about how to bring 
people in to where the org is right now? If I were a new member coming in, I'd want to know 
something about recent history. How will that happen? How will that help them understand 
where the org is? When I came, I didn't really have that sense, and it became clearer over time. 
But I think that it is particularly delicate to bring two new board members into a meeting after 
three board members resigned at the previous meeting. Some careful thought should be given to 
this . 
• 
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2003 Newsletter Schedule 
(proposed November 14, 2002) 
Below is a proposed calendar for the 2003 Newsletters. Issues and writers may be adjusted, 
replaced or deferred as needed or as political circumstances suggest. 
January 
Issue: Immigration issues 
Possible Writers/Topics 
Paul Buell: impact of Dominicans in the Rhode Island elections 
Cathy Tactaquin (National Network for Immigrant Rights): Detentions and organizing 
post-USA PATRIOT Act 
Jane Guskin (Coalition for the Human Rights of Immigrants) 
MIWON (Los Angeles grantee)- labor organizing in LA 
February/March 
Issue: Grants in Review 
Possible Writers/Topics 
Grant-making in review -
LRPC survey results (Becca, Kay?) 
Year in Review - (seek Board volunteer; Hank as fall-back) 
April 
Issue: Bilingual Education 
Possible Writers/Topics 
May 
Unz Initiative -failures and successes in MA and CO (Ty? Jim Crawford? Krashen?) 
Radical Teacher folks - Wayne O'Neal? 
Rethinking Schools - National efforts to defund bilingual education 
Standardized testing 
Issue: Middle East Crises 
Grantees 
June 
Depends on what's happening. 
Iraq and sanctions/war/etc.; Israel/Palestine struggles 
Right-wing evangelical pro-Zionists (Talk to Nikhil) 
Turkey's new fundamentalist Muslim leadership and its impact on women 
Saudi Arabia 
Issue: AIDS Organizing 
Current challenges and Crises in US communities 
Black and Latino church responses (Carol) 
Gay and Lesbian AIDS organizing 
Global health crises-Africa (TBA), Asia (Hank) 
• 
• 
• 
July/August 
Issue: Organizing in the South 
Possible Writers/Topics 
Ann Braden - Kentucky Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression 
Appalachian Women's Alliance (Meredith Dean) 
Environmental Activism - SOCM, hog farms 
Challenging Racism (Project South) 
People's Institute for Survival and Beyond 
September 
Issue: Resources Activists Should know about 
Possible Writers/I'opics 
Magazines, Newsletters (Abby) 
fund raising helps (Carol) 
Web-based resources/cyber communities (Ty) 
Training Manuals - PRA, grantees 
Access to resources, technical assistance 
Multi-lingual meetings (MIWON, Jefferson Center) 
NOTE: Place a box in a late spring NL and ask pledge contributors to suggest resources. 
October 
Issue: Pacific Rim 
Possible Writers/Topics 
Henry Rosemont: Trade issues and developments 
Human Rights 
Solidarity organizing: Committee for Human Rights in the Philippines? Other grantees? 
Asian minorities in the US 
November 
Issue: Privatization Conflicts 
Liberal Reforms and transnational corporate takeovers of global politics 
Water- Bolivia, other sites (Jim Schultz) 
Education - this math class brought to you by IBM 
Vouchers and other attempts to spin privatization as civil rights struggle 
Barbara Minor 
For-profit prisons: grantee group 
December 
Issue: Media and Dissent 
Possible Writers/I'opics 
Top stories that didn't get covered (Sonoma State College) 
Independent radio stations; Pacifica Radio resolution 
Censorship in the name of patriotism (Noam Chomsky) 
Threats to independent bookstores and presses (Black Scholar, Cody's Books, Sojourner) 
• 
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Communications Committee Minutes 
November 14, 2002 
Present: Henry Rosemont (chair), Ty dePass, Carol Schachet 
I. Newsletter 
A. 2003 Newsletter topics 
* Reviewed and revised a draft of potential writers and issue areas 
* see attached for proposed list of topics 
B. Committee Business 
* Since Jorge resigned, we do not have a preliminary reader for Newsletter articles. This 
person generally provides and initial reading of articles for content and any potential difficulties it 
might pose for Resist. Since no one has come forward to serve in this role, Carol will recruit 
Board members on an issue-by-issue basis, according to their expertise and interests. Hank will 
continue to proofread each issue. 
* Roles and responsibilities of this committee, the editor and the Board. Discussed the 
overlap and distinction of roles. The Board sets overall purpose and goals of the Newsletter; the 
Committee oversees specific issues; and Carol makes it happen. Carol and the Communication 
Committee can collaborate on writers. 
II. Program discussion and survey questions 
A. What do we want to cover in the Board meeting? The Grant Committee and Communications 
Committee were supposed to facilitate the program discussion during the long-range planning 
portion of the December Board meeting. Hank indicated that very little time would be available 
because there's already a full plate. Instead, we could have a discussion about what kinds of 
questions and topics people are interest in talking about during the February meeting. 
B. What questions do we want to focus on from the survey results? Becca has entered all the 
data and can pull information to answer specific questions. The Committee felt that, without 
reading some of the narrative response, it's hard to know what to ask. Request that Becca print 
out the narrative responses related to the Newsletter and Website and send them to Hank and 
Ty. Some possible questions to ask might include: 
* Among respondents, how many are working on X issue? (X=category of organizing) 
* How many respondents wrote narratives about the Newsletter, and who were they 
(donors, grantees)? 
Ill. Web site 
A. update on internal site. Minutes for the last two years are up, as is the contact list and other 
Board documents. Still working on the Calendar and older minutes. Changed the username and 
informed all current Board members of the new information by mail. 
B. update on improvements to overall site. Robert has added ·a Google Search engine to the 
webpage, so folks can search for Newsletter articles, topics, etc. Also updated the 2003 grant 
deadlines. 
C. statistics of visits, downloads, etc. What reports would be helpful? 
* Number of hits for grant downloads, Newsletter pages 
* Where are folks coming from? 
D. Discussed the possibility of doing an e-Newsletter. Websites are passive, whereas e-
Newsletters are active and draw people in. Something to think about for the future. 
• • • Use of the Website 
623 of those responding have 
never seen our websitefor 
86% of the respondents 
Of those 102 who have looked 
at it, 62 are grantees (62%) 
"It provides useful grant 
information" : 
Very much disagree: 3% 
Disagree: 2°/o 
Neutral: 16% 
Agree: 28% 
Very much agree: 51 % 
"It provides useful political 
information": 
Very much disagree: 10% 
Disagree: 10% 
Neutral: 31 % 
Agree: 27% 
Very much agree: 22% 
"I refer people to the website": 
Very much disagree: 29% 
Disagree: 10% 
Neutral: 22% 
Agree: 21% 
Very much agree: 17% 
"I would like to see more about 
other funding sources": 
Very much disagree: 7% 
Disagree: 8% 
Neutral: 27% 
Agree:·24% 
Very much agree: 34% 
" I would like to see more 
political analysis": 
Very much disagree: 8% 
Disagree: 15% 
Neutral: 27% 
Agree: 19% 
Very much agree: 31 % 
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Long Range Planning Survey 2002 
Relationship Relationship 2 Comments on Website 
Donor 
We haven't visited it as of yet. You are aware that all you put on your website is 
being watched by those who don't agree with you! 
Putting the whole Newsletter online (including back issues to 1967) would be a great 
service. See refs on www.mbeaw.org 
Provide an email address for contacts? 
I would refer people if it were better. The web site needs more attention. Needs 
more content and regular updating to match Newsletter etc. 
I consider the toxic, social, political, and economic meanings of the "information 
age" another trend to Resist. Oh I forget also the military meanings 
For political analysis, use Human Rights. 
Publicize it in the Newsletter in big letters. 
I'm a 74 year old retired IBEW retired electrician and will never buy a computer. It 
wouldn't be worth the time or money to me. 
Thank you for reminding me of the website. 
Post the Newsletter to the site or email the Newsletter instead of regular mail. 
Why not give the option of receiving the Newsletter by email or reminders by email 
that Newsletter is on websire or public it there to save money and trees. 
You synopise your aims and philosophy in two or three places, why don't you write a 
mission statement? Is that a lame question? 
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I looked at the website once after 9/11, but I did not find enough information to go 
back to the site. I have been using MADRE.org's website for current political 
information. 
First look- I see useful goals, not enough funds. 
I don't like the two screens- left side should be smaller and be on home screen only-
need political commentary or a few topical analyses. 
I just looked at it, it seems geared towards grants and not political analysis. 
Grantee 
I didn't open all the pages. Consider a discussion board, annoucements of protests, 
etc or links to other sites that do. 
Grantee 
The funder's book sent out was excellent and is still used. 
There should be a quasi-separate web site to deliver analysis or networking 
information for activists. 
Very helpful when writing grant proposals. 
More info about progressive funding sources would be great. 
I use it primarily for funding info. 
Analysis that validates all sides of the issues. 
Institution 
Grantee 
More analysis for below. 
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Long Range Planning Survey 2002 
No-mail Donors 
I think the web can be very useful for communication of vital information and action 
planning. When it comes to general information, I thnk there can be a serious 
problem of "information overload" too much quantity and too little contextual/ 
analytical 
I resist all websites. Print media is faster for me. 
• • • 
Views on the Newsletter 
"It should come out less often": 
Very much disagree·: 25% 
Disagree: 13% 
Neutral: 24°/o 
Agree: 19% 
Very much agree: 19% 
"I read it for its political analysis": 
Very much disagree: 4% 
Disagree: 10% 
Neutral: 20% 
Agree: 31 % 
Very much agree: 35% 
"I read it to learn about grantees": 
Very much disagree: 7 % 
Disagree: 17% 
Neutral: 26% 
Agree: 32% 
Very much agree: 17% 
"The quality of articles is excellent": 
Very much disagree: 1 % 
Disagree: 3% 
Neutral: 19% 
Agree: 41% 
Very much agree: 37% 
• • • 
Views on the Newsletter (Continued) 
"I find the information useful in my 
political work": 
Very much disagree: 9°/o 
Disagree: 15% 
Neutral: 27°/o 
Agree: 27% 
Very much agree: 22% 
"The Newsletter encourages me to 
give to Resist": 
Very much disagree: 6% 
Disagree: 8% 
Neutral: 18% 
Agree: 36% 
Very much agree: 32% 
"The length is just right": 
Much shorter: 2% 
Shorter: 7% 
Remain the same: 60% 
Longer: 19% 
Much longer: 12% 
-Donors are pretty much spread 
across the spectrum in regards 
to timing of the Newsletter. 
-Donors read the Newsletter for 
many reasons- more for the 
political analysis than for the 
grantees 
-Donors find the quality of the 
articles on the good end of the 
spectrum 
-Donors feel for the most part that 
the length should remain the 
same 
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Relationship 1 Relationship 2 Comments on Newsletter 
Donor 
Keep up the good work! 
One out of four issues really hits home for me. 
My personal projects involve helping civilians and repairing watering supplies in Iraq and supporting a 
Palestinian State. 
The Newsletter is great, but not one of my primary reasons for supporting Resist. 
I love Resist! 
I read less of it as the years go by. I get my political news/ information elsewhere. 
An occasional commentary by Noam Chomsky would be nice. 
Suggest moving to the same format used by FAIR: Short ( <4 page) alerts frequentlywith a few longer 
features per year. 
No real analysis of issues/ organizations. 
I only skim through some issues, others not at all. 
I'm sorry that I have no specific recollection regarding the Newsletter, so I'm really not able to 
comment on it. (I subscribe to way too many publications so the Resist Newsletter gets buried like a lot 
of other publications. 
I use the Newsletter information and analysis in my teaching (College level) 
I read it for both political analysis and grantees. Given an option, learning about grantees is more 
important, but they're both significant. 
It's well written, knowledgeable, odten presents fresh perspectives and fresh knowledge. 
I would like more political analysis and more evaluation of how the left is doing. 
I don't always read every word of every issue. Some articles cover subjects that are of special interest 
tome. 
Generally your Newsletter provides us up to date info we find useful about what the "left-activists" are 
doing in your target area. We ususally agree! 
I have just received my first Newsletter. 
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I don't take advantage of it the way I'd like to. I'm always planning to read it, but rarely do. When I do, 
though, it's great. 
I donate based on my finances not funding appeals. 
I don't ususally have time to reach the whole Newsletter and don't always have the time to look at it at 
all, but when I do, it's great. 
When I find the time to read a whole Newsletter, I think the length is just right. But too often, because 
of its length, I put aside to read later and never get to it. 
I'm no longer active on issues (pushing 80!) Think it's tough now? What do· you think it was like 60 
years ago for a single mom/ grad student/ job seeker? 
I usually feel like I should read it and I keep it but I usually don't read it or only read parts. I am 
ambivalent about the environmental impact/ paper waste/ 
Just keep it coming! 
I think it could come out half as often and I would be more likely to read it. Shorter would help too- it 
often sits until it goes into the recycling unread. 
Since you have the Newsletter, why repeat all the grant stuff in the cover letter? 
I find the issues and articles fresh and throught provoking. I learn a lot from it. 
I enjoy reading the articles, when I find the time to. I enjoy knowing where the grants go. 
Longer, every two months? 
It's fine the way it is. 
Try mixing longer articles with short news items. 
I've just about abdicated from what passes for politics in this country, particularly what's happening 
under the dispicable Bush presidency. So it gives me a some hope that some of your grantees and 
Resist itself are trying to continue to fight against t 
I think it should "cover" the politics of social change philanthropy. 
I actually don't read it, but I do have a pile of back issues and my road to hell is well paved. 
Don't usually read it 
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For political analysis, I read the Nation, Progressive etc. I don't read the Newsletter carefully (sorry!). 
It's good for me to read about the groups 
Biographies on the supported organizations are the most important feature of the Newsletter 
I rarely read it 
It's a very concise newsletter 
I never have time to read it 
depends on the subject 
I think the length and frequency are just right 
Current issues, which is more than half "identity politics" is exactly the type of self-involved, soft, 
"politically correct" emphasis that makes the organization seem irrelevant. 
I give not because of the Newsletter, but it is an enjoyable aside 
I don't read it regular 
Change to 4 per year 
I am encouraged in my own organizing work by reading other peoples' efforts. 
Please publish the Newsletter articles to your website at the same time. That way, we can forward 
articles and give them even greater exposure. 
I don't like the history articles as much as the analysis and the stories about what grantees are doing 
I support the cause(s) but don't have time to read the newsletter. Give to support your work. 
It's perfect right now 
I have too much to read so I pronbably read it no more than 20% of the time. It usually seems good. 
Might consider saving costs by a 2-tier system: 10/year for those desiring and/or high contributor; 
4/year and any "specials" for others short of time. 
Political analysis is too often enthusiastic rather than informed. I particularly like the occasional think 
pieces. 
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Every other month? 6x? 
I like it when at least some of the articles are about organizing sucesses, however small. I need 
encouragement. 
Yes in the sense that I want to know that money is being put to good use. I consider the Newsletter ok, 
but not always outstanding. I have given to Resist for a long time and even increased the amount so I 
am not dissatisfied. 
It offers much needed inspiration that there are others like me out there bcause other media sources 
aren't letting me know. 
The Newsletter is great. I'd like to give more, but my own finances aren't great right now. 
I don't have much to donate but I love the Newsletter. 
We should mobilize for political reaction. 
I enjoyed this month's Newsletter: Identity Politics and Social Change 
Your articles are consistently good and informative. 
Some articles are better than others. The ones on Cuba and Iraq are especially good. 
Bring more articles by Noam Chomsky and Edward Said 
The writing in the Newsletter is rather dense, a little editing would help a lot. Content is usually 
excellent. 
The Newsletter is generally well-educated and readable. The content of the Newsletter is generally 
excellent, but most articles don't tell me anything I don't already know. I probably read about 1 in 6. 
Articles could use some additional copy-editing. 
I barely do more than glance at it. 
I don't take the time to read it. 
Quarterly would be ok. 
Writing is uneven. Come out 6 times a year with the same number of pages (8-12) 
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I think the Newsletter is very important. I donate because I support the causes you support, but 
considering all the requests I get, I think I keep giving to Resist because of the Newsletter 
Keep it diverse. Cover a variety of topics in each issue, don't let one dominate. 
I pick and choose issues to pass on 
I like having the Newsletter because I can read it and pass it on to others at my convenience. Also, 
shorter is good because I tend not to read longer publications. 
The Newsletter could be longer and I would love it. 
Most of the articles are very useful to me. 
I don't have the honor of doing any political work. 
I give money before I knew about the Newsletter and would give without the Newsletter but I like it. 
I find I do not have time to read the Newsletter on a regular basis- unfortunately many are not read. 
Prefer to get info over the web. 
I only get around to reading it about once every two years! 
I find it very hard to rate by the numbers this way. I read a lot progressive publications. I would have 
to reread and analyze past Resist copies and I don't have the time. 
A website with emailed announcements would be ok. 
Knowledgeable experts of each subject carry more weight. 
Have trouble finding time to read it. 
I don't always read the Newsletter, but when I do I learn something. I have been keeping my 
Newsletters. I don't know know how much longer I can do that, but I won't throw all of them away. 
I know email is cheaper, but some supporters do not modernize. 
The article/ issue on Cuba was absolutely the best that I have ever read on that country. 
It often "piles up" given all my other mail 
I frequently sent Newsletter issues to friends- they are very current and insightful. 
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I would give to Resist whether I received the Newsletter or not! 
As worthy a progressive magazine as can be found! 
It should be available on website to save trees and money. If you don't want it available for all, but I 
think it should be you could have a password for members. But it is important to spread the message 
as widely as possible or it should be available 
The ~ewsletter is often very good, but I'm drowning in material I ~ust read, so it's not always (though 
often it is) a priority. 
I don't read it because I don't have time. 
May be costing you too much for 10 per year. Often too busy to read it throughly- maybe include 
shorter subjects as well as some in depth reporting. 
I have too much to read and thus I throw out the Newsletter. 
I appreciate the jargon-free language- the articles can be shared with many kinds of readers. 
My problem is that I have too much to read (and do): The Nation, In These Times, Against the Current, 
Colorlines, etc. 
Don't usually read it. 
Am always looking forward to the Newsletter! It's OK! 
It is/ provides wonderful info about groups and organizations. Too many have no idea of their 
existence. Ther "Grants" section is a wonderful window into your work. 
Having moved recently, I look for recipients in my area as possible groups to network/ work in 
coalition with. 
Keep up the good work! 
Less often is ok. Save funds for grantees. 
Your politics are sometimes too conservative for my taste. 
I favor an article in depth by expert opinion on pressing current issues. 
I don't read it too often due to lack of time. When I do, I applaud the articles and the organizations 
reported on. 
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I used to read it, but now I have children, often don't ..... 
I'm so awash in reading and so short on time, I read the Newsletter only when the topic strikes me, e.g. 
the issue on the Middle East, and list of peace organizations got me into that areas that I'd previously 
avoided. I read Z and Counterpunch and the W 
I get so much information and have so much to read that I often don't have time for the Newsletter. 
I just skim it; the other reader in the house doesn't read it. 
I don't agree with everything. I don't support knee-jerk left responses to the Mid-east. I believe Israel 
has a position to value too. 
I like Resist the way it is. If it came out less often, say quarterly, then it could be more extensive with 
longer articles or more of them. 
I believe that the Resist Newsletter is excellent. 
Excellent information and very timely. 
I wish I had time to read the Newsletter, I only read it occasionally. 
Just right if less often. 
You surely could save money and give more grants if the Newsletter was lighter weight and/ or less 
frequent (unless USPS has rigged postal rates to favor 10 times a year etc.) 
The Newsletter encourages me to Resist, knowing I'm not alone. 
If you're spending too much time and money on the Newsletter instead of more grants, then it should 
come out 4 or 5 times a year or less? 
Rarely read- I get plenty of news, analysis fromm the left and elsewhere. 
Actually I don't read it. 
Offer a "no Newsletter option"- would save you money and me time. 
Read especially when topic is of interest. 6 at year would be fine. 
Great job- I think! 
Your organization is needed. 
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More on grantee's work, really like to hear where my money is going and what they are doing. Gives 
me much hope for progress. 
A perfect format 
Save money with 6 a year. 
I just skim it. 
My interest varies depending on the issues discussed. 
Good political analysis but available elsewhere- not of primary importance. 
I seem not to be able to read things like this. I think I should read, so I like that I can read the 
newsletter in one sitting. 
If less frequent, issue length could stay the same. 
Grantee 
Consider putting it online- saves paper and makes the info more accessible especially to those who can't 
give. Maybe list donors' names. As a grantwriter, I'd like to know which foundations support your 
work. 
Not a factor in my donating, but I like it. 
Very good Newsletter- good articles! Timely. Right length. Broad interest. 
Very fine publication. One of the few I read. 
As a busy person I find it difficult to read all the worthwhile material I receive. 
Not sure how much work goes into the Newsletter. Probably Carol could do something else that might 
be a good use of time. Newsletter does have some good articles sometimes. 
I'm not doing much political work right now. 
I just don't have time to read all the articles. More interested in the work of the organizations. Maybe 
more short clips on the challenges/ victories of some of the campaigns/ orgs funded. 
Love the Newsletter. 
I wish had more to give/ donate 
I don't read all articles. I authored one. 
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Organization 
6 times a year, but longer might be better. 
Perhaps 4,5,6 times a year? We are flooded with (good) stuffi I can't read all the articles. The 
specially good ones are just right! 
Other 
I also read it for its insights into local hands-on campaigns. 
Foundation . 
Just right, any longer and I won't read it. 
Grantee 
The Newsletter is one of the Best, right up there with "Freedom Ways" 
I agree that the articles seem right in length. 
It's clear and well written and I like the theme approach 
Please do not stop doing this, now you are more necessary than ever. We are already living in a police 
state. 
I send it out to many people as political education. Focusing on one area each issue with such 
frequency helps us collect a good "library" of analysis. 
I appreciate receiving it and keep it filed in the office for others to see 
Articles should come from community organizers and groups. 
Most of the information is already available to us through other publications and networks- we skim 
only. 
Good politics. 
I don't have much time to read extra mail, but I find it helps fill in my knowledge gaps about other 
activists movements and issues- well done. 
More cross-oppression articles- unlikely coalitions etc. 
More focus on grantees with shorter articles would be great 
It should be shorter or less frequent. ( 
Save resources with fewer mailings. 
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Like the Newsletter because it keeps us informed about political issues of interest, especially in other 
parts of the US. 
I have thought about personally giving from seeing how progressive of a funder you are. 
Needs a little more white space. The issue about the Al-Aqusa intifada galvanized me. Gave me new 
information.. I read or skim every issue. 
I enjoy being informed about a range of issues and your newsletter strikes a great balance of breadth 
and depth 
It's very good, but I expect quite expensive to produce. 
I like the focused themes each issue. 
donor 
My interest is grassroots anti-racist organizing and you usually have excellent pieces in this area. 
foundation 
I think 6 times a year would be plenty- that way you could publish the grant list for each cycle in a 
timely manner 
organization 
Your May 2002 issue was great! 
Institution 
An important contribution to movement-building 
A great organization with a great newsletter 
We mail to it folks looking for help 
Grantee 
It's a breath of fresh air 
Other 
I like the Newsletter a lot, but just not a motivating factor to donate. 8 times a year would be fine. 
Could be 6 times a year- save your money 
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No-mail Donors 
It's terrific. Ifl had any time to read any magazine at all, I would read the Newsletter for networking 
and political information. I don't have time to read anything but hope you don't give up the Newsletter. 
I don't receive the Newsletter- I don't have time to read it. 
I like seeing what you'r_e up to. But ultimately, in the end I'd just as soon not take th_e time to read it 
and it's more paper, and you couldjust save the stamp etc. So, for me, no news is good news! 
I usually don't make the time to do more than skim. 
I have other reading priorities. I have read envough to answer question three. I appreciate seeing the 
sample you just sent. 
I must ration my "reading" time to not be swamped. Besides books and very selectively media ( almost 
no TV) I have gotten Z magazine since its beginning and find it very helpful. 
My time is too precious to read the Newsletter that often or that much. It is interesting, but I'm deluged 
witht hings to read and set a budget for each NGO in giving is not changed by the Newsletter. 
I have so much reading to do that I simply don't get around to looking at your Newsletter. This is not 
meant to be a reflection on it's quality. Rather, it is a reflection of my limitations. 
Ho Hum, read Paycheck 
I pass it along to the prison chaplain 
• 
• 
• 
Minutes, Executive Committee and Long-Range Planning Committee, December 10, 2002 
Present: Marc, Kay, Carol, Becca, Pam, Hank (by phone) 
LRPC Issues 
Consultant: Pam has accumulated names of possible consultants or people who know 
consultants. Discussion of purpose of consultant and whether to use someone from 
outside Resist or from advisory board. Pam and Kay will check previous questions 
collected. Focus on "what are the challenges for each board member in working with 
Resist?" and "what are the outstanding issues for Resist to address?" General feeling 
was a preference to hire an outside consultant, although one person preferred to use 
the advisory board. Pam and Kay will meet to move forward on getting the consultant 
Review of the status of the LRPC process: Consensus was that long-range planning 
should be an ongoing, thoughtful process for Resist ("self-reflection"). Still to do on the 
items from the long-range planning calendar are: take the next steps on personnel and 
program discussions, which would be followed by discussion of the fundraising and 
finance implications. Also still to be addressed are board tasks/roles/territory and how 
this process will wrap up. A next step will be to move forward from the program 
discussion at the December board meeting. 
Structure: Discussion of how /when to deal with this issue. Two things were discussed: 
whether a change in structure is necessary right away and the process by which the 
whole board would ·make the decision either for one of the options or to table the 
question until the program and other discussions lead to a need to reopen this issue. 
Decision: We will continue this discussion at the next EC/LRPC meeting and decide 
what to bring to the full board, when, etc. Strong sense that everyone on the board has 
to be part of the decision: thus, we might need two board meetings to come to a final 
decision, unless we have full attendance at the next board meeting or we have good 
attendance at that meeting PLUS a strong consensus PLUS the people not there have 
expressed prior agreement with that consensus. 
Personnel Committee 
Personnel Policy: After the above decision on structure, the policy can be revised 
accordingly (if necessary) and come to the board for a vote. In the meantime, Hank and 
Abby will incorporate staff comments as appropriate and discuss with staff any 
comments they disagree with, in the hope they can either: 1) come to an agreement, or 
2) clearly mark for the whole board the outstanding issues. 
Staff Evaluation: Process in place, using forms created previously. After staff and other 
board members, as appropriate, complete these forms, Marc, Hank, and Abby will 
discuss them and conduct individual interviews (by phone, if need be) with Becca, 
Robin, and Carol. This will lead to a report by Marc, Hank, and Abby that will go to the 
board, which still needs to decide the end result and impact of the process. 
Follow up from Dec. Board Meeting Political/Program Discussion 
Next discussion will focus on the bullet points of Next Steps from the Board meeting. 
Guideline questions to consider include: 
1. What is the most important work for Resist? 
2. What are the most important needs of our grantees? 
3. What are the most important needs of the movement? 
4. What is our capacity? 
• 
• 
• 
5. What changes could/should we make to our work? 
Outcome from that discussion will be clear charges to several (or all) committees. 
Committees will meet before February board meeting to have general (possibly brief) 
discussion of the Next Steps and other items from the December board discussion of 
program/ politics. 
[At this point, Kay and Carol left as we turned from a joint EC/LRPC meeting into 
an EC meeting. Hank also had to leave/hang up.] 
Review of December Board Meeting/Lessons Learned 
Good to plan well . 
Should whole board do less? 
We still have some hesitancy in expressing differences of opinion 
Deciding grants first was really good. 
Discussions of any agenda item should have a clear purpose and value that makes use 
of board members' skills, etc. 
Good that everyone could stay until the end. 
No problem bringing in new board members. 
The new board members brought a lot to the meeting. 
October Board Meeting Minutes 
Becca will revise minutes to incorporate Abby's e-mail memo as appropriate and contact 
her about where it didn't seem appropriate based on other comments. Revised minutes 
go to all board members for approval (or revision and approval) at Feb. board meeting. 
Board Minutes in General 
At next EC meeting, we will discuss the level of detail we'd like in minutes and whether 
to make them less personal (i.e., less mentioning of names) and more focused on 
decisions made. Balance needs to be struck between giving people not there a good 
sense of the discussion and efficiency, clarity, and possible reasons not to go "on 
record" with open discussions. 
Bylaws 
Will be discussed at next E.C. meeting. Becca will ask Robin about the meaning of the 
indemnification clause. 
Committee Mergers 
Will be discussed at next E.C. meeting. 
Agenda for February 9 Board Meeting 
Agenda will be discussed more thoroughly at the next EC meeting. 
Preliminary list of possible items includes: Grants, Timing of Personnel Policy, Follow 
up from Political/ Program discussion, Committee Reports 
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Executive Committee Minutes 
October 29, 2002 
Present: Becca, Marc, Pam, Hank (by phone) and Carol briefly 
Old Business 
1. By-Laws. 
Decided: get copies out to EC by email, fax to Hank, read them and decide on 
next steps. [Pam note: who has a copy of most recent by-laws? Is this the copy on the 
website?] 
2. Responsibility Grid 
Decided: to share with all EC members. One of our responsibilities is to make 
sure all committee minutes are circulated before any board meeting. 
3. Personnel Policy 
Decided: EC reads the current draft again and recommends final approval 
Recommended: regular reports from staff will be sent to everyone 
Questions: when and how do we do staff evaluations this year? Do staff raises 
depend on staff evaluations? We still have outstanding issues on process for raises, 
supervision and grievances. These are still unfinished. 
New Business 
1. Donor disassociates 
Learned: that a small number (3) of donors have chosen to leave us. Carol shared 
draft of memo to be sent to one long-time donor who wished to leave because she did not 
like the emphasis on the newsletter. We made suggestions to the draft, including listing 
the EC members as signers. 
We then discussed at some length how we should respond in general to donors 
who leave. Decided: not to make blanket policy,[because each donor may have different 
issues. We don't think this is a trend, but it did prompt us to consider whether there was 
something any of us did that may have set off a few donors. Although we can't tell for 
sure, we decided even in this moment of dissatisfaction, there probably wasn't a 
deliberate or unconscious attempt to criticize Resist by board members. We will, 
however, make a gentle reminder to board about our internal email messages and how 
they can snowball inadvertently to the public. Any public criticism by board members 
can have a negative impact on fundraising. 
2. Committee reports 
Board Dev: will do exit interviews in November for Wee, Eileen and Jorge. Need 
to set policies for behavior in meetings. In continuing to recruit. 
Finance: working on budget 2003 , board training and investment policy. 
• 
• 
• 
Grants and Communications: Ask Robin and Ty how to plan the December meeting. 
Website: post minutes of committee meetings there but tell board when we do so. Status 
of new grant application. N.B.: Fax Hank the grant application revisions. 
Long Range Planning: Decided: to bring motion to board to merge LRP and EC. 
Survey report: Becca will select which questions to report on at Dec. meeting. 
3. December meeting agenda: 
This will be a 1 day, longer meeting, not a 2 day meeting. We are not ready for a 
retreat or for planning one. 
Grant allocations first ( so we can have some material to discuss at program end of 
meeting) 
Committee Reports and Membership Update 
Report on survey 
Report by consultant on our communications and trust 
Discussion on Program priorities 
Next EC meeting: Thursday November 21, 8:30 AM, office . 
• 
·• 
• 
November 26, 2002 
To: Finance Committee Members (Robin Carton, Pam Chamberlain (chair), Becca 
Howes-Mischel, Abby Scher) 
From: Carol Schachet 
RE: Requested fund raising reports 
C ICLJ M-c ~ ( 0 a J':) C l'V'-/l'"-~~ 
After reading the Finance Committee minutes and conferring with my colleagues, I 
understand that the Finance Committee is requesting a number of reports from me. I am 
listing them below. 
Most of the reports are attached. However, some of these reports cannot be completed in 
a timely and efficient way. When that is the case, I will indicate it. If the Finance 
Committee needs to have those particular-reports fully completed, we will have to find 
another mechanism to get you the information. 
1. Cost Benefit A!ialyses of Suggested New Fund Raising Strategies 
* Planned Giving Program 
* Increase Board Outreach to Potential Donors 
2. Cost Benefit Analyses of Discarded Options 
* Major Donor Programs 
* Event Organzing 
* Foundation Grants 
3. Prospect Mailing Analyses 
* Cost-Benefit Analysis of Two vs. Three Mailings 
* Income over Cost of each mailing 
4. List of inco_me areas with expected upward revenue 
* Pledge 
*ABC 
* Newsletter 
* Prospect 
* Unsolicited 
5. Analysis of Credit Card Program 
* Income generated 
* Cost-Benefit Analysis 
6. Picture of Fundraising over the last two years 
* fundraising graphs 
• 
• 
• 
Fund Raising New Initiatives 
Submitted by Carol Schachet, November 25, 2002 
Cost-Benefit Analyses of Recommended New Fund Raising Strategies 
At the request of the Finance Committee, I drafted a report on 11-7-2002 that included three 
emphases for the coming year: Develop a planned giving program, Increase Board outreach to 
potential donors; and Expand the base. I was then asked to expand this report to analyze the costs 
and benefits of each. This report will address Planned Giving and Board Outreach; a separate 
report will look at expanding the base through acquisition mailings. 
Please note: Since these are new programs, and I have not systematically surveyed similar non-
profit organizations to average expenses and projected incomes, these figures represent my "best 
guesses." 
l. Planned Giving Program. This encompasses funds that Resist could receive as the beneficiary 
of a will, bequest, insurance policy, mutual fund dispersal, retirement plan, etc. A planned giving 
program is a service to Resist's donors because it gives them an opportunity to invest in their 
political beliefs using tax-deductible methods to maximize their giving and minimize costs. At 
this time, we offer this on a more casual level to donors and have received several bequests. 
Resist could take a range of steps to initiate this program, some of which have costs 
ranging from 0-$4, 700, including: 
* advertise it in the Newsletter (zero cost) 
* develop a brochure for distribution to contributors ($1,000 consultant, printing $1,000, 
distribution $700) 
* staff development and training: $500-$1,000 to attend seminars or regional training 
programs sponsored by the National Network of Grantmakers, National Organizers Alliance, 
National Society of Fund Raising Executives, or similar organization. 
Income from a Planned Giving Program depends on a range of variables, including the 
level of outreach, the health and wealth of donors, and the timeframe for giving. Resist has 
received gifts from bequests as small as $1,000 and anticipates gifts as large as $500,000. 
Without significant research into other variables and the steps that similar organizations have 
experienced, I cannot assign real numbers to the "benefit," but I do anticipate a high rate of long-
term return on the investment. This is a best-guess cost-benefit analysis. 
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Cost $3,000 $2,000 $3,000 $1,000 $1,000 
Benefit $Unknown $Unknown $Unknown $Unknown $Unknown 
2. Increase Board Outreach. This is a modest proposal wherein each Board member would write 
a personal letter and send an information packet to 10 individuals that they know who might be 
interested in Resist. They could be family members, colleagues, fellow activists, etc. 
Some projected efforts and costs include: 
• Board training: 0-$500, depending on interest 
• Materials: zero dollars (already available Newsletters, brochures, etc. 
• Distribution: $100 postage 
• Board time: invaluable but non monetary (in-kind contribution) 
Projected income: If 10 Board members contact 10 people, and at least two individuals give an 
average of $50, that would raise $1,000. Responses could be considerably higher. 
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Cost $150 $200 $225 $250 $300 
Benefit $1,000 $2,000 $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 
• 
• 
• 
Additional Fund Raising Strategies Not Suggested 
Submitted by Carol Schachet, November 25, 2002 
Cost Benefit Analyses of Discarded Fund Raising Options 
At the request of the Finance Committee, I listed a number of standard fund raising 
strategies that other non-profits employ that I am not recommending for Resist at this 
time. All of the strategies could be viable sources of income and donor development at 
some point in Resist's future. However, the time and training required to implement them 
(and some of the political implications) suggest that this is not the right moment to pursue 
them. 
My primary hesitation for all of the below can be summarized into two points as a 
labor shortage: Each require a large investment of staff and organizational resources to 
get them going, and we do not have the staff and organizational resources at this time to 
engage in such different types of fund raising (assuming that we politically agree that we 
should pursue them). 
They include: 
1. Major Donor Program. Resist has large contributors who might be considered "major 
donors." However, a Major Donor Program implies a systematized method for courting, 
pursuing and growing major contributors. Usually it includes significant travel to meet 
face-to-face with donors, as well as special attention to their concerns and ideas. The idea 
is to convince a contributor to prioritize Resist over the many other organizations vying 
for their money, and to do that usually necessitates special attention. 
Again, I cannot at this moment realistically compile figures from other similarly 
sized non-profits about their expenses and revenue from a MDP. Articles from 
Grassroots Fundraising Journal and other resources indicate that the same investment of 
staff time and resources into givers at the top of the giving pyramid (major donors) 
produces significantly more contributions than the same effort toward small givers. 
2. Event Organizing. In a sense, this is a kind of prospecting-a way to find new donors 
and make the .work of Resist more public. Event organizing could be smaller house 
events that incur minimal costs if they are held locally, or it could be larger major events 
in auditoria or big public venues (like the Boston Women's Fund's "Take a Stand" 
event). Like prospecting, Event Organizing does not always bring in as much money as is 
spent initially, but it does raise awareness of Resist's work and can create a "buzz" about 
our work. 
3. Foundation Grants. Of the three discarded strategies, this would be the first I would 
choose to implement. It would require some significant organizational commitments (e.g. 
the development of a mission statement) and a moderate amount of staff or consultant 
time. The numbers below are guesses, not based on actual research. 
Cost 
Benefit 
2002 
$1500 
$unknown 
2003 
$1500 
$4000 
2004 
$2000 
$5000 
2005 
$2000 
$6000 
2006 
$2500 
$7000 
• 
• 
• 
Prospect Mailing Frequency Analysis 
Submitted by Carol Schachet, November 25, 2002 
Prospect Mailing Analyses 
I am attaching a number of reports from Paradigm and Excel that offer statistical analyses of 
prospect mailing returns over the last couple of years. As a reminder, the industry standard for an 
_acquisition mailing is a 1 % return, and these mailings usually do not cover their expenses. In 
essence they are "donor raisers" rather than "fund raisers" and ·should be seen as an investment 
into the long-term stability of the donor base. 
Additionally, I am responding to specific questions about the cost and benefit of doing 
two versus three mailings during the year. 
In 2001, Resist sent three prospect mailings to a 98,604 recipients. The average 
cost/solicitations was nearly $.60. 
In 2002, Resist sent two prospect mailings to 91,675 recipients, with an average cost per 
solicitation of $.45. The lower cost per piece than the previous year was due to lower design costs 
and to slightly lower printing costs for the larger runs. The overall consultant cost was also lower 
when doing two versus three mailings ($6000 in 2001 versus $5,370 in 2002). 
2001 
3/01 
5/01 
10/01 
2002 
6/02 
11/02 
# Mailings 
3 
2 
# Recipients 
98,604 
34,277 
23.686 
40,641 
91675 
49,777 
41,898 
cost/piece 
.60 
.54 
.51 
.65 
.45 
.44 
.46 
# donors $spent/$raised 
1,133 $1.26 
408 $1.02 
190 $1.75 
535 $1.30 
TBA TBA 
525 $1.44 
TBA TBA 
Resist could choose to drop two or three prospect mailings in 2003. In a conversation with Nancy 
Greenhouse, who has served as Resist's direct mail consultant, either scenario presents us with 
pros and cons: 
Two Mailings 
Three Mailings 
Pros 
Slightly cheaper printing 
Slightly cheaper consultant costs 
Allows for more testing 
More testing increases returns 
Distributes the risk 
Cons 
Consolidates Risk 
Less testing options 
Higher printing costs 
Higher consultant fees 
More staff intensive 
In my opinion, the decision comes down to answering these questions: 
1. What kind of time is available to dedicate toward organizing the mailing? 
2. Do we have enough resources (money and time) to dedicate to mailings at specific times 
during the year? 
3. At what times would a drop maximize returns and increase the likelihood of additional 
contributions during the remainder of the year or in the upcoming year? 
The answers to these are somewhat fluid. In the past, after consulting with the Fund Raising 
Committee and other colleagues, I have chosen to operate within the framework of the overall 
money allocated toward prospect mailing, weighing variables to maximize returns. I am not 
making a specific proposal on the number of mailings; rather I would target the number of donors 
we hope to raise. 
• 
• 
• 
Expected Revenue Increases for 2003 
Submitted by Carol Schachet, November 25, 2002 
Expected Revenue Increases for 2003 
At this time, I am ant~cipating increases in income from all mailing categories. These 
include: 
* Pledge - Because of the new credit card pledge program and aggressive 
recruitment, the number of pledge contributors has risen slightly, and the overall amount 
of pledged gifts has also increased. 
*ABC-new donors from prospect mailings should increase both the Newsletter 
and house appeal~_proportionally as new donors re-gift to Resist. 
* Newsletter (see above ABC) 
*Prospect-By maintaining a vigorous acquisition program and continually 
testing and honing the packages, the Prospect Mailings should continue to grow. 
* Unsolicited- This category will include any planned gifts, as well as new 
contributions gained through Board member outreach to potential contributors . 
• 
• 
• 
Credit Card Program Report 
Submitted by Carol Schachet, November 25, 2002 
Analysis of Credit Card Program 
After more than a year of intensive research and planning, Resist offered donors the 
option of contributing via credit card in April 2002. Since that time, we have processed 
more than 400 credit card gifts, and 58 pledge contributor_s have signed up to donate 
automatically with their credit cards. The advantage of pledging by credit card is that is 
provides more of a guarantee that the donor will fulfill the pledge. 
Additionally, a link to Wainwright Bank's Community Page allows donors to contribute 
online using their_~redit card. Twenty-one (21) donors have come to Resist through the 
web page, and since July 2002 seven of those have contributed through the webpage for a 
total of $575 . 
Prospect Mailing Date #Sent # Returned 
Mar-01 34,277 409 
May-01 23,686 190 
Oct-01 40,641 535 
Jun-02 49,777 526 
Nov-02~ 41,898 271 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Please note: 
The numbers are 
premature, since the 
mailing just went out . 
• 
Prospect Mailing Overview 
2001-2002 
{as of November 27, 2002) 
% Returned Total Expense 
1.2% $18,396.91 
0.8% $12,187.04 
1.3% $26,382.16 
1.1% $21,679.75 
0.6% $19,267.06 
• 
$ Returned Cost/Dollar Raised Cost/Piece 
$17,293.45 $1.06 $0.54 
$6,974.00 $1.75 $0.51 
$20,192.33 $1.31 $0.65 
$15,091.00 $1.44 $0.44 
$9,825.75 $1.96 $0.46 
• 
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Finance Committee 
11/20/02 
Minutes 
Present: Pam Chamberlain, Abby Scher, Becca Howes-Mischel, Robin Carton (minutes) 
Agenda 
1. Approval of Minutes from 11/4/02 
Abby noted several issues that were note addressed in the minutes. These included: 
- Staff proposals for trimming the budget ( expenses and income increases) 
- A budget narrative to go to the Finance Committee during the planning process 
Pam noted the need to include the link between the cost for the implementation of new programs and 
the potential for new income. 
The Minutes will be revised as follows: 
- III. E. 
When creating the 2004 budget, the staff will create a budget narrative which will address each 
program area in consultation with Board committees as necessary. This will be provided to the 
Finance Committee first. A finalized narrative will then accompany the budget provided to the 
Board . 
- III. D. 
In her report, Carol will discuss how implementing a planned giving program will be more cost 
effective than a major giving program. 
- III. E. 
1. The Board needs to think about the link between the cost for the implementation of new 
programs and the potential for new income. As new programs are proposed, the organization 
needs to think about how new programs have a dual relationship to new income. New sources 
of income need to be found to pay for proposed program additions and, possible program 
changes may result in income generation. In the second case, it usually takes more than one 
year for new fundraising programs to raise income over costs. 
The Minutes will be sent out to all Committee members for review. Committee members will review the 
minutes and respond with changes or affirmation within two days. 
2. 2003 Budget 
The Committee discussed the pros and cons of presenting the board with an Operating Budget vs. a 
Forecasting Budget. A forecasting budget (which is the form used currently) is one that includes 
projected gains and losses in asset value as well as actual income and expenses. It is generally used to 
give a more accurate projection of an organization's asset value at year end. An operating budget shows 
only actual income and expenses projected for the fiscal year. This would not include line items such as 
umealized gains/losses on investments. It can also exclude costs related to depreciation. It would 
generally be read in conjunction with a forecasting budget to give the most complete financial picture. 
The Committee decided to present the Board with an Operating Budget. The Committee is aware that the 
financial statements will reflect the presentation provided by a Forecasting Budget- and so there will be a 
discrepancy between the Financial Statements and the Budget. This discrepancy will reflect 
• 
• 
• 
approximately $26,000 in income and expenses. The Committee recognizes that they will have to 
provide an explanation for this discrepancy with each presentation of the Financial Statements to the 
Board. Afootnote will be added to the Budget Narrative to explain this change and also show the 
deviation from the FY0l actual numbers presented (audited) and the FY02 Budget numbers. 
The narrative should also reflect the Resist policy of spending $20,000 per year over income. 
Fundraising Strategies 
The narrative Carol provided should be contained in a separate document. The Budget narrative should 
be an excerpt of that report looking at the main points and analyzing their costs and benefits. The goal of 
Board solicitation should be clarified and placed in context of greater fundraising needs. This would help 
Board members sign on to the proposition. Income from Board solicitations would then be reflected in 
the "Unsolicited" category. 
Options for Income and Expenses 
Adjustments to income could be as follows: 
Pledge $1,500 
Newsletter $2,000 
ABC $4,000 
Prospect $2,500 
Unsolicited $5,000 
Total $15,000 increase 
Adjustments to expenses would be as follows: 
Personnel (4th staff) ($33,000) 
Grants ($6,000) 
Board travel ($2,000) 
Umealized Gains/Losses {$20,000) 
Total $61,000 decrease 
Expenses over income currently ($107,000) 
Increase in income $15,000 
Decrease in Expenses $61,000 
$20,00 Leeway $20,000 
Remainder ($11,000) 
Staff will look for ways to reduce the outstanding $11,000 of expenses over income. This will include 
coming up with a target figure for Board solicitations. 
The narrative will reflect any policy or strategy changes. 
The Finance Committee noted that there was no way of evaluating Carol's suggestions for income 
generating schemes. This would leave Board members without adequate information to determine the 
viability of those schemes in closing the income/revenue gap. The Committee requested that Carol put 
together a cost/benefit analysis of each of her income generating schemes as well for those not taken at 
this time. In particular, Abby requested that Carol look at the cost and benefit of having three prospect 
mailings as opposed to two. A projection of the amount of income over cost was requested for each 
option. The Committee also wanted to have a list of the income areas where Carol expects the upward 
revenue trend will continue. 
There were also questions raised about the amount of income generated through prospect mailings and 
through the use of credit cards. 
Although discussed at the last Committee meeting, Abby suggested that Carol might raise the issue of 
major donors again. One point raised again about this issue was the concern about the power imbalances 
that might ensue as well as the costs associated with developing a major donor program. 
• 
• 
• 
The narrative should include a note that reminds Board members that Robin is still only 4/5 FTE. So her 
budgeted salary does not reflect a full time position. It should also note that Becca's position is funded 
for a full year, but that she will be leaving prior to the year end to attend graduate school. 
Investments/Investment Policy 
Pam suggested that the Board should talk about the purpose of investments- both politically and 
financially. This could then be incorporated into the Investment Policy. 
Pam reminded the Committee that there are two aspects to the Investment Policy- one articulates the 
political position of the organization's investments and the other directs implementation. A fuller 
discussion of an investment policy will be left for a later meeting. 
Robin is authorized to continue to sell down Domini as needed. Her recommendation was to hold off on 
discretionary sales of Domini until 2003- when the market forecast looks better. If the stock stays 
consistently below 22 (where it is at currently) then it may be time to sell off a portion and determine a 
new investment site. During 2003, the Committee will look at Resist's current investments and determine 
whether to move money into other funds (in light of the recommendations made by Johanna Schulman) . 
• 
• 
• 
2003 Budget Narrative 
FYI: this budget was prepared as the result of a look back at trends over a five year period of Resist 
income and expenses. Line item increases or decreases are proposed based upon that trend analysis. 
Income 
Income Projections 
Internal and External mailing Income: Newsletter, ABC and prospect income have an almost static 
projection based upon current income patterns and market projections. Pledge income is projected to 
increase $5,000 based upon pledge drives, electronic funds transfers and credit card increases. 
Stocks: Projecting $15,000 less income in comparison to FY02 budget based on current projections and 
stock valuation. 
Stock Dividends: Projected $5,000 less income in comparison to FY02 budget based on current 
projections and stock valuation. 
Unrealized Gans/Losses: Projected $20,000 less income in comparison to FY02 budget based on current 
projections and stock valuation. 
Total Income: Projection is for $30,000 less in revenue in comparison to FY02 . 
Fundraising Strategies Proposed for 2003 
Resist' s income has steadily increased over the last seven years. The increase is due to several factors, 
including: 
- Systematized direct mail, including to existing Resist donors and potential donors 
- Increasing "house appeals" to Resist's supports to quarterly mailings (usually in March, June, 
September and December) 
- Stock market boom of the 1990s 
- Consistent and compelling political work of the organization 
- Building the number of active donors through donor acquisition (prospecting) 
- Creating a credit card donation program 
Whereas Resist benefited from the economic boom of the 1990s, Resist might experience a proportional 
drop during the economic downturn of the current market. Thus far, that has not been the case, but other 
organizations have experienced a reduction in major gifts. Given that Resist may also encounter some 
decreases in the traditional sources of funding, three emphases are suggested for the coming year: 
1. Develop a planned giving program. Resist has received significant funds during the last few decades 
from occasional bequests. These have been somewhat haphazard in nature and have enabled Resist to 
increase its stature and grant size. 
Rather than rely on the occasional donor to put us in his or her will, Resist could actively suggest that 
donors support through bequests and other forms planned giving (insurance policies, retirement plans, 
etc.). The Nation has developed a planned giving program that may serve as a useful model. 
Pros: Donors are accustomed to being asked to think into the future; Requires minimal staff time and 
resources; Taps into potential large gifts, even from medium-size donors; creates sustainable future. 
Cons: Can seem morbid; Resist is not in the business of existing forever; could potentially offend major 
donors. 
• 
• 
• 
2. Increase Board outreach to potential donors. Most foundation Boards concentrate heavily on fund 
raising. That has not been the case at Resist. However, Board members have the ability to mobilize their 
friends and families, colleagues and institutions to give to Resist. Each Board member could identify 10 
prospective large donors who could be "courted" for gifts. 
In the future, depending on how the above goes, Board members could also contact 10 existing major 
donors to Resist, inquire about their political interests, and suggest larger gifts. 
3. Expand the base. Resist has engaged in a donor acquisition project for the last several years. That 
should continue. It does_!}~t need to expand appreciably, but it is important to maintain donor acquisition 
to offset (and move past) donor attrition. 
Fundraising Strategies for Future Consideration 
At this time, Carol does not recommend other possible sources of income, which Resist might consider in 
the future. They are bri~fly mentioned here with reasons for placing them on the back burner rather than 
the front. 
- Major Donor Program. This is a systematic and intensive means of finding and increasing large 
gifts. It requires intensive staff time and travel. It also poses a shift in terms of emphasis and 
raises questions about being "beholden" to large givers. It would make sense to consider this in 
the next five years, but not immediately . 
- Event Organizing. Resist seems to still be "hung over" from the 25 th anniversary party. Resist 
could celebrate our 40 th with a good sized party, but until then, Carol does not think large events 
make sense because they require significant resources (time and monetary commitments). 
Likewise, she believes that house parties and smaller events generate enthusiasm and potentially 
new donors, but require more energy than makes sense at this time. Again, that would be part of 
a future fundraising plan. 
- Foundation Grants. Resist has not actively pursued grants from other foundations. It might be 
appropriate to seek these funds, particularly for the Newsletter, web site and whatever new 
initiatives the organization may pursue. We may want to make an initial inquiry into foundation 
grants (particularly from Change Makers) this year, but I do not think it makes sense to pursue 
more. Again, this fund raising strategy also raises concerns about being "beholden" to large 
givers, thus tying our program work into other organizations'' agendas. 
Expenses 
There are no major program changes identified in this budget given the lack of information upon which 
to base expenditure projections. Any Board decision-making about programmatic changes will require a 
budget revision process to take those costs into account. 
Grants: Projecting a $13,000 decrease in grant spending based upon current spending patterns. This 
may create an issue for fundraising mailings where Resist usually notes that grant spending has increased 
over the prior year. 
• 
• 
• 
Personnel: The only significant change identified in this line item is the costs associated with hiring a 
fourth staff person for six months. Additional staff costs for a 4 th person are projected as: Salary: 
$27,500; Payroll Taxes: $3,000; 403(b) match: $1,100; health insurance: $1,800 (if not using a family 
plan) for a total of $33,400. 
An increas~ of $11,600 reflects: staff cost-of-living increases and health insurance cost increases. 
This increase will be a total of $45,000. 
Other Adjustments: There are minor adjustments based on increased postage and mailing costs reflected 
across spending categories. 
Fiscal Overview 
This budget leaves Resist with $107,000 of expenses over income (a net loss). This loss comes as a 
result of: 
- $45,000 increase in personnel 
- $7,000 of grant spending over FY02 budget levels 
- $15,000 decrease in stock gifts 
- $5,000 decrease in stock dividends 
- $20,000 decrease in investment income 
- minor increases across programmatic areas 
In the event that Resist sustains such a loss, asset levels will drop to approximately $200,000 by the end 
of 2003. The Board has voted in the past not to let assets drop below this point. $200,000 would 
represent: six months of necessary operating expenses; and the restricted funds in the Holmes, Salzman 
and Cohen Memorial Funds . 
• 
• 
• 
To: Pam and Abby 
From: Robin and Becca 
Re: 2003 Budget Issues 
Date: November 19, 2002 
Via: E-Mail 
Pam asked us to think about the issues listed below. Here are some of our thoughts in 
anticipation of our meeting tomorrow morning. We have attached three Excel spreadsheets with 
the information requested. If you cannot open the spreadsheets, please let us know and we will 
fax them to you. 
Robin and Becca 
1. Personnel Costs 
a. Breakdown of current staff salaries and area 
A functional budget which breaks down personnel costs and other expenses is available for 
Fiscal Year 2002. It assumes that Robin would be on a full-time basis, however she currently is 
4/5 FTE. 
While it is possible to put such a projection together for FY2003, given our current time 
constraints, we cannot have it available to the Finance Committee for the 11/20/02 meeting. 
b. Salary for new Staff Person 
Currently the projection for the costs associated with hiring a fourth staff person are based on a 
senior person hired for only six months during FY03. The additional staff costs for such a 4th 
person are projected as: Salary: $27,500; Payroll Taxes: $3,000; 403(b) match: $1,100; health 
insurance: $1,800 (if not using a family plan) for a total of $33,400. 
Given that the Board has not defined the role for this new person, it is difficult to determine how 
to re-structure salary, benefits or FTE. At the point that the Board identifies the role and duties 
for such a person, we would be happy to generate a variety of options for salary. 
2. COLA Increases 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts Cost of Living Adjustments (CPI-W) at 3.0% as of 
October, 2002 for the last 12 months. The CPI-W released in early January 2003 will cover the 
preceding 12 months and is the figure used as Resist past practice to determine COLA. This is 
also a standard business practice to determine salary COLA. 
3. Reducing FY 2003 Budget 
The current budget (aside from the costs affiliated with a fourth staff person) reflects the costs 
• 
• 
• 
required to maintain Resist' s programs at their current level. 
Carol's three strategic suggestions will not necessarily produce an increase in revenue in FY03. -
- A planned giving campaign will encourage donors to do long term planning to benefit Resist. 
Even using mortuary tables, it is unlikely that we would be able to predict any current revenue 
increases. 
- A target amount could be set for Board solicitations, however, given the Board's historical 
reluctance to engage in fundraising it is unclear how to project income from this strategy. At the 
point that the Board agrees to undertake such a task, it would be possible to solicit information 
form Board members regarding the number of contacts and the range of income for each Board 
member prospect. 
- New Prospecting: Income from new donor acquisitions is already built into the FY2003 budget 
in two line items. It is built into the prospecting revenue line as well as into the ABC/House 
Appeal line. 
4. Grant Allocations 
The allocations for the last four years is attached as part of a chart dated to 197 5 . 
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Functional Budget - 2002 
• 
Expenses Newsletter Web Site Grants Administration Fundraising Total 
Personnel 
Robin Carton ,;., $1,498 $998 $26,455 $19,966 $998 $49,915 
Rebecca Howes-Mischel $1 ,650 $0 $12,537 $16,166 $2,639 $32,992 
Carol Schachet $14,475 $998 $4,492 $18,470 $11,480 $49,915 
Payroll Taxes $1 ,690 $260 $4,550 $4,810 $1 ,690 $13 ,000 
Employee Benefits $1 ,950 $300 $5,250 $5,550 $1 ,950 $15,000 
TOT AL Personnel $21 ,263 $2,556 $53,284 $64,962 $18,757 $160,822 
Grants Awarded $0 $0 $299,000 $0 $0 $299,000 
Newsletter Expenses $42,400 $0 $0 $0 $0 $42,400 
Cost of Direct Mail $0 $0 $0 $65 ,100 $65,100 
Advertising/Outreach $200 $100 $500 $0 $400 $1 ,200 
Occupancy $4,400 $1 ,000 $7,000 $6,000 $2,000 $20,400 
Depreciation Expense $1 ,000 $500 $2,100 $1 ,400 $1 ,500 $6,500 
Insurance $400 $100 $1 ,750 $350 $350 $2,950 
Maintenance/Repairs $50 $25 $225 $50 $50 $400 
Telephone, Fax and Internet $600 $100 $2,000 $900 $900 $4,500 
Office Expenses and Minor Equipment $1 ,000 $400 $3,550 $2,100 $2,300 $9,350 
Postaee, Freight and Delivery $1 ,200 $200 $900 $600 $700 $3 ,600 
Subcontracted Program Services $1 ,900 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1 ,900 
Accounting/ Audit Fees $0 $0 $8,000 $0 $0 $8,000 
l ultants/Professional Fees $500 $200 $800 $0 $10,500 $12,000 
d of Directors Expenses $1 ,500 $200 $4,000 $2,450 $500 $8,650 
el, Conferences, Staff Development $600 $250 $2,000 $0 $1 ,250 $4,100 
Grants Program Administration Expenses $0 $0 $1 ,400 $0 $0 $1 ,400 
General Fundraising Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,140 $2,140 
Memberships, Subscriptions and Filine Fees $50 $50 $500 $200 $200 $1 ,000 
Miscellaneous Expenses $0 $0 $0 $270 $0 $270 
Total Functional Expenses $77,063 $5,681 $387,009 $79,282 $106,647 $655,682 
• 
RESIST GRANT ALLOCATIONS 
1999 - 2001 
Year # Grants # Funded % Grants MY Grants # E.G.s E.G. # Loans Loans NWTRCC Total Total 
1999 235 119 50.6% $ 191,970.00 $ 20,000.00 2 $ 600.00 2 $ 3,500.00 $ 4,132.50 $220,202.50 123 
2000 266 127 47.7% $ 210,100.00 $ 30,000.00 7 $2,100.00 1 $ 2,000.00 $ 5,238.30 $249,438.30 135 
2001 308 129 41.9% $ 245,800.00 $ 51,000.00 7 $2,100.00 0 $ - $ 2,859.50 $301,759.50 136 
Total 809 375 46.4% $ 647,870.00 $ 101,000.00 16 $ 4,800.00 3 $ 5,500.00 $ 12,230.30 $771,400.30 394 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
To: Resist Board of Directors 
From: Carol Schachet 
RE: Fund Raising Strategies 
November 7, 2002 
At the. request of the Finance Committee, this memo will address possible fund raising 
strategies for the future. Analyses of past fund raising mailings are attached for 
information purposes. 
Moving Forward 
Resist's income has steadily increased over the last seven years (see charts attached). The 
increase is due to several factors, including: 
• Systematized direct mail, including to existing Resist donors and potential donors 
• Increasing "house appeals" to Resist' s supports to quarterly mailings (usually in 
March, June, September and December) 
• Stock market boom of the 1990s 
• Consistent and compelling political work of the organization 
• Building the number of active donors through donor acquisition (prospecting) 
• Creating a credit card donation program 
Whereas Resist benefited from the economic boom of the 1990s, we might experience a 
proportional drop during the economic downturn of the current market. Thus far, that has 
not been the case, but other organizations have experienced a reduction in major gifts. 
Given that Resist may also encounter some decreases in the traditional sources of 
funding, I suggest three emphases for the coming year: 
1. Develop a planned giving program. Resist has received significant funds during the 
last few decades from occasional bequests. These have been somewhat haphazard in 
nature and have enabled Resist to increase its stature and grant size. 
Rather than rely on the occasional donor to put us in his or her will, Resist could 
actively suggest that donors support through bequests and other forms planned giving 
(insurance policies, retirement plans, etc.). The Nation has developed a planned giving 
program that may serve as a useful model. 
Pros: Donors are accustomed to being asked to think into the future; Requires minimal 
staff time and resources; Taps into potential large gifts, even from medium-size donors; 
creates sustainable future. 
Cons: Can seem morbid; we're not in the business of existing forever; could potentially 
offend major donors. 
2. Increase Board outreach to potential donors. Most foundation Boards concentrate 
heavily on fund raising. That has not been the case at Resist. However, Board members 
have the ability to mobilize their friends and families, colleagues and institutions to give 
• 
• 
• 
to Resist. Each Board member could identify 10 prospective large donors who could be 
"courted" for gifts. 
In the future, depending on how the above goes, Board members could also 
contact 10 existing major donors to Resist, inquire about their political interests, and 
suggest larger gifts. 
3. Expand the base. Resist has engaged in an acquisition project for the last several years. 
That should continue. I do not think it needs to expand appreciably, but it is important to 
maintain donor acquisition to offset (and move past) donor attrition. 
The Road Not Taken 
At this time, I am not recommending other possible sources of income, which Resist 
might consider in the future. I will briefly mention them and offer my reasons for placing 
them on the back burner rather than the front. 
• Major Donor Program. This is a systematic and intensive means of finding and 
increasing large gifts. It requires intensive staff time and travel. It also poses a 
shift in terms of emphasis and raises questions about being "beholden" to large 
givers. I would like to consider this in the next five years, but not immediately. 
• Event Organizing. Resist seems to still be "hung over" from the 25th anniversary 
party. We could celebrate our 40th with a good sized party, but until then, I don't 
think any large events make sense because they require significant resource. 
Likewise, I believe that house parties and smaller events generate enthusiasm and 
potentially new donors, but require more energy than makes sense at this time. 
Again, that would be part of a future fundraising plan. 
• Foundation Grants. Resist has not actively pursued grants from other foundations. 
It might be appropriate to seek these funds, particularly for the Newsletter, web 
site and whatever new initiatives the organization may pursue. We may want to 
make an initial inquiry into foundation grants (particularly from Change Makers) 
this year, but I do not think it makes sense to pursue more. Again, this fund 
raising strategy also raises concerns about being "beholden" to large givers, thus 
tying our program work into other organizations' agendas . 
• 
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Finance Committee Meeting Minutes 
November 4, 2002 
Resist Office 
9am 
Present: Robin Carton, Pam Chamberlain (Treasurer), Becca Howes-Mischel, and 
Abby Scher (by phone). 
I. Update on the work of the Executive Committee 
A. The LRPC and EC are essentially merging since everyone on the EC is 
also a member of the LRPC. 
1. It is the recommendation of the EC that this is not the right 
moment in time for a two-day meeting in December. Instead, it 
will be a one-day meeting. 
B. The Finance Committee will need to lobby the EC for enough time at 
the meeting to present the 2003 budget. 
IL September Financials 
A. Assets: We are down $19,000 which is almost completely attributed to 
stock prices. 
1. The negative balance in the Cambridge Trust Account reflects 
outstanding checks that were more than 6 months old at the time 
that account was closed (these checks are no longer valid). Judy 
( our bookkeeper) is waiting for Linda Smith to reconcile these 
checks during the audit process. 
2. There is a $23,000 drop in the Schwab One Account which 
reflects an internal money transfer to cover the August grants 
cycle. 
B. Expenses are relatively on target based on the 2002 budget. 
1. The only major place of overspending remains in the Grants 
category. The Board voted at the October meeting to hold grants 
spending at $90,000 for the last two cycles. At the October Grants 
Committee meeting, the Grants Committee spent $55,000 leaving 
$35,000 for the December cycle (which has half the number of 
applicants as October). 
C. The October income figures are above the amount brought in October, 
2001 and bring the YTD 2002 income figures above YTD 2001. October 
is not usually a big month so this was great news . 
1. Many other foundations (both national and local) have informed 
us that they are drastically cutting their grants programs in light of 
their financial situations. Many of those that depend on inherited 
income are feeling a large drop in their income figures. In 
• 
• 
• 
contrast, Resist is more reliant on people's discretionary income which is 
what seems to be keeping our income steady . 
D. The only. significant places of difference between YTD 2002 and 2001 are the 
grants overspending, decreases in the stock market and decreases in "special 
contributions." 
1. We are probably feeling the impact of the Stock Market in Foundation 
Contributions and Stock Gifts. 
E. We have been informed that two of our former donors left Resist $50,000 and 
$43 ,000 in their estates which we expect and hope to receive soon. The Finance 
Committee will need to help make recommendations to the Board of the use of 
this money. 
III. Fundraising Strategies 
A. Do we need to re-shape our strategy for generating money in light of current 
internal and external financial situations? 
1. Perhaps a major donor program would be one of these places. Carol has 
brought proposals to the Board re: major donors on a number of occasions 
and the Board has felt that it was not a priority. Perhaps, the Finance 
Committee should be the body to bring this issue to the Board. 
a. Major donors tend to be more tied to the stock market and 
inherited wealth. Aggressively pursuing this option may increase 
the volatility of our income sources. 
B. Abby requests that Carol write a report on her overall fundraising strategy. 
This report would include different scenarios for the December figures (which we 
are expecting to be quite large) and the strategy options given these possible 
scenarios. It would include the fundraising short term/ long term objectives and 
goals. 
a. At this time our fundraising is largely driven by program 
decisions and demands. We have had a fortuitous donor response 
to our program demands in the past. 
C. Carol suggests three strategies for increasing Resist income: 
1. Increasing the donor base while cutting out donors who have not chosen 
to contribute in recent years. 
2. Publicize the work of the organization more and increase the profile. 
3. A systematic planned giving program. 
D. Carol will write a report that outlines the above three strategies as well as 
outlining less viable options. She will also give a picture of fundraising over the 
last two years ( she should include the fundraising graphs she distributed at the 
February 2002 meeting). In her report, Carol will discuss how implementing a 
planned giving program will be more cost effective than a major giving program. 
• 
• 
• 
This report will be given to the Board with the 2003 Budget. 
1. The Board can then evaluate the strategies of 2002 and 2001 in the 
thinking about where to place fundraising resources. 
E. When creating the 2004 budget, the staff will create a budget narrative which 
will address each program area in consultation with Board committees as 
necessary. This will be provided to the Finance Committee first. A finalized 
narrative will then accompany the budget provided to the Board. 
1. The Board needs to think about the link between the cost for the 
implementation of new programs and the potential for new income. As new 
programs are proposed, the organization needs to think about how new programs 
have a dual relationship to new income. New sources of income need to be found 
to pay for proposed program additions and, possible program changes may result 
in income generation. In the second case, it usually takes more than one year for 
new fundrai_sing programs to raise income over costs. 
F. Diversifying income beyond fundraising requires the Board's willingness to 
put their own resources into raising money for the organization. 
1. This could be a long-range project for the next year. 
III. 2003 budget 
A. The Budget was created through a 5 year look back at line items for any trends. 
Those line items were adjusted for a corresponding percent increase. 
B. The Budget discussion will happen in December. The Finance Committee will 
make a presentation to the Board and ask the Board to vote on the Budget at the 
December meeting. Although there is no fiscal policy that dictates voting on a 
budget before the close of the fiscal year, voting in December will allow the 
Board to think about their own commitment and responsibilities for the coming 
year. 
C. The narre;ltive highlights any major changes to the Budget: 
1. There are no program changes projected in this budget because there is 
no sense at this moment about what those changes might look like. These 
numbers are dependent on Board decisions and income projections. 
2. The only major changes to this budget are the personnel changes 
involved in hiring a fourth staff member. 
3. The narrative should be clear about the net loss, the source, and possible 
mitigating factors to that loss. 
4. The narrative needs to have the following things added: 
a. Program Changes 
b. Carol's Fundraising strategy report 
c. The net loss and at what level that will leave the assets by the 
• 
• 
• 
end of FY 2003 . 
D. This budget leaves us with a $107,000 overspending ($80,000 over the policy 
of spending down $20,000 in assets yearly. The overspending comes from the 
following areas: 
1. $45,000 increase in personnel 
2. $7,000 increase in grants spending 
3. $15,000 decrease in stock gifts 
4. $5,000 decrease in stock dividends 
5. $20,000 decrease in investment income 
6. Minor increases as a result of higher prices 
E. This is a worst case scenario in terms of stock value. At this point we are 
slowly getting out of Domini as we need to sell stock for cash, then in December 
we will reinvest in other funds. 
F. Abby raises the question of representing decreases in stock value on a balance 
sheet. Robin will ask Judy, Linda, and other accountants about different forms of 
budgets. 
G. The Board needs to think strategically about the Grants Budget for 2003 which 
is lower than the 2002 Grants figures. Carol currently uses the consistently 
increasing qrants figures as a fundraising tool. 
IV. Investment policy 
A. The Staff will send all members of the committee samples of investment 
policies. The committee will then pick out the applicable sections. 
The Next Finance Committee Meeting will be Monday November 18th at 9am in the 
Resist Office . 
• 
Finance Narrative to accompany the 
Resist Balance Sheet and Board Report (l/1/02-9/30/02): 
Big Picture: 
(refer to Balance Sheet- A) 
Assets: 
Total assets are down (in comparison to FYOl) about $19,000 resulting mostly from stock prices falling 
(see page 3). In particular: 
-Domini Social Equity is down about $22,000 (~ 20%) 
-Citizen's Index, Neuberger Berman, Women's Equity, and Calvert Balanced Fund are each 
down between $700-3,500 (~ 20%, 5%, 12% and 9% respectively) 
-While Calvert Bond Fund has increased $2,500 (~4%) 
All together, dropping stock valuation accounts for about a $26,000 drop in total assets. 
Two items of note: 
-The apparent negative balance of $4,467.60 in the Cambridge Trust General Cash Account 
reflects old checks that were never cashed from the closed account. Judy (our accountant) wants to wait 
until the audit for Linda McCarthy to reconcile them. 
• -The $23,000 drop in Schwab One reflects an internal money transfer into the Wainwright 
• 
Bank General Cash Account 
Third Quarter Month Income and Expense levels (Month End 
September 30,2002) 
(FY 2001 compared to FY 2002- refer to Board Report- B): 
Revenue: 
Total Revenue 2002 Y-T-D is about $22,600 less than 2001 Y-T-D ($290,658s. $313,259) (see page 
one). This difference can be explained in part by the following factors: 
-Prospect mailing contributions are down about $16,00.0 due to the fact that we have only 
dropped one prospect mailing in FY02 while we had dropped two by this time in FYO 1. (See 
page one) 
-Special Contributions are down about $28,000. (See page two) 
$5,000 reflects the loss of a contribution by George Salzman. 
$10,000 reflects the decrease in number and valuation of stock gifts. 
$14,000 reflects a change in timing of foundation gifts 
-Income from Investments is down about $11,000 due to the falling stock market (see page 
• 
• 
• 
one) . 
The above drops in income result in a $55,000 difference between 2002 Y-T-D and 2001 Y-T-D. 
However, this is partially made up by the following areas which show an improvement over 2001: 
-Internal Mailing Contributions (Pledge, ABC, and Newsletter) are up about $29,000 (see page 
two). This is largely attributed to a $23,000 increase in Newsletter contributions. 
-Other Income is up about $2,000 mostly due to T-shirt sales (see page two). 
The approximate $31,000 increase from these two categories offsets the approximate $55,000 decrease, 
accounting for $24,000 difference between 2002 Y-T-D and 2001 Y-T-D. (The other $1,400 is made up 
by slight increases and rounding effects.) 
Expenses: 
Total expenses 2002 Y-T-D are about $30,000 over 2001 Y-T-D. Total expenses for 2002 Y-T-D are 
below Budget in all expense categories except Grants (This is one category in which it is appropriate to 
compare Y-T-D figures to Budget Projections as Grant costs are evenly spread throughout the year.) 
Costs are substantively below 2001 Y-T-D in the following area: 
-Prospect mailing costs are down about $15,000 since there has only been one mailing this year 
(see page one). (N.B. The $21,000 cost for Prospect Consultants (see page three) needs to be 
reallocated across that expense category- the true consultant cost is $5,000) . 
Costs are above 2001 Y-T-D as expected in the following areas: Pledge costs and Newsletter costs due 
to expected increases in printing and postage costs. ( see page three). 
-ABC Mailing Costs look so much higher in 2002 Y-T-D due to a credit from Watson Mailing 
in 2001. 
-T-Shirt Costs increase of $1,000 is the counter to the $2,000 increase in income from T-Shirts. 
Costs are $11,000 over 2001 Y-T-D and $7,500 over Budget in Grants spending (see page one) 
Increases in general and administrative costs (see page four): 
-Accounting fees, Health Insurance, Rent, Office Postage costs all show a relative increase 
over 2001 Y-T-D due to price increases. 
-Brochure costs reflect that a new brochure was printed this year rather than last year. 
-Consultants costs are up about $2,000 as we are currently paying an intern stipend. 
-Minor Office Equipment costs are up $3,500 reflecting ~he costs of a new computer, DSL 
wiring and equipment, and new file cabinets. 
Total increases for the above general and administrative costs= $18,700. 
The combined $22,000 decrease in income and the $30,000 increase in expenses result in the $52,000 
difference between 2002 Y-T-D and 2001 Y-T-D . 
RESIST, Inc. 
Balance Sheet 
As of September 30, 2002 
Printed On: November 1, 2002 
ASSETS 
• THIS PERIOD THIS PERIOD LAST YEAR CURRENT ASSETS Operating Cash 
11035 GENERAL CASH-CAMB. TRUST $ <4,467.60> 42,879.48 
11037 GENERAL CASH - WAINWRIGHT B 31 ,563.89 0.00 
11050 PETIYCASH 50.00 50.00 
OPERA TING FUND-SCHWAB 7,821 .83 29,387.03 
Total Cash 34,968.12 72,316.51 
Investments 
11245 HOLMES MEMORIAL FUND 100.00 0.00 
11400 CASH TRANSFER 49,494.18 0.00 
14000 INVESTMENTS/STOCKS 357.67 390.25 
15000 STOCK VALUE GAIN/LOSS <136.81> <274.47> 
11045 CAL VERT INVSTMNT BOND FND 0.00 0.02 
11046 CAL VERT INVSTMNT MGD GRTH 4,543.54 4,307.62 
INVESTMENT FUND-SCHWAB 117,182.73 139,950.07 
RESIST LOAN FUND-SCHWAB 13,939.87 13,822.58 
RESIST ENDOWMENT-SCHWAB 71 ,460.05 68,055.40 
COHEN MEM FUND-SCHWAB 7,344.74 7,848.03 
HOLMES MEM FUND-SCHWAB 11 ,072.59 19,076.02 
Total Investments 275,358.56 253,175.52 
TOT AL CURRENT ASSETS 310,326.68 325,492.03 
OTHER ASSETS 
16220 PRE-PAID INSURANCE 263.37 170.84 
16225 PRE-PAID EXPENSES-OTHER 2,060.44 1,403.06 
-6230 INVENTORY-T-SHIRTS 2,405.99 613.55 6240 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 0.00 <44.70> 
16250 DEPOSITS 2,230.00 2,230.00 
16260 LOANS OUTSTANDING-LN FND 0.00 1,000.00 
TOT AL OTHER ASSETS 6,959.80 5,372.75 
FIXED ASSETS 
18000 IMPROVEMENTS 15,064.68 15,064.68 
18100 DEPRECIATION <4,911.11> <3,404.64> 
19000 OFFICE FURN./EQUIPMENT 32,496.54 32,496.54 
19100 ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION <28,725.40> <24,882.63> 
TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 13,924.71 19,273.95 
TOTAL ASSETS $ 331,211.19 350,138.73 
• 
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. URRENT LIABILITIES 
20100 ACCOUNTS PAY ABLE 
20500 GRANTS PAY ABLE 
EMPLOYMENT TAX 
21085 ACCRUED VACATION 
29000 SECURITY DEPOSITS HELD 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES 
TOT AL LONG-TERM LIABILITIES 
TOT AL LIABLITIES 
CAPITAL 
29501 Fund Balance: Cohen Endmt 
29502 Fund Balance: Resist Endm 
29600 FUND BALANCE- GENERAL 
CURRENT EQUITY 
TOT AL CAPITAL 
TOTAL LIABILITIES & CAPITAL 
• 
• 
RESIST, Inc. 
Balance Sheet 
As of September 30, 2002 
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL 
THIS PERIOD 
$ 0.00 
39,000.00 
<626.84> 
10,342.92 
1,500.00 
10,022.62 
50,754.03 
358,113.43 
<137,619.57 
50,216.08 
0.00 
50,216.08 
281,270.51 
$ 331,486.59 
Unaudited 
THIS P ERJOD LAST YEAR 
<230.00> 
43,000.00 
3,177.15 
4,710.43 
1,500.00 
10,022.62 
50,754.03 
372,825.34 
<135,620.84 
52,157.58 
0.00 
52,157.58 
297,981.15 
350,138.73 
RESIST, Inc. 
Balance Sheet 
As of September 30, 2002 
Printed On: November 1, 2002 
Subsidiary Ledger 
BREAKDOWN BY ACCOUNT 
. PERATING ACCT 
0199 SCHWAB 1 - OPERATING $ 7,821.83 29,387.03 
TOTAL OPERATING-SCHWAB 7,821.83 29,387.03 
INVESTMENT ACCT 
14000 INVESTMENTS/STOCKS 357.67 390.25 
15000 STOCK VALUE GAIN/LOSS <136.81> <274.47> 
10293 CITIZEN'S INDEX - INVESTMENT 3,878.30 4,822.63 
10295 WOMEN'S EQUITY - INVESTMENT 24,521 .84 28,017.26 
10296 DOMINI SOC EQUITY - INVESTME 70,940.07 88,447.27 
10297 CAL VERT BALANCED FUND-INVS 7,235.89 8,497.01 
10298 CAL VERT BOND FND - INVESTME 9,435.58 9,006.56 
10299 SCHWAB 1 - INVESTMENT 1,171.05 1,159.34 
11045 CAL VERT INVSTMNT BOND FND 0.00 0.02 
11046 CAL VERT INVSTMNT MGD GRTH 4,543.54 4,307.62 
TOT AL INVSTMNT FND 121,947.13 144,373.49 
RESIST LOAN FUND 
10399 SCHWAB 1 - LOAN FUND 13,939.87 13,822.58 
TOTAL RESIST LOAN FND-SCHW AB 13,939.87 13,822.58 
RESIST ENDOWMENT 
10494 N & B - RESIST ENDWMT 10,594.35 11 ,208.26 
10498 CAL VERT BOND FND-ENDWMT 58,816.48 56,844.74 
10499 SCHWAB 1 - ENDOWMENT 2,049.22 2.40 
TOT AL RESIST ENDWMNT-SCHW AB 71,460.05 68,055.40 
COHEN MEMORIAL FUND 
. 0500 SCHWAB 1 - COHEN MEM FUND 7.03 7.03 0596 DOMINI-COHEN MEM FUND 7,337.71 7,841.00 
TOTAL COHEN MEM FND-SCHW AB 7,344.74 7,848.03 
HOLMES MEMORIAL FUND 
10696 DOMINISOCEQUITY-HOLMES 11 ,017.69 14,938.73 
10699 SCHWAB 1 - HOLMES 54.90 4,137.29 
TOTAL HOLMES FUND-SCHWAB 11,072.59 19,076.02 
TOTAL BY ACCOUNT 233,586.21 282,562.55 
BREAKDOWN BY INVESTMENT 
Citizen's Index 3,878.30 4,822.63 
Neuberger Berman 10,594.35 11,208.26 
Women's Equity 24,521.84 28,017.26 
Domini Social Equity 89,295.47 111,227.00 
Calvert Balanced Fund 11,779.43 12,804.63 
Calvert Bond 68,252.06 65,851.32 
Schwab One 25,036.87 48,508.64 
Stocks 220.86 115.78 
Uninvested 7.03 7.03 
TOTAL BY INVESTMENT 233,586.21 282,562.55 
• 
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Income 
Expenses 
Fundraising 
Program 
Internal Mailings 
Prospect Mailings 
Special Contributions 
Investments 
Other 
Total Income 
Internal Mailing Costs 
Prospect Mailing Costs 
Other Fundraising Costs 
Subtotal 
Grants 
Grants Program 
Newsletter 
Website 
Subtotal 
Personnel 
General and Administrative 
Board Expenses 
Subtotal 
Total Expenses 
Total Income (Loss) 
2002 Y-T-D 
212,750.88 
20,604.00 
95,692.56 
<40,783.58> 
2,394.05 
290,657.91 
9,784.77 
30,506.29 
2,025.37 
42,316.43 
231,780.00 
458.68 
34,223.63 
416.94 
266,879.25 
111,397.31 
50,767.56 
6,710.53 
168,875.40 
478,071.08 
<187,413.17> 
Unaudited 
2002 Budget Y-T-D 
246,750.03 
33,750.00 
187,875.00 
12,000.06 
2,332.44 
482,707.53 
15,075.00 
33,750.09 
3,854.97 
52,680.06 
224,250.03 
1,049.94 
31,799.97 
749.97 
257,849.91 
120,953.25 
68,793.66 
5,962.50 
195,709.41 
506,239.38 
<23,531.85> 
Page: I 
2001 Y-T-D 
183,863.24 
36,498.45 
123,569.97 
<31,441.82> 
769.13 
313,258.97 
6,472.22 
45,502.20 
567.31 
52,541.73 
220,400.00 
663.24 
25,789.24 
393.67 
247,246.15 
111,805.12 
32,468.75 
4,818.06 
149,091.93 
448,879.81 
<135,620.84> 
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SUBSIDIARY SCHEDULE 
2002 Y-T-D 2002 Budget 2001 Y-T-D 
INTERNAL MAILINGS 
30400 CONTRIBUTIONS- PLEDGES 89,933.00 105,000.03 87,830.50 
30500 CONTRIBUTIONS- NEWSLETTER 56,799.60 47,999.97 33,325.24 
30600 CONTRIBUTIONS-ABC MAILING 66,018.28 93 ,750.03 62,707.50 
212,750.88 246,750.03 183,863.24 
PROSPECT MAILINGS 
31400 CONTRIBUTIONS-PROSPECTING 20,604.00 33,750.00 36,498.45 
20,604.00 33,750.00 36,498.45 
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
32010 CONTRIBUTIONS-RESTRICTED 100.00 4,124.97 5,570.00 
32020 CONTRIBUTIONS- STOCKS 12,906.41 26,250.03 22,545.22 
32040 CONTRIBUTIONS-FOUNDATIONS 56,410.14 74,999.97 70,396.00 
32050 CONTRIBUTIONS-UNSOLICITED 26,276.01 82,500.03 25,058.75 
95,692.56 187,875.00 123,569.97 
INVESTMENTS 
38001 BANK INTEREST CAMB TR, W AINWRI 892.91 1,500.03 2,180.10 
38002 STOCK DIVIDENDS 0.00 4,500.00 0.00 
38006 UNREALIZED GIL ON INVSTMT <105.05> 0.00 0.00 
38007 COMMISSION ON STOCK SALE 0.00 6,000.03 0.00 
38093 INT &DIVIDENDS CITIZEN'S 0.00 0.00 74.89 
38094 INT &DIVIDENDS - NEUBERGER BERM 386.02 0.00 0.00 
38096 INT &DIVIDENDS - DOMINI 3.41 0.00 46.71 
38097 INT&DIVIDENDS-CALVERTBALFD 80.63 0.00 200.54 
38098 INT&DIVIDENDS - CALVERT BOND <152.96> 0.00 2,739.91 
.38099 INT &DIVIDENDS - SCHWAB ONE <102.12> 0.00 1,289.66 
38500 GAIN/LOSS - MISC 175.80 0.00 <274.47> 
38593 GAIN/LOSS - CITIZENS INDEX <1,125.20> 0.00 <2,127.03> 
38594 GAIN/LOSS - NEUBERGER BERMAN <2,516.43> 0.00 <1,843.50> 
38595 GAIN/LOSS - WOMEN'S EQUITY <5,282.37> 0.00 <3,893.14> 
38596 GAIN/LOSS - DOMINI <26,170.31> 0.00 <32,757.92> 
38597 GAIN/LOSS-CALVERTBALANCED <1,665.26> 0.00 <1,904.90> 
38598 GAIN/LOSS - CAL VERT BOND 1,498.21 0.00 4,827.33 
38599 GAIN/LOSS - SCHWAB ONE <6,700.86> 0.00 0.00 
<40,783.58> 12,000.06 <31,441.82> 
OTHER INCOME 
35110 LIST SALES NAMES IN NEWS 186.69 225.00 0.00 
36001 T-SIDRT SALES 2,314.00 2,099.97 258.00 
37000 ROYALTIES 21.16 7.47 10.87 
37500 FISCAL SPONSORSHIP FEE 196.75 0.00 122.50 
39050 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME <324.55> 0.00 377.76 
2,394.05 2,332.44 769.13 
• 
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SUBSIDIARY SCHEDULE 
2002 Y-T-D 2002 Budget 2001 Y-T-D 
INTERNAL MAILING COSTS 
41101 PRINTING-PLEDGES 2,142.64 2,324.97 2,226.09 
41102 POSTAGE- PLEDGES 2,395.35 2,099.97 1,460.99 
41103 MAII..HOUSE- PLEDGES 855.74 1,649.97 673.03 
44101 PRINTING-ABC MAII..INGS 965.16 3,150.00 2,086.00 
44102 POSTAGE-ABC MAII..INGS 1,919.41 2,850.03 1,140.95 
44103 MAII..HOUSE- ABC MAII..INGS 1,506.47 2,250.00 <1,114.84> 
9,784.77 14,324.94 6,472.22 
PROSPECT MAILING COSTS 
4710 MAII..HOUSE-PROSPECTING 0.00 4,500.00 0.00 
47101 PRINTING-PROSPECTING 2,205.07 13,500.00 19,010.08 
47102 POSTAGE-PROSPECTING 6,610.38 8,250.03 13,129.65 
47103 MAII..HOUSE-PROSPECTING 0.00 4,500.00 6,481.76 
47104 CONSULTANTS-PROSPECTING 21,405.48 3,750.03 0.00 
47107 LIST RENTALS-PROSPECTING 285.36 3,750.03 6,880.71 
30,506.29 38,250.09 45,502.20 
OTHER FUNDRAISING COSTS 
36002 T-SIIlRT COSTS 1,031.22 2,250.00 0.00 
49601 THANK YOU CARDS-COST 0.00 105.03 57.60 
49602 THANK YOU CARDS-PRINTING 170.00 74.97 55.00 
49603 THANK YOU CARDS- POSTAGE 674.15 524.97 454.71 
49610 PROMO T-SIIlRT GIFTS 0.00 299.97 0.00 
49620 OTHER FUNDRAISING COSTS 150.00 600.03 0.00 
2,025.37 3,854.97 567.31 
. GRANTS 
49411 NWTRCC: IN <3,738.25> <2,999.97> <2,327.50> 
49412 NWTRCC:OUT 3,738.25 2,999.97 2,327.50 
49509 RESIST MUL TIYEAR GRANTS PD OUT 33,000.00 45,000.00 33,000.00 
49510 RESIST GRANTS PAID OUT 195,780.00 172,500.03 184,400.00 
49512 SALZMAN GRANTS PAID OUT 3,000.00 4,500.00 3,000.00 
49514 HOLMES GRANTS PAID OUT 0.00 2,250.00 0.00 
231 ,780.00 224,250.03 220,400.00 
GRANTS PROGRAM 
52501 PRINTING-GRANT PROGRAM 108.60 412.47 336.95 
52502 POST AGE-GRANT PROGRAM 338.08 450.00 326.29 
52540 LIBRARY-GRANT PROGRAM 12.00 187.47 0.00 
458.68 1,049.94 663 .24 
NEWSLETTER 
42101 PRINTING NEWSLETTER 19,984.68 18,749.97 15,551.37 
42102 POSTAGE- NEWSLETTER 9,061.86 6,750.00 5,805.68 
42103 MAII..HOUSE- NEWSLETTER 4,702.09 4,875.03 4,072.19 
42104 CONSULT ANTS-NEWSLETTER 0.00 900.00 0.00 
42105 PHOTOS/GRAPHICS NEWSLETR 287.50 524.97 360.00 
42107 MISC. EXP.-NEWSLETTER 187.50 0.00 0.00 
34,223.63 31,799.97 25,789.24 
WEBSITE 
51700 INTERNET 416.94 749.97 393.67 
416.94 749.97 393.67 
• 
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For the Nine Months Ending September 30, 2002 
SUBSIDIARY SCHEDULE 
2002 Y-T-D 2002 Budget 2001 Y-T-D 
PERSONNEL 
50110 GROSSPAY 91,959.08 99,615.78 89,605.06 
50120 EMPLOYER TAXES (Rfica,DES 3,172.38 9,749.97 8,533.20 
50125 RETIREMENT MATCH 2,666.20 2,999.97 3,406.38 
50130 STAFF HEALTH INSURANCE 13,119.65 8,250.03 10,013.48 
50140 WORKER'S COMPENSATION 480.00 337.50 247.00 
111,397.31 120,953.25 111,805.12 
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
50150 CONSULTANTS 2,604.08 3,375.00 0.00 
51000 RENT 24,868.75 22,500.00 21,156.25 
51100 OCCUPANCY 3,361.46 2,999.97 1,734.43 
51500 TELEPHONE 2,167.57 2,625.03 2,298.47 
52010 OFFICE SUPPLIES 1,796.14 1,500.03 1,563.19 
52020 OFFICE XEROX 149.99 74.97 19.60 
52040 OFFICE LIBRARY 67.50 187.47 156.50 
52050 OFFICE PRINTING 1,060.31 749.97 280.00 
52060 MINOR OFFICE EQUIPMENT 3,804.00 3,750.03 297.64 
52070 BANK CHARGES 799.12 749.97 15.00 
53010 OFFICE POSTAGE 1,002.71 1,275.03 346.58 
53020 UPS 50.41 74.97 0.00 
53030 POSTAGE DUE/BRE ENVELOPES 1,234.33 1,350.00 816.65 
54000 TRAVEL 6.50 900.00 6.00 
54200 STAFF DEVELOPMENT 1,050.00 1,800.00 795.00 
54500 CONFERENCES/MEETINGS 303.89 1,800.00 325.60 
55101 ADVERTISING 1,635.00 2,774.97 1,635.00 
55102 BROCHURE 2,750.00 6,374.97 0.00 
. 55500 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 0.00 299.97 945.22 
56010 LEGAL FEES 0.00 375.03 0.00 
56020 ACCOUNTING FEES 7,732.00 6,000.03 5,477.50 
56030 PROFESSIONAL FEES 0.00 1,500.03 0.00 
57000 INSURANCE- OFFICE 1,491.00 1,874.97 1,914.00 
59020 DUES AND FEES 1,225.00 749.97 1,118.10 
59030 TAX PENALTIES & INTEREST 0.00 93.78 0.00 
59040 OTHER PENAL TIES/FINES 0.00 37.53 0.00 
59060 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE 4.56 0.00 0.90 
59090 DEPRECIATION 0.00 2,999.97 0.00 
81000 RENTAL INCOME <7,300.00> 0.00 <8,032.59> 
81100 OCCUPANCY INCOME <1,096.76> 0.00 <400.29> 
50,767.56 68,793.66 32,468.75 
BOARD EXPENSES 
58001 BOARD XEROX 2,512.13 1,874.97 1,515.06 
58002 BOARD POSTAGE/UPS 691.33 0.00 302.06 
58003 BOARD TRAVEL 2,527.63 1,874.97 1,599.94 
58004 BOARD FOOD/MEETINGS 979.44 600.03 526.00 
58005 BOARD OUTREACH 0.00 112.50 0.00 
58006 BOARD EXPENSE: OTHER 0.00 1,500.03 875.00 
6,710.53 5,962.50 4,818.06 
• 
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Ratio: Total Revenue 
*********** TIIlS YEAR*********** **BUDGET** ******* LAST YEAR******* * 
. REVENUE 
Current Month Y-T-D Ratio Budget Current Month Y-T-D 
Revenue - Internal Mailings 
30400 CONTRIBUTIONS- PLEDGES 8,062.00 89,933 .00 30.94 105,000.03 9,298.00 87,830.50 
30500 CONTRIBUTIONS- NEWSLETTER 1,402.00 56,799.60 19.54 47,999.97 1,773.82 33,325.24 
30600 CONTRIBUTIONS-ABC MAILING 2,376.00 66,018.28 22.71 93,750.03 6,088.25 62,707.50 
Total Internal Mailings 11 ,840.00 212,750.88 73.20 246,750.03 17,160.07 183,863 .24 
Other Revenue 
31400 CONTRIBUTIONS-PROSPECTING 440.50 20,604.00 7.09 33,750.00 656.00 36,498.45 
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS 23,013 .00 95,692.56 32.92 187,875.00 17,941.75 123,569.97 
LIST SALES 0.00 186.69 0.06 225.00 0.00 0.00 
36001 T-SHIRT SALES 144.00 2,314.00 0.80 2,099.97 14.00 258.00 
37000 ROYALTIES 21.16 21.16 0.01 7.47 10.87 10.87 
37500 FISCAL SPONSORSHIP FEE 22.50 196.75 0.07 0.00 0.00 122.50 
INTEREST & DNIDENDS 27.57 1,002.84 0.35 12,000.06 517.27 6,531 .81 
UNREALIZED GAIN/LOSS <17, 137.16> <41 ,786.42> <14.38> 0.00 <16,261.76> <37,973.63> 
STOCK SALE COMMISSIONS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
39050 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 13.57 <324.55> <0.11 > 0.00 0.00 377.76 
Total Other Revenue 6,545.14 77,907.03 26.80 235,957.50 2,878.13 129,395.73 
TOTAL REVENUE 18,385.14 290,657.91 100.00 482,707.53 20,038.20 313,258.97 
COST OF SALES 
36002 T-SHIRT COSTS 0.00 1,031.22 0.35 2,250.00 0.00 0.00 
Total Cost of Sales 0.00 1,031.22 0.35 2,250.00 0.00 0.00 
Gross Profit 18,385 .14 289,626.69 99.65 480,457.53 20,038.20 313,258.97 
EXPENSES 
Internal Mailing Costs 
PLEDGE COSTS 1,789.51 5,393.73 1.86 6,074.91 433 .77 4,360.11 
NEWSLETTER COSTS 8,711.08 34,223 .63 11 .77 31 ,799.97 2,368.73 25,789.24 
NATIONAL LIST COSTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ABC MAILING COSTS 10.75 4,391.04 1.51 8,250.03 1,137.64 2,112.11 
• 
ZOCOSTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 750.06 0.00 0.00 
Total Internal Mailing Costs 10,511.34 44,008.40 15.14 46,874.97 3,940.14 32,261.46 
PROSPECTING MAILING COSTS 0.00 30,506.29 10.50 33,750.09 11 ,948.00 45,502.20 
Total Mailing Costs 10,511.34 74,514.69 25.64 80,625 .06 15,888.14 77,763 .66 
Net Revenue After Mailing Costs 7,873 .80 215,112.00 74.01 399,832.47 4,150.06 235,495.31 
Program, General & Administrative Expenses 
FISCAL SPONSOR GRANTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RESIST GRANTS PAID OUT 1,500.00 231 ,780.00 79.74 224,250.03 600.00 220,400.00 
OTHER FUNDRAISING COSTS 0.00 994.15 0.34 1,604.97 0.00 567.31 
PERSONNEL 12,262.59 114,001.39 39.22 124,328.25 7,864.29 111 ,805.12 
OCCUPANCY 3,203.36 28,230.21 9.71 25,499.97 2,465.85 22,890.68 
OFFICE EXPENSES 585.02 10,647.97 3.66 10,387.44 454.65 5,024.07 
GRANTPROGRAM 67.75 458.68 0.16 1,049.94 18.08 663.24 
POSTAGE 0.00 2,287.45 0.79 2,700.00 0.00 1,163.23 
54000 TRAVEL 0.00 6.50 0.00 900.00 0.00 6.00 
54200 STAFF DEVELOPMENT 0.00 1,050.00 0.36 1,800.00 0.00 795.00 
54500 CONFERENCES/MEETINGS 39.40 303 .89 0.10 1,800.00 39.15 325 .60 
ADVERTISING & OUTREACH 150.00 4,385.00 1.51 9,149.94 0.00 1,635.00 
55500 REP AIRS AND MAINTENANCE 0.00 0.00 0.00 299.97 0.00 945 .22 
PROFESSIONAL FEES 0.00 7,732.00 2.66- 7,875 .09 0.00 5,477.50 
57000 INSURANCE- OFFICE 89.00 1,491.00 0.51 1,874.97 0.00 1,914.00 
BOARD EXPENSES 1,001.71 6,324.13 2.18 5,962.50 74.61 4,818.06 
OTHER EXPENSES 0.00 1,229.56 0.42 3,881.25 0.90 1,119.00 
Total Program, G & A Expenses 18,898.83 410,921.93 141.38 423,364.32 I 1,517.53 379,549.03 
• 
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Ratio : Total Revenue 
******* **** TIIlS YEAR* ****** **** **BUDGET** ******* LAST YEAR******* * 
. Other Income & Expenses 
81000 RENTAL INCO:ME 
Current Month Y-T-D Ratio Budget Current Month Y-T-D 
< l ,100.00> <7,300.00> <2.51> 0.00 <900.00> <8,032.59> 
81100 OCCUPANCY INCO:ME <226.34> <1,096.76> <0.38> 0.00 0.00 <400.29> 
Total Other Income/Expense <1,326.34> <8,396.76> <2.89> 0.00 <900.00> <8,432.88> 
Total Expenses 17,572.49 402,525.17 138.49 423,364.32 10,617.53 371 ,116.15 
NET INCO:ME (LOSS) <9,698.69> <187,413.17> <64.48> <23,531 .85> <6,467.47> <135,620.84> 
• 
• 
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******** *** TIIlS YEAR* ** ******** **BUDGET** ******* LAST YEAR******* * 
SUBSIDIARY SCHEDULE 
Current Month Y-T-D Ratio Budget Current Month Y-T-D 
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS 
32010 CONTRIBUTIONS-RESTRICTED 100.00 100.00 0.03 4,124.97 0.00 5,570.00 
32020 CONTRIBUTIONS- STOCKS 0.00 12,906.41 4.44 26,250.03 0.00 22,545.22 
32040 CONTRIBUTIONS-FOUNDATIONS 12,833 .00 56,410.14 19.41 74,999.97 15,961.00 70,396.00 
32050 CONTRIBUTIONS-UNSOLICITED 10,080.00 26,276.01 9.04 82,500.03 1,980.75 25,058.75 
23,013 .00 95,692.56 32.92 187,875 .00 17,941.75 123,569.97 
LIST SALES 
35110 LIST SALES NAMES IN NEWS 0.00 186.69 0.06 225 .00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 186.69 0.06 225 .00 0.00 0.00 
SALES 
36001 T-SIIlRTSALES 144.00 2,314.00 0.80 2,099.97 14.00 258.00 
36002 T-SIIlRT COSTS 0.00 <1,031.22> <0.35> <2,250.00> 0.00 0.00 
144.00 1,282.78 0.44 <150.03> 14.00 258.00 
INTEREST & DIVIDENDS 
38093 INT &DIVIDENDS CITIZEN'S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 74.89 
38094 INT&DIVIDENDS - NEUBERGER B 0.00 386.02 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 
38096 INT &DIVIDENDS - DOMINI 3.41 3.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 46.71 
38097 INT&DIVIDENDS-CALVERTBAL 1.09 80.63 0.03 0.00 76.83 200.54 
38098 INT&DIVIDENDS-CALVERTBON 0.00 < 152.96> <0.05> 0.00 238.34 2,739.91 
38099 INT &DIVIDENDS - SCHWAB ONE 14.08 <102.12> <0.04> 0.00 90.34 1,289.66 
38001 BANK INTEREST CAMB TR, WAIN 8.99 892.91 0.31 1,500.03 111.76 2,180.10 
38002 STOCK DIVIDENDS 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,500.00 0.00 0.00 
38006 UNREALIZED GIL ON INVSTMT 0.00 <105.05> <0.04> 0.00 0.00 0.00 
38007 COMMISSION ON STOCK SALE 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,000.03 0.00 0.00 
27.57 1,002.84 0.35 12,000.06 517.27 6,531.81 
UNREALIZED GAIN/LOSS 
38500 GAIN/LOSS - MISC <15.40> 175.80 0.06 0.00 <44.52> <274.47> 
38593 GAIN/LOSS - CITIZENS INDEX <364.43> < l ,125.20> <0.39> 0.00 <545 .31 > <2,127.03> 
38594 GAIN/LOSS - NEUBERGER BERM <1,029.13> <2,516.43> <0.87> 0.00 <928.15> <1,843.50> 
• 38595 GAIN/LOSS - WOMEN'S EQUITY <2,401 .50> <5,282.37> <1.82> 0.00 < l ,680.37> <3,893.14> 
38596 GAIN/LOSS - DOMINI <12,975 .74> <26, 170.31> <9.00> 0.00 <10,248.34> <32,757.92> 
38597 GAIN/LOSS-CALVERT BALANCE <859.34> <1,665.26> <0.57> 0.00 <1,213 .10> < l ,904.90> 
38598 GAIN/LOSS-CALVERT BOND 507.80 1,498.21 0.52 0.00 <1,601.97> 4,827.33 
38599 GAIN/LOSS - SCHWAB ONE 0.58 <6,700.86> <2.31 > 0.00 0.00 0.00 
17,137.16 41 ,786.42 14.38 0.00 16,261.76 37,973.63 
PLEDGE COSTS 
41101 PRINTING-PLEDGES 767.70 2,142.64 0.74 2,324.97 0.00 2,226.09 
41102 POSTAGE- PLEDGES 836.35 2,395.35 0.82 2,099.97 433.77 1,460.99 
41103 MAILHOUSE- PLEDGES 185.46 855 .74 0.29 1,649.97 0.00 673 .03 
1,789.51 5,393 .73 1.86 6,074.91 433 .77 4,360.11 
NEWSLETTER COSTS 
42101 PRINTING NEWSLETTER 7,642.70 19,984.68 6.88 18,749.97 1,498.00 15,551.37 
42102 POSTAGE- NEWSLETTER 109.15 9,061.86 3.12 6,750.00 870.73 5,805.68 
42103 MAILHOUSE- NEWSLETTER 959.23 4,702.09 1.62 4,875 .03 0.00 4,072.19 
42104 CONSULTANTS-NEWSLETTER 0.00 0.00 0.00 900.00 0.00 0.00 
42105 PHOTOS/GRAPIIlCS NEWSLETR 0.00 287.50 0.10 524.97 0.00 360.00 
42107 MISC. EXP.-NEWSLETTER 0.00 187.50 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8,711.08 34,223.63 11 .77 31 ,799.97 2,368.73 25,789.24 
NATIONAL LIST COSTS 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
• 
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• 
SUBSIDIARY SCHEDULE 
Current Month Y-T-D Ratio Budget Current Month Y-T-D 
ABC MAILING COSTS 
44101 PRINTING-ABC MAILINGS 0.00 965.16 0.33 3,150.00 0.00 2,086.00 
44102 POSTAGE-ABC MAILINGS 10.75 1,919.41 0.66 2,850.03 1,137.64 1,140.95 
44103 MAILHOUSE- ABC MAILINGS 0.00 1,506.47 0.52 2,250.00 0.00 < l ,114.84> 
10.75 4,391.04 1.51 8,250.03 1,137.64 2,112.11 
Z0COSTS 
45101 PRINTING-Z0MAILINGS 0.00 0.00 0.00 225.00 0.00 0.00 
45102 POSTAGE-Z0MAILINGS 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.03 0.00 0.00 
45103 MAILHOUSE- Z0 MAILINGS 0.00 0.00 0.00 375.03 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 750.06 0.00 0.00 
PROSPECTING MAILING COSTS 
47101 PRINTING-PROSPECTING 0.00 2,205 .07 0.76 13,500.00 3,998.00 19,010.08 
47102 POSTAGE-PROSPECTING 0.00 6,610.38 2.27 8,250.03 5,370.00 13,129.65 
47103 MAILHOUSE-PROSPECTING 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,500.00 0.00 6,481.76 
47104 CONSULTANTS-PROSPECTING 0.00 21 ,405.48 7.36 3,750.03 0.00 0.00 
47107 LIST RENTALS-PROSPECTING 0.00 285 .36 0.10 3,750.03 2,580.00 6,880.71 
0.00 30,506.29 10.50 33,750.09 11 ,948.00 45,502.20 
FISCAL SPONSOR GRANTS 
49411 NWTRCC: IN <427.50> <3,738.25> < l .29> <2,999.97> 0.00 <2,327.50> 
49412 NWTRCC:OUT 427.50 3,738.25 1.29 2,999.97 0.00 2,327.50 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RESIST GRANTS PAID OUT 
49509 RESIST MUL TIYEAR GRANTS PD 0.00 33,000.00 11.35 45,000.00 0.00 33,000.00 
49510 RESIST GRANTS PAID OUT 1,500.00 195,780.00 67.36 172,500.03 600.00 184,400.00 
49512 SALZMAN GRANTS PAID OUT 0.00 3,000.00 1.03 4,500.00 0.00 3,000.00 
49514 HOLMES GRANTS PAID OUT 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,250.00 0.00 0.00 
1,500.00 231 ,780.00 79.74 224,250.03 600.00 220,400.00 
OTHER FUNDRAISING COSTS 
. 49601 THANK YOU CARDS-COST 0.00 0.00 0.00 105.03 0.00 57.60 49602 THANK YOU CARDS-PRINTING 0.00 170.00 0.06 74.97 0.00 55.00 
49603 THANK YOU CARDS- POSTAGE 0.00 674.15 0.23 524.97 0.00 454.71 
49610 PROMO T-SHIRT GIFTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 299.97 0.00 0.00 
49620 OTHER FUNDRAISING COSTS 0.00 150.00 0.05 600.03 0.00 0.00 
0.00 994.15 0.34 1,604.97 0.00 567.31 
PERSONNEL 
50110 GROSSPAY 9,449.12 91 ,959.08 31.64 99,615.78 6,445 .64 89,605.06 
50120 EMPLOYER TAXES (Rfica,DES 0.00 3,172.38 1.09 9,749.97 493.04 8,533 .20 
50125 RETIREMENT MATCH 472.50 2,666.20 0.92 2,999.97 429.65 3,406.38 
50130 STAFF HEAL TH INSURANCE 1,570.97 13,119.65 4.51 8,250.03 495 .96 10,013.48 
50140 WORKER'S COMPENSATION 228.00 480.00 0.17 337.50 0.00 247.00 
50150 CONSULTANTS 542.00 2,604.08 0.90 3,375.00 0.00 0.00 
12,262.59 114,001.39 39.22 124,328.25 7,864.29 111 ,805.12 
OCCUPANCY 
51000 RENT 2,637.50 24,868.75 8.56 22,500.00 2,143.75 21 ,156.25 
51100 OCCUPANCY 565 .86 3,361.46 1.16 2,999.97 322.10 1,734.43 
3,203.36 28,230.21 9.71 25,499.97 2,465 .85 22,890.68 
• 
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• OFFICE EXPENSES 
SUBSIDIARY SCHEDULE 
Current Month Y-T-D Ratio Budget Current Month Y-T-D 
51500 TELEPHONE 190.59 2,167.57 0.75 2,625.03 399.38 2,298.47 
51700 INTERNET 73 .94 416.94 0.14 749.97 52.77 393 .67 
52010 OFFICE SUPPLIES 228.22 1,796.14 0.62 1,500.03 0.00 1,563.19 
52020 OFFICE XEROX 0.00 149.99 0.05 74.97 0.00 19.60 
52040 OFFICE LIBRARY 0.00 67.50 0.02 187.47 0.00 156.50 
52050 OFFICE PRINTING 0.00 1,446.71 0.50 749.97 0.00 280.00 
52060 MINOR OFFICE EQUIPMENT 0.00 3,804.00 1.31 3,750.03 0.00 297.64 
52070 BANK CHARGES 92.27 799.12 0.27 749.97 2.50 15.00 
585 .02 10,647.97 3.66 10,387.44 454.65 5,024.07 
GRANTPROGRAM 
52501 PRINTING-GRANT PROGRAM 45.00 108.60 0.04 412.47 0.00 336.95 
52502 POSTAGE-GRANT PROGRAM 10.75 338.08 0.12 450.00 18.08 326.29 
52540 LIBRARY-GRANT PROGRAM 12.00 12.00 0.00 187.47 0.00 0.00 
67.75 458.68 0.16 1,049.94 18.08 663.24 
POSTAGE 
53010 OFFICE POSTAGE 0.00 1,002.71 0.34 1,275.03 0.00 346.58 
53020 UPS 0.00 50.41 0.02 74.97 0.00 0.00 
53030 POSTAGE DUE/BRE ENVELOPES 0.00 1,234.33 0.42 1,350.00 0.00 816.65 
0.00 2,287.45 0.79 2,700.00 0.00 1,163.23 
ADVERTISING & OUTREACH 
55101 ADVERTISING 150.00 1,635.00 0.56 2,774.97 0.00 1,635.00 
55102 BROCHURE 0.00 2,750.00 0.95 6,374.97 0.00 0.00 
150.00 4,385.00 1.51 9,149.94 0.00 1,635 .00 
PROFESSIONAL FEES 
56010 LEGAL FEES 0.00 0.00 0.00 375 .03 0.00 0.00 
56020 ACCOUNTING FEES 0.00 7,732.00 2.66 6,000.03 0.00 5,477.50 
56030 PROFESSIONAL FEES 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.03 0.00 0.00 
0.00 7,732.00 2.66 7,875.09 0.00 5,477.50 
BOARD EXPENSES 
- 58001 BOARD XEROX 657.76 2,125.73 0.73 1,874.97 0.00 1,515 .06 58002 BOARD POSTAGE/UPS 0.00 691.33 0.24 0.00 0.00 302.06 
· 58003 BOARD TRAVEL 322.00 2,527.63 0.87 1,874.97 0.00 1,599.94 
58004 BOARD FOOD/MEETINGS 21 .95 979.44 0.34 600.03 74.61 526.00 
58005 BOARD OUTREACH 0.00 0.00 0.00 112.50 0.00 0.00 
58006 BOARD EXPENSE: OTHER 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.03 0.00 875.00 
1,001.71 6,324.13 2.18 5,962.50 74.61 4,818.06 
OTHER EXPENSES 
59020 DUES AND FEES 0.00 1,225.00 0.42 749.97 0.00 1,118.10 
59030 TAX PENAL TIES & INTEREST 0.00 0.00 0.00 93.78 0.00 0.00 
59040 OTHER PENAL TIES/FINES 0.00 0.00 0.00 37.53 0.00 0.00 
59060 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE 0.00 4.56 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.90 
59090 DEPRECIATION 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,999.97 0.00 0.00 
0.00 1,229.56 0.42 3,881.25 0.90 1,119.00 
OTHER INCOME/EXPENSE 
81000 RENTAL INCOME <1,100.00> <7,300.00> <2.51> 0.00 <900.00> <8,032.59> 
81100 OCCUPANCY INCOME <226.34> < 1,096.76> <0.38> 0.00 0.00 <400.29> 
<1,326.34> <8,396.76> <2.89> 0.00 <900.00> <8,432.88> 
• 
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2003 Budget Narrative 
Income 
Internal and external mailing income: Newsletter, ABC and prospect) have an almost static projection 
based upon current income patterns and market projections. Pledge income is projected to increase 
$5,000 based upon pledge drive, electronic fund transfers and credit card increases. 
Stocks: projecting $15,000 less income in comparison to FY02 budget based on current market 
projections and stocl<Valuation 
Stock Dividends: projected $5,000 less income in comparison to FY02 budget based on current market 
projections and stock valuation 
Unrealized Gain/Loss: projected $20,000 less income in comparison to FY02 budget based on current 
market projections and.stock valuation 
Total Income: Projection is for $30,000 less in revenue in comparison to FY02 
Expenses 
Grants: projecting a $7,000 increase in grant spending based upon cun-ent spending patterns 
Personnel: This increase will be a total of$45,000. This figure includes: staff cost-of-living increase, 
health insurance cost increase and the 6 month costs for a fourth staff person to be paid at a rate of 
$55,000 per year. Additional staff costs for 4th person projected as: Salary: $27,500; Payroll Taxes: 
$3,000; 403(b) match: $1,100; health insurance: $1,800 (if not using a family plan) for a total of$33,400. 
These are the most significant adjustments. There are smaller adjustments based on increased postage 
and mailing costs reflected across spending categories . 
• 
• 
• 
Budget - 2003 
Consolidiated Form 
I FY2001 ! 
Income I 
I 
Internal Mailings $296,086 ·• 
Prospect Mailings $52,353 
Special Contributions $266,200 
Investments ($13,271) , 
Other 
.,.._ . I $976 : ! 
Total Income 
I 
i $602,344 . 
I 
Expenses I I ! 
! 
I 
Fundraising : 
Internal Mailing Costs $15,822 I 
Prospect Mailing Costs $53,922 1 
Other Fundraising Costs $1,069 I 
Total Fundraising Costs $70,813 
Program 
Grants $295,900 
Grants Program $895 
Newsletter $34,774 
Website $784 
Total Program Costs $332,353 
: 
Other I I 
Personnel $153,338 
General and Administrative $52,382 
Board Expenses $8,172 
Total Other Costs $213,892 
Total Expenses $617,058 
Total Income (Loss) ($14,714) 
Budget I Budget I I 
2002 I 2003 I 
$329,000 $335,000 
$45,000 $45,000 
$250,500 $235,000 
$8,000 ! ($17,500) 
$385 : $3,650 
$632,885 ; $601,150 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
$19,100 : $20,600 
I $45,000 I $48,000 
$2,140 j $1,820 
I $66,240 I $70,420 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
$299,000 i $306,000 
$1,400 I $1,025 
$42,400 $43,800 
$1,000 $700 
$343,800 I $351,525 
I 
I 
i 
$161,271 : $206,743 
I $72,925 I $71,470 
I 
$8,650 $8,100 
$242,846 $286,313 
I 
! 
I 
$652,886 I $708,258 
I 
I 
($20,001) ($107,108) 
• 
• 
• 
Budget2003 
Overview 
: FY2001 
Income 
: 304. Contributions-Pledges 129,883 
1 305 Contributions-Newsletter 52,089 
306 Contributions-ABC Mailing 114.115 'j 
i 314 · Contributions-Prospecting I s2,3s3 I 
Budget I Budget ! 03% 02 
2002 I 2003 ! 
140,000 ! 145,000 . 104% 
64,000 i 65,000 ; 102% 
· . 125,000 125,000 · 100% 
45,000 '. 45,000 i 100% 
I : Total Mailing Income 348,439 ! 374,000 1 380,000 . 102% I 
· 320 Other Contributions 266 200 I I 235,000 : 94% > I 250,500 i 
3 51 List Sales I o: 300 . 300 100% I 
360 Sales i 446 : (200)' 2,800 -1400% ! 
370 Royalties I 11 10 25 250% 
375 Fiscal Sponsorship Fees 151 175 175 100% 
. 380 Interest & Dividends ! (13,271) ; 8,000 (17,500) -219% 
, 390 Miscellaneous Income ! 607 i 100 : 350 i 350% 
Total Other Revenue I 254,143 I 258,885 : 221,150 i 85% 
Total Revenue I 602,ss2 I 632,885 : 601,150 : 95% I 
Expenses i i ! I 
: 411 Pledge Costs I 6,008 ! 8,100 8,400 104% 
· 421 Newsletter Costs i 34,774 : 42,400 43,800 . 103% j 
. 441 ABC Mailing Costs i 9,814 . 11,000 ; 12,200 , 111% 
; 4 71 Prospecting Mailing Costs I 53,922 46,000 ! 48,000 ; 104% 
j 
, Total Mailing Costs I 104,518 107,500 ! 112,400 : 105% I 
i 495 Resist Grants Paid Out ! 295,900 I 299,ooo l 306,000 ! 102% 
; 496 Other Fundraising Costs ! 1,069 ! 2,140 ! 1,820 85% 
: 501 Personnel 157,627 ! 165,771 ; 211,743 128% 
: 510 Rent 25,444 30,000 : 32,495 : 108% 
! 511 : Occupancy 3,462 4,000 : 4,000 : 100% 
I 520 Office Expenses 7,165 I 13,850 I 11,325 i 82% 
1 525 .Grant Program 895 I 1,400 i 1,025 ; 73% 
! 530 :Postage 1,611 3,soo 1 3,700 ; 103% 
i 540.Travel 10 1,200 ! 50 '. 4% 
! 542 Staff Development 795 I 2,400 : 2,000 · 83% 
: 545 · Conferences/Meetings I 393 500 ; 400 80% 
; 551 Advertising and Outreach I 2,635 12,200 8,000 66% 
; 5 5 5 Repairs and Maintenance ! 1,883 400 300 75% 
l 560 Professional Fees 9,094 10,500 '. 9,500 90% 
! 570 · Insurance-Office ! 1,086 2,500 ! 2,200 88% 
: 5 80. Board Expenses 8,172 8,650 ! 8,100 : 94% 
! 590: Other Expenses 7,122 s,21s I 7,800 ! 148% 
I Total Non-Mailing Expenses 524,362 563,386 I 610,458 : 108% I 
: Total Expenses I 628,879 670,886 ! 722,858 . 108% 
Other Income/Expenses (11,824) (17,000) : (14,600): 86% 
I Net Income (14,474) (21,001) , (107,108) ; 510% I 
I I FY2001 I Budget Budget 
I l I 2002 2003 i I I 
Income i i 
I 304 I Contributions-Pledges 129,883 j 140,000 145,000 
: 305 1 Contributions-Newsletter i 52,089 i 64,000 : 65,000 
l 306 ! Contributions-ABC Mailing ! 114,115 ! 125,000 ! 125,000 
: 
: Total Internal Mailings ! 296,086 ; 329,000 j 335,000 I 
j 314; Contnl>utions-Prospecting I 52,353 l 45,000 1 45,000 i 
: 320: Other· Contributions I I ! i 
i i Restricted I 5,670 ! 5,500 ; 5,000 
I I 
Stocks 26,758 ! 35,000 ! 20,000 i I 
: Foundations l 11 o,843 i 100,000 : 100,000 
: 
I Unsolicited : 122,929 I 110,000 ' 110,000 
' 
In Kind 0 0 0 
Total · 266,200 . 250,500 235,000 
351 List Sales 
Names in the News 0 300 : 300 
: 
Other List Sales i o · o: 0 ! ; I 
Total ! o ; JOO ! JOO I 
· 360:Sales ! : I : 
! T-Shirt Sales 446 : 2,800 1 2,800 I 
! T-Shirt Costs (239) (3,000). 0 : 
i : Total 207 ' (200) ; 2,800 
: 3 70 : Royalties 11 '. 10 25 
i 375 :Fiscal Sponsorship Fees ; 151 : 175 : 175 I 
j 3 80 i Interest & Divedends i 
i I Bank Interest 2,389 ; 2,000 ; 1,500 I 
I : Stock Dividends 21,138 ! 6,000 ' 1,000 I 
i I Loan Interest Ol 0 1 0 
' 
i Realized Gains/Losses i o : o ' 0 
! Unrealized GIL : (36,798) i o : (20,000) 
I I Commission on Stock Sale ! Q i o! 0 I I 
! Total (13,271)1 8,000 (17,500) I 
I 3 90 ! Miscellaneous Income ! 607 100 350 
I I Total Other Revenue I 306,258 i 303,885 266,150 I 
! ! Total Revenue I 602,343 I 632,885 601,150 i 
Expenses I ! I I ! 
; 411 · Pledge Costs i i 
Printing I 2,204 : 3,100 3,100 
: Postage 1,872 l 2,800 : 3,000 I I 
I I Mailhouse ! 1,932 i 2,200 ! 2,300 
I i Total I 6,008 ! 8,100 i 8,400 I 
! 421 !Newsletter Costs I 
I : Printing I 19,000 25,000 ! 25,000 ! 
I Postage I 8,612 i 9,000 : 10,000 I I 
I I Mailhouse I 6,6s1 I 6,500 I 7,000 I I I 
I 
Consultants o i 1,200 . 1,200 I ! ! I 
i 
I 
Photos/Graphics 510 ! 700 I 600 : 
I Misc o ' o: 0 
Total 34,774 42,400 43,800 
i I FY2001 Budget Budget 
I I 2002 2003 I 
! 441 i ABC Mailing Costs i 
! I Printing 3,418 4,200 I 4,500 ! 
I Postage ; 3,609 3,800 i 4,200 
i : Mailhouse I 2,787 3,000 ! 3,500 
i : Total ! 9,814 11,000 ! 12,200 
I ! Total Internal Mailing Costs 50,596 61,500 64,400 I 
I ! I 
! 4 71 : Prospecting Mailing Costs I i 
! I Printing 21,648 18 000 I 20,000 
' ' 
I Postage 12,134 11,000 : 11,000 
Mailhouse I 6,308 ! 6,000 . 6,000 
Consultants I 6950! 5,000 . 6,000 
Photos/Graphics 0 0 0 
List Rentals I 6,881 i 5,000 5,000 
! Total I 53,922 I 45,000 I 48,000 I 
, Total External Malling Costs I 53,922 j 45,000 ; 48,000 
: : Total Mailing Costs j 104,518 106,500 ! 112,400 
' Net Revenue After Mail Costs I 497,826 ! s26,Jss i 488,750 I 
i 494 '. Fiscal Sponsor Grants ! i I 
; NWTRCC: In I (2,860) : 4,000 · 4,000 : 
NWTRCC: Out I 2,860 ; (4,000) 1 (4,000) I ; 
: Total o ! o : 0 
i 495 : Resist Grants Paid Out I I 
I i Multi-Year Grants 48,000 60,000 I 60,000 
I i Resist Grants 244,900 230,000 I 240,000 ! 
: Cohen Grants 0 1 O l 0 I 
I Holmes Grants o l 3,000 ; 0 
: Salzman Grants I 3,ooo I 6,000 i 6,000 
I Total ' 295,900 I 299,000 ! 306,000 
i 496 i Other Fundraising Costs I ! 
I I Thank You Cards- Cost 
' 
127 140 ! 50 
i I Thank You Cards- Printing 55 100 l 250 i I 
I ! Thank You Cards- Postage 658 100 I 850 
I Promo T-Shirts 230 400 I 
' 
270 
Other O ! 800 : 400 
Total 1,069 i 2,140 . 1,820 
· 501 Personnel I i 
! Gross Pay 125,039 ' 132,821 : 166,964 
! I Employer Taxes 11,492 13,000! 15.,500 
I ! Retirement Match 4,502 4,000 : 6,679 
I Staff Health Insurance 11,783 11,0001 17,000 
I I Worker's Compensation 521 I 450 , 600 I : 
i Consultants 4,289 ! 4,500 : 5,000 : 
I 
Total 157,627 i 165,771 . 211,743 
I 
! I 
I 
: ' 
I I I 
I 
' I I 
I I FY2001 Bud2et Bud2et 
! 2002 2003 I 
I I I 
510!Rent 25,444 30,000 32,495 
. 511 : Occupancy 3,462 I 4,000 I 4,000 
I 
· Office Expenses I 1 
I : Telephone 3,727 j 3,500 1 3,600 
! I Internet 784 i 1,000 700 I 
I Office Supplies 1,815 i 2,000 i 2~000-; 
Office Xerox ·20 100 ! 200 
I i Office Library 157 1 250 200 i 
I Office Printing 350 I 1,000 I 2,000 
Minor Office Equipment 238 : 5,000 1 2,500 
Bank Charges i 75 · 1,000 I 125 
-- . I Total ! 7,165 . 13,850 · 11,325 
: 525 · Grant Program I : I 
I 
Printing I 337 j 550 j 400 I I 
i i Postage 558 j 600 I 500 I 
! I Consultants o : o l 0 
! Library i o: 250 j 125 
I I Other o : o : 0 
Total I 895 . t 1,025 : I 1,400: 
i 530 1Postage I I 
Office Postage 499 : 1,700 ! 1,800 
: UPS o : 100 ! 100 I ! I 
I Postage Due/BREs 1,112 ! 1,800 ! 1,800 ' I 
I I Total 1,611 ! T 3,600: 3,700 
: 540;Travel 10 i 1,200 ! 50 
; 542 ;Staff Development 795 I 2,400 ; 2,000 
I 545 ! Conferences/Meetings 393 I ' 500 ! 400 
i 550/;Advertising and Outreach I I ! 
! 551 j Advertising 1,635 i I 3,000 3,700 ! 
I Brochure 1,000 i 8,500 ! 5,000 i 
! Annual Report 0 0 0 
i Total 2,635 12,200 8,000 
i 5 5 5, Repairs and Maintenance 1,883 400 '. 300 
! 560 ;Professional Fees I : I 
I Legal Fees 
I 
o : 500 : 0 
Accounting Fees I 9,094 I 8,000 : 8,500 I 
: i Computer Consulting Fees Oi 2,000 i 1,000 
i Total 9,094 ! 10,500 I 9,500 
570 ! Insurance-Office 1,086 ! 2,500 2,200 
5 80 Board Expenses 
I Board Xerox 2,409 , 2,500 2,700 I 
I I Board Postage/UPS 489 ! 700 i 1,000 
: I Board Travel 2,779 ! 2,500 : 3,200 I 
Board Food/Meetings T 800 ! 1,200 : 1,570 i 
. , Board Outreach o ; 150 I 0 
I Other 925 2,000 0 
Total 8,172 8,650 8,100 
I 
FY2001 Budget Badget 
2002 2003 
590 Other:--
-
Bad Debts 0 0 0 
Dues and Fees 1,533 1,000 1,600 
Tax Penalties and Interest 0 125 50 
Other Penalties and Fines 0 so so 
Bounced Checks- Unknown 0 0 0 
Misc.E 
-
239 100 100· 
Depreciation 5,349 4,000 6,000 
Total 7,122 5,275 7,800 
Total Expenses 524,362 563,386 610,458 
Other Income/Expenses (11,824) (17,000) (14,600) 
! Net Income (14,712)1 (20,001) (107,108) ! 
• 
• 
11 / 20 102 13:56 FAX 12033722281 JMMGMG 
H. KONING 1 1 /20/02 
To: Kay Maths~ and other board members - fax 1- 617-776 )885 
Den Kay and all of you: I for 011e find fa.ult wi ·th quite a number 
of questions on the ne~ ~rant application form. 
"Political focus": that pa:ra has all the vagueness of a liberal 
politician who'd sooner cut hi& throat than mention the word 
Socialism. Ddnt we ha~e any cards anymore to put on the table? 
141 01 
(9) I think it is ridiculous, embarrassing, and arrogant to ask 
for the "poaition 11 of ~a. - gro~I> va people of color, gaya . • etc etc. 
If a iroup is progressive (oi even revolutionary) in the work it 
asks to be fnnded for, that should be enough for us. If that work 
puts them up againstth~ US government, the ,Army, the Christian 
Right, 01' whatever, .: that aho1.1ld be enough for ,Reeist. I visualize 
myself 25 iears aeo in , a . Boston prison cell aaking a cellmate, 
"But what is your position toward a bi&exual or transgender 
person?'' Come one, folks. Su11m Quique, , as the Romans used to say .. 
If a group works ~ithin that particular rights ,truggle, fine; 
if they are trying to abowliah nuclear weapons or vicious land-
lo~da, not so fine, dont bothe~ them with transgenderism. 
References: I guess we all kno~ that even the least liked and 
least effective person · among us can scrape up three friends ~ho 
will w~ite his or her praise. If we know of the ~ork a gxoup 
does, fine. If we dont, find a peraon we kno~ who can enlighten 
us. 
In general: there is so much bureaucratic que3tioning here; l for 
one would lose courage halfway thru and not ask for Resist sup-
port. 
But first and foremost, please consider damping down the Diver!ity 
~ngle. Any left or even leftish group I kno~ would be only too 
ha~py with active helpers, no matter their varioue orientations 
and colors. The trouble isJ serious left-wingers are bloody hard 
to find. That entire diversity chart gives me the creeps. And I 
am ~orriad about those 0 other categories" you want listed. 'Who on 
earth has been left out? People with hayfever? Cat loTers or 
haters? 
Venceremol5. 
Hans Koning 
• 
Grant Committee 
November 19, 2002 
Minutes 
Present: Marc Miller, Kay Mathew, Becca Howes-Mischel, Robin Carton (minutes) 
1. Application 
There will be a short presentation at the Board meeting and hopefully a vote. If discussion needs 
appear to be extensive- or Board members want to wait until after the program discussion- then the 
application will be tabled until February. Additional copies of the application will be available at the 
meeting. 
2. Budget Discussion 
The Finance Committee asked that each program area look at their budget and determine if there were 
places that cuts could be made. The Committee discussed budget parameters. There is not much 
flexibility in the budget except for the amount of grant spending. The Committee suggested that, if 
necessary, grant spending could be cut by $6,000 to $300,000. 
The Committee will propose new ways of looking at the amount of money available per cycle. One 
suggestions was to determine what percentage of grants were received each cycle and to determine 
spending levels accordingly. (See chart attached). 
The Grant Committee will look at income and expenses over the course of the year to help keep 
• spending in check. 
• 
3. IWRC Progress Report and releasing 2002 Multi-year grant 
Robin called several groups that IWRC identified as collaborators to discuss their work. Their 
responses were mixed. There were other references that were still waiting to come in that might be more 
positive. The question was raised: "Is there a reason to grant the funds even given the mixed nature of 
the references?" There was concern that the person who was the final mediator was a personal friend of 
Juana's. The process to date has eroded trust in the organization. Kay saw a series ofletters that were 
sent to IWRC stakeholders and felt that they were problematic. 
Vote: The Committee voted not to release the funds. Robin will draft a letter for review by the 
Committee. 
Revision: On 11/26/02 after receipt of additional references, the Committee decided to release the 
final year of the Multi-Year grant. The Committee would not recommend IWRC for future funding at 
this time. 
4. Future Discussions 
The Committee will think about the imbalance in local funding versus national focus. The Committee 
will come up with recommendations for how to think more strategically about national distribution of 
funding in future meetings . 
• 
• 
• 
5. Program Discussion 
This discussion is based on the political view of current issues and how Resist fits into that view. 
The purpose is to inform what Resist does as a foundation- and see if that will lead to any changes. 
(What are the issues? What is to be done?) The goal will be to keep people on topic. There needs to be a 
chair who does not participate fully and a recorder. Outcomes sought: a forward looking overview of 
programmatic work; the ability to delegate suggestions that arise to Committees for next steps. 
The intent was not to answer the questions listed originally, but to use them as talking points. There 
need to be good, pithy g_u~stions to hang the discussion on. 
From the original list of questions developed the decisions was to: 
Take out the question: Resist currently gives modest grants to as many organizations as possible, 
seeding many groups with potential that no one else would fund for a variety 
of reasons. Should this remain the same or should Resist consider giving 
fewer, larger grants to the best applicants? 
The feeling was that this question has been asked and answered several times already with the focus to 
remain on small grants. 
There was a suggestion that there should be an overview provided of outside resources (who else is 
doing what). 
Board members would be asked to bring an example of some of the most effective political work that 
is happening now . 
• 
• 
• 
Grant Committee 
November 7, 2002 
Minutes 
Present: Marc Miller, Becca Howes-Mischel, Robin Carton 
1. Application 
Hank was the only person to send comments back to the office. It is not clear that anyone has 
sent suggestions to Kay. 
Hank had three points, two of which were appropriate to think about putting in the cover letter 
and guidelines 
- reminding people to use separate pages to answer questions 3-11; and 
- suggesting to applicants that the process, through long, is one by which they can clarify their 
vision, goals and mission 
The current cover letter and the web page encourage people to contact the Resist office for assistance or 
clarification (a point raised by Hank). 
Hank was also interested in inserting a question that stated: 
"Briefly describe how you see your organization's work in relation to the major domestic and 
foreign policies of the current U.S. government." 
Inclusion of this question seemed to be a good topic for the Board to discuss. The program 
discussion may provide some insight into this question. This could be a question grounded in the 
political moment. 
2. IWRC progress report and releasing 2002 Multi-year grant 
IWRC had its 2001 grant released in April of this year. Their 2002 grant was due to be released 
in October, but no progress report had been received at that point. The report has now come in, but there 
has not been a chance to check with references regarding how the organizational issues have been 
resolved. Robin will call several groups that IWRC identified as collaborators to discuss their work. She 
will get back to the Committee with her results. 
3. Program Discussion 
Hopefully, the discussion of what RESIST should do will be based on what is feasible and on current 
political realities. 
Given: RESIST is a national activist foundation that works for economic, social, and environmental 
justice by funding small grassroots groups directly engaged in organizing. Since 1967, RESIST has 
challenged illegitimate authority that undermines democratic principles and has endeavored to connect 
and inform individual donors and activists in abroad movement for social change . 
• 
• 
• 
Questions that people might think about to inform the discussion: 
- What is RESIST's role in the movement for social change? 
- What's the most strategic use of RESIST resources given our organizational mission, goals, and 
views on how political and social change happens? 
- What is the greatest need? In other words, who else does work toward our mission, goals, and 
views on change? 
- Who else does what we might do? What do we do that no one else does? What else might we 
do that no one else does? 
- Given our organizational mission, goals, and views on how political and social change happens, 
should RESIST change its areas of work or place a higher priority on certain areas? Should 
RESIST narrow, broaden, or keep the same the types of organizations and/or issues and/or etc. 
that we support? 
- Resist currently gives modest grants to as many organizations as possible, seeding many groups 
with potential that no one else would fund for a variety of reasons. Should this remain the same 
or should Resist consider giving fewer, larger grants to the best applicants? 
- How much effort (i.e., staff time) should RESIST devote to helping organizations that might be 
less-sophisticated to prepare better applications? 
- Is there other program work RESIST should do with its resources in addition to grantmaking, 
the Newsletter and the web site? 
4. Weeding grants 
- Of the 28 grants reviewed, two were left in the cycle . 
The Grant Committee will try to meet again during the week of the 17th. Suggested date is November 
19th at 6:00 p.m. Robin will contact everyone to check availability . 
• 
• 
• 
Staff Meeting 
November 19, 2002 
Present: Becca Howes-Mischel, Carol Schachet, Robin Carton, Jean Smith (Intern), Sarah 
Schindler-Williams (Intern) 
I. Newsletter 
A. The December and February/March issues are both mostly about Resist's internal 
grantees. Carol will ask Robin, Becca, and the Grants Committee to act as second 
readers as she does not have a Board member filling that role. 
B. December- Grantee Success Stories: Carol has an article by Youth Organizing 
Communities, Sarah wrote a piece on CSW AB. Carol is expecting an article from 
W AMM and Jean is finishing a series of grantee updates. Carol would like to get the 
issue to the printer by Thurs or Friday. 
C. January- Immigrant Rights Organizing: People are not returning Carol's calls. Hank 
has solicited an article from Paul Buell who is writing on the electoral impact of the 
Dominican community in Providence. MIWON has agreed to write an article on their 
organizing. Carol has left messages for Jane Guskin (Community for the Human Rights 
oflmmigrants) and Cathy Tactaquin, (National Network for Immigrant and Refugee 
Rights). 
D. February/March- Grants in Review: Carol is hoping that Becca and Kay can 
collaborate on a think piece about the survey results and the organization. Carol will talk 
to Kay about it. 
II. Fundraising 
A. December House Appeal: Carol has finished a further draft of the December ABC, 
based on comments from Kay and Wee She has decided for space reasons not to do a 
separate Grants insert. Instead, the back page will be a block of Resist 2002 Grants 
YTD. The package will include the letter, a brochure, reply card, and BRE. Carol is 
sending it to Noam Chomsky and Grace Paley today for review. She still needs to 
add a sentence about a group engaged in Middle East peace organizing to the body of 
the text. 
B. November Prospect Mailing: Prospecting returns are still coming in steadily, it looks 
pretty good so far. It is too early to do an analysis of the different lists. 
C. Carol will call Vinny McGee about the status of the DIB estate grant in the first week 
of December if it doesn't arrive by then. Both of the big estate checks should come 
in before the end of the year. 
D. The December pledge letter will be the pledge increase letter. Becca will write the 
letter and have it to Piro by the end of the week. 
III. Board 
• 
• 
• 
A. The staff is feeling inundated with requests from different Board members. It would 
be helpful to have a Board channel for requests to the staff. At this time there does 
not seem to be always an analysis or prioritization of the use of staff time. 
1. Perhaps the Executive Committee should coordinate the inflow of 
requests by committees on staff time. 
B. In the past the Board wanted the staff not to accumulate comp time and has hired part 
time workers as needed to not overwhelm the staff. This has not happened over the 
last year. As a whole, the Staff is feeling tired and overwhelmed. 
C. It is difficult to prioritize when individual Board members ask the Staff for specific 
information in short time frames rather than the Board collectively asking the Staff 
for reports. The Staff is happy to provide the Board with reports. The Staff requests 
that the Board provide a larger framework for staff reports that lays out the reporting 
process and series of point people. It would be helpful for Board members to think 
about the reasons for different reports, their prioritization, their benefit to the 
majority·ofthe Board, as well as reasonable time frames. This could also alleviate 
Board concerns about structures of accountability and Staff evaluations by providing 
a quantitative sense of the work. 
1. It would be helpful to know which reports are sufficient verbally and which 
ones should be written. 
D. The staff will ask Pam and Marc as former members of the Personnel Committee for 
a Board/Staff lunch in the next week for clarification and guidance on the reporting 
structure and feelings of overwork. The Staff would like to discuss the current 
demands on staff time and their impact on programmatic work. Becca will call them 
to set up a convenient time. 
IV. Grants 
A. The Grants Committee met and threw out 26 grants which leaves 23 grants in the 
docket for the December meeting. The Board will have $35,000 to spend at the 
December meeting. This will put us $20,000 over budget in Grants spending. 
1. We probably won't be able to use continued budget increases in Grants 
spending as a fundraising devise next year. 
B. Robin is finishing the review of the data entry and putting together the reference list. 
Her goal. is to have the packet out by Friday and start reference calls Thursday. We 
already have grant applications in for February. 
V. Committees 
A. Finance Committee: Is meeting tomorrow 11/20/02 at 9am. The FC is preparing a 
final draft of the 2003 budget. Pam has asked the Staff to think about ways to cut 
program expenses and increase revenue. At this point the Budget reflects no major 
program changes except the addition of a fourth staff person. Carol will be available 
to sit in on the meeting as needed . 
• 
• 
• 
B. Communications Committee: The 2003 Newsletter topic proposal will be available to 
the Board through the Board packet sent out in December. The internal website is 
coming along. 
C. Grants Committee: The Grants Committee is meeting tonight 11/19/02 to discuss the 
release of the 2002 IWRC grant. Robin is finishing reference calls on them, so far 
they are mixed to bad. The GC is also thinking about ideas for the December Board 
discussion. 
D. Board Development Committee: Carol and Ty had an exit interview with Jorge last 
week. They are still working to set up a time for one with Eileen. Wee doesn't want 
an exit interview at this point. 
E. Long Range Planning Committee/ Executive Committee: The LRPC and EC are 
having a joint meeting Thursday 11/21/02 at 8:30 in the Resist office. The EC is 
going to discuss bringing the personnel policy for approval at the December meeting. 
At this point it still does not address the staff concerns and suggestions as submitted 
to the Personnel Committee this year. The EC is also taking up the By-laws, and 
committee responsibilities and oversight. Becca will remind the EC about the 403b 
planned document progress. 
VI. Website: 
A. Internal: It is progressing. Jean at this point is working on the Newsletter rather than 
the website. There are two calendars ready to upload: the internal calendar of work 
cycles and reports, and the committee/ Board meeting calendar. The minutes are 
updated as through 2001. Jean still needs to go back to 1995. She is feeling 
overwheJmed at the moment. Robert is available to help additionally. 
B. External: The new grants deadlines are uploaded. Robert also inserted a search 
engine onto our site so that people can search by keyword within the entire external 
site. 
VII. Interns 
A. Sarah has started working in the office. She has finished sorting the library materials. 
She is currently assisting in general office work, and helping Carol with the filing/ 
shredding aspects of fundraising. Becca and Robin will sit down with her to start her 
on the technical assistance project. 
B. Becca is following-up on a number of other interested intern prospects. She will sign 
up to attend the Wellesley non-profit networking fair again this February. 
VIII. Office 
A. Clean-up: we need to get back on the calendar schedule for cleaning the office. 
Sarah has volunteered to vacuum today. 
B. Becca will call the Post Office about ordering 500 new Thank You postcards to send 
to Piro. Perhaps we should think about a new process where we print double-sided 
cards and hand post the stamps. 
• 
• 
• 
IX. Vacation 
A. Jean will be in LA visiting her sister next week. The office will be closed next 
Thursday and Friday for Thanksgiving. Everyone should put their winter holiday plans 
on the calendar . 
• 
• 
• 
Check In 
Becca's Vacation 
Minutes 
Staff Meeting 
11/7/02 
Becca will be away for the week ofNovember 10th_ Issues to watch out for include: 
Finances: Rent and taxes to be paid by the 15th of the month. The new budget narrative needs to be 
put together for the Finance Committee meeting on the 19th_ 
Grants: The data entry will be completed. Need to re-check and create documents. Set up reference 
lists. 
Interns 
Sarah will start next week. She will come Mondays and Tuesdays. She is planning on 15 hours a week 
for about three months. She has interned previously with Ted Kennedy's office and the Brady Center for 
Gun Control. She can work on basic office maintenance (filing, etc.) and the technical assistance 
compilation project. She might also do work on the Newsletter. 
Fund raising 
-The December ABC has a concept- build off the brochure. "What do you do on a bad news day? 
Resist!" Carol has started writing it and will send it to the Fundraising Committee for review by the end 
of the week. 
-The new prospect returns are coming in. Too soon to tell how it is doing . 
-Wainwright Bank has indicated that it will cost $100 per month to do Electronic Funds Transfers-
information that was not provided during the months of negotiating for this service. This would 
overshadow any gains by having the service. Robin will call Carolyn Crowley and talk about having the 
fees waived. 
-Since the December Newsletter will not go out at the beginning of the month- NL income will show up 
at the end of the month or the beginning of 2003. 
Newsletter 
-Carol is suggesting a look at immigration and immigrant organizing in January. Perhaps solicit Nancy 
Murray to write on the USA Patriot Act and its impact on immigrant rights. Carol will e-mail Abby for 
suggestions about possible writers and topics. Cathy Tatactquin from National Network on Immigrant 
and Refugee Rights might write. CHIRLA or MIWON might be good grantee candidates as well. 
-The February/March issue is the grants issue and will include information gleaned from the survey. The 
Communications Committee will talk about upcoming issues and possible writers at the next meeting. 
Finances 
-October was a strong income month. Surpassed last year. Income is about even with last year. 
-The Finance Committee· is working up a presentation of the 2003 budget for the Board. The intention is 
to vote on the budget in December . 
• 
• 
• 
Grants 
-As far as we can tell, Hank is the only person to respond with comments about the application. He has 
several suggested additions, but no changes to the application as presented. 
-Carol needs a grant list to send out with the ABC appeal. 
-The Grants Committee is meeting tonight to weed out the first cut and discuss the program aspects of 
the December meeting. 
Web Site 
-Jean has put up the 2001-2002 Committee minutes. She will go back to putting the Board minutes up 
soon. 
-Robert has put a search engine up on the external web site and is working on a separate one for the 
internal site. 
-After the web site is completely updated, Carol will burn a cd for each Board member to have that will 
include all the information available. 
-There is a new user name for the site, which was mailed to all Board members. 
Audit 
Most intensive time for audit preparations is January and February. Audit conducted in February. Carol 
has work that needs to be done by the end of the year. 
November and December Issues 
Carol's biggest/busiest time of year: NL must be timely; must raise a lot of money; must tie up all loose 
ends for the audit. Some concise tasks might be given to Sarah. Becca will see if she can re-arrange 
some of her work. 
• 
• 
• 
Present: Becca, Carol and Robin 
Staff Meeting 
October 31, 2002 
I. Check In. Everyone is feeling tired and fighting a cold. 
II. Committees 
A. Board Development. Haven't met since the Board meeting. Exit interview set 
up with Jorge for next week; still trying to set it up with Wee and Eileen. No news on the 
recruitment front. 
B. Communications. Meeting set up for 11/7. Right now the committee includes 
Ty, Hank and Carol. Could use another member. 
C. Long-Range Planning. Still figuring out what will happen at the December 
Board meeting-likely to discuss political priorities, but may not necessarily be 
facilitated by Grants and Communications Committees. Questions for discussion are 
outlined in LRCP minutes. Might merge LRCP and Executive Committee. Looking to 
find an outside "fact finder" as a way of hearing from everyone on the Board about how 
they are feeling and what issues they identify as the most pressing internally for the 
organization. Do this outside of the meetings, so that can focus on long-range vision 
rather than current problems. Marc and Kay will find someone from the Board of 
Advisors (Renae, Wayne, June and Kate will be asked in that order). Next meeting 
scheduled for 11 /21 at 8: 3 0 a.m . 
D. Executive Committee. Discussed issue of confidentiality; asked that Bd. 
Development Committee remind folks of confidentiality during exit interviews. Clarified 
where staff reports should be sent (to the entire Board with packet and emailed to the 
PC). Asked Personnel Committee to come back with a proposal about evaluations. EC 
will read proposed by-law revisions before the next meeting to consider next steps. 
E. Fund Raising. Carol spoke with Kay about mailings, donor attrition and 
expected large gifts. Wee still willing to help review funding appeals. 
F. Personnel. Sent minutes. 
G. Grants. Meeting scheduled for next week to weed out groups. No comments 
yet received regarding the application revisions. Could be a problem if people then come 
to December meeting with comments after window of opportunity has closed. 
H. Finance. Meeting Monday 11/14. Approved sale of $40K of Domini to pay for 
the last grant cycle. Hopefully will talk about investment policy, budget and financial 
training for the Board. Unfortunately the minutes from the October meeting did not 
include the next steps for the investment policy and nobody remembers what they were. 
III. Newsletter. November issue is at press, blue lines done. December needs a lot of 
work-focus is on Resist Grantee Success stories. Three grantees are writing, but others 
need short blurbs. Jean hasn't pulled initial materials together yet. 
January issue: likely focus on Immigrant issues. Brainstormed possible topics and 
writers. 2003 schedule will be talked about by the Communications Committee. Very few 
responses to Carol's e-mail soliciting topics and writers for next year . 
• 
• 
• 
IV. Grants. December cycle has 49; 28 will go to the Grant Committee to consider 
weeding them out. Packet for Grant Committee should be ready by tomorrow. "No's" for 
October already sent; "Yes" Packets and checks will go out today. Packets for the whole 
Board should be ready by 11/20 with some references. More refs will be in follow-up. 
V. Finances. September quarterly is done. October was a big month-put us ahead of 
where we were last year at this time. 
VI. Jean and Interns. Jean was in Tuesday but expected her again this week. Most of her 
time has been doing internal website stuff. Next week need her to work on grant "yes" 
data entry for December, then shift to Newsletter. Meeting with potential intern next 
Wednesday-recent graduate from Brown who is looking for a 3-month internship before 
she goes to Europe. 
VII. Office. After the big virus scare oflast week, we ordered Norton 2003. Put it up on 
Jean's computer. Need to update the rest. 
• 
• 
• 
I. Newsletter 
Staff Meeting Minutes 
October 21, 2002 
11am 
A. November: The issue is developing slowly. Authors are late in submitting two 
articles. As soon as these articles come in, Carol will crank out the Newsletter as quickly 
as possible. 
B. December: The topic is success stories of grantees and follow-ups of prior Newsletter 
writers who are grantees. 
1. After a staff discussion, we decided on updates from the following grantees: 
Prison Moratorium Project, Youth Organizing Communities, and Idaho 
Progressive Student Alliance. 
2. Jean will do the initial research on challenges/ campaigns of the following 
grantees: Citizens for Safe Water Around Badger, Alliance for Workers' Rights, 
MI Cure (eTc campaign), Flinthills Living Wage Campaign, Seattle Young 
People's Project. 
3. Include a box on the Youth Empowerment Center where 3 grantees coordinate 
their work: SOUL, Youth Force, C-Beyond. 
C. A donor requested a follow-up on the destruction of dissent article printed last 
December given new political development. Might include in Dec Newsletter. Could tie 
to NNG Chilling of Dissent Conference . 
D. Possible 2003 Newsletter topics after a discussion on a range of topics (as mentioned 
by Board members, staff, notes from donors and grantees): 
1) Bilingual education 
2) Privatization of education 
a. Standardized curricula, corporate support 
3)Web-based organizing 
4) US support of previous regimes- where are they now? Khomer Rouge, Iran, 
Iraq, Nicaragua 
5) Eco-tourism/ Eco-terrorism 
6) Disability activism 
7) Trans/ Intersex organizing 
8) Great Resources People Don't Know About: 
A. Newsletters, Magazines, Organizing Tools, the Onion etc. 
9) Privatization of Water 
10) Anti-nuclear movement 
11) Organizing on the Pacific Rim 
12) Challenges to mandatory sentences- cruel/ unusual punishment 
13) Follow-up on Dissent: 
a. civil liberties 
b. due process 
14) Regional organizing (eg. South, Southwest) 
• 
• 
• 
E. Current Newsletter Circulation is about 6,700 . 
F. Library circulation drive- topic for a subsequent staff meeting. 
G. Need to find someone to replace Jorge's role of critical reader- peruse for political 
content and accuracy. Marc is doing so for November. But the Communications 
Committee is looking for someone to take on that role. Carol will e-mail the Board to ask 
for volunteers. 
II. Fundraising 
A. Prospect mailing: Nancy Greenhouse received all lists for the Fall 2002 prospect 
mailing. This prospect was mailed to the following lists: Dissent Magazine, Dollars and 
Sense, Highlanders Center, Nation, The Progressive, Rosenberg Fund for Children, Z 
Magazine. The mailing does not go to all members of some of the larger lists. This 
prospect mailing is going back to lists that have done well in the past and trying to get a 
new set of members. 
B. Sept Pledge drive: Produced about 20 new pledges so far and has brought in about 
$9,800 (with a 4% return rate) so far. This is an incomplete assessment. July's ABC 
brought in about $15,600 (with a 7.75% return rate). 
C. On the recommendation of Bob Zevin, Carol sent a funding appeal to the DJB 
Foundation (looking to disburse the assets from Carol Bernstein Ferry's estate--a long-
time Resist supporter who died two years ago. Resist was informed through Bob that we 
would receive $50,000 but have not gotten the check yet. 
D. December ABC: Will send out final house appeal in the beginning of December. 
Carol will start work on it after the conclusion of the November Newsletter. She suggests 
that we cull out the top 20 donors and have staff and/or Board members include a 
handwritten note. 
E. Pledge program is doing well. 
1. The bugs are out of the credit card program but cannot make a new merge file 
for reminders. This still needs to be done manually. Not too bad at this point 
because there are only about 30 credit card pledges. 
F. Got the first set of pledge requests for people to use EFT (Electronic Fund Transfer) 
through their banks. Need to have additional forms signed about indemnification for 
liability. 
G. Credit cards. Have a good response. A lot of prospect people are contributing via 
credit cards. Have been able to set up systems to manage donations. Have had 180 
donors give by credit card. 
H. JSI (The maker of our donor database program- Paradigm) has sold off the fundraising 
program to another company. They have promised that nothing will happen and they will 
• 
• 
• 
continue service . 
III. Grants 
A. December cycle: 
I. Have 49 grants for the new cycle. Initial intake is completed. 25 will be sent 
to the Grants Committee for review. On the whole they seem of better quality 
than the previous cycle. 
B. Robin is finishing the previous cycle of 86, which was a huge round. The Grants 
Committee finished the allocation and kept within the budget. 
1. Resist has $35,000 to spend in December 
C. Kay will resend a note to the Board asking for comments on the application. The 
application will hopefully be in use in January. 
D. During August there were 121 packets sent out. January-August a total of 822 
packets were sent out. 
IV. Website 
A. Carol and Becca will provide Jean with October Newsletter information to upload. 
V. Survey 
1. Most of Jean's time is spent on developing the internal website and uploading 
committee minutes. Carol will ask Robert to upload July-August-October 
Newsletters . 
2. Jean is trying to develop a calender format that is user-friendly. 
3. Robert is researching search engines that could be used on the website to search 
pages both internal and external. 
A. Not much progress. We have received about 700 original and about 25 new surveys. 
About 650 are entered in Access and Excel. If this data is going to be used in the 
program discussion, the Committees need to figure out what questions need to be 
answered. Becca will then try to do a meaningful analysis- this will be very time 
consummg. 
VI. Office 
A. Lease: Paul is still reviewing the lease. Putting us through hoops. Cathy is concerned 
about not having a signed sub-lease. Paul has signed one version of the lease. 
I. Robin is spending too much time on this. Paul is avoiding paying his lawyer by 
having her do the work. 
2. Carol will have a conversation with Paul to try a new tactic at moving the 
discussion forward. 
B. Spam: The resistinc account is getting massive amounts of spam (144 messages this 
morning). Blocking the senders is not working. Becca will call Earthlink to see if they 
can block some of the Spam 
• 
• 
• 
C. Computer Virus: Still getting the Klez virus sent to us. Successfully counted the 
"bugbear" virus but caused a shut down for half a day. Will order Norton Anti-Virus 
2003 for all computers. 
D. Office: Cleaned up the office and got rid of a lot of chaff. 
VII. Committees 
A. Board Development: They have a ton of work to do and flat out. Only Ty and Carol 
now. 
1. Eileen, Jorge, and W ec' s exit interviews will have to wait until after the 
elections. All have been contacted and were okay with the small delay. A set of 
questions already exists. 
2. Still working on recruitment. Sent welcome packets to Nikhil and Leila. 
Follow-up packets went to the Mentors (Pam and Hank). Ty will follow up with 
both the Mentors and Mentees. 
B. Communications Committee: Needs to meet. Working on internal and external 
website, 2003 Newsletter schedule, and possible proposal for Bilingual Newsletter 
articles. 
C. LRPC: Met and tried to think about how to address issues raised, particularly conduct 
at the last meeting. Proposal in their most recent minutes. Try to empower chair to hold 
people accountable for their behavior . 
1. Big overlap with Executive Committee. Mostly likely to collapse the two 
together. Executive Committee will take on the LRPP with Carol and Kay invited 
to their meetings. LRPP to be the first item on the agenda. 
D. Finance Committee: Needs to meet and go over the 2003 draft budget, next steps on 
the investment policy and Lynn Brandon training on budgets for the Board. Nobody took 
the budget drafts prepared for the Board at the last meeting. 
E. Grants Committee: Met and did allocations. Working to finalize the new application. 
Waiting for Board comments. 
VIII. Finances 
A. Judy came in Friday to reconcile the accounts. Income is keeping even with last year. 
This is remarkable given the current market conditions and the economy. 
B. Carol is a fundraising goddess! We had a big September and October is looking good 
overall. 
IX. Personnel 
A. Robin met with Abby over the phone. Staff will send out the minutes of Staff 
meetings to the Board. The Staff will also provide quarterly quantitative reports, some 
with graphics . 
• 
• 
• 
X. Jean's Workload 
A. Internal website takes up almost all of her time. Once the Committee Minutes are 
uploaded, it will be better. 
XI. The Wishengrads 
A. Steve Wishengrad (a volunteer computer guru) and his wife Jeanne had a baby. Resist 
will send them a gift and card. 
XII. Board Dates and Locations 
A. Marc has offered his house for the December Meeting. Need to find out if anyone on 
the Board is allergic to cats. 
B. The next round of2003 Board Meeting Date confirmations is out to the Board . 
• 
• 
• 
Staff Meeting 12-16-2002 
Present: Becca, Carol (note-taker) and Robin 
I. Vacation Plans. 
Robin will be in the office through 12/18 and gone 12/19-12/30 
Becca will be in the office through 12/20 and gone 12/23-1/2 
Carol will be in the office through 12/20 and gone 12/23-12/26 
Robin will talk to Paul about collecting the mail while we are away. 
II. Finances and Mail 
A. Business Reply Mail (BRMs). Ted from USPS is away teaching a computer course. 
Bob and Linda (mostly Linda) in Union Sq are splitting his job. Linda will be doing the 
work in addition to her other responsibilities and is going to "do the best she can" in the 
morning and during her breaks. Unfortunately, BREs are being loaded on the truck and 
sent to W. Somerville, where they are then sent back to Union Sq for processing to be re-
shipped to W. Somerville. This is problematic because everything is delayed a day or 
two. Linda assures us that nothing is being lost. 
B. This week, need to return stamped-BREs to Union Sq, along with permit check. 
C. Robin will check bank account to see if the grant checks can be mailed today . 
D. Judy will be in tomorrow to do the November financials. The October financials 
looked terrible but for explainable reasons. We still need a huge December. Last 10 days 
of the month usually are big, but now concerns about BRM delay. Will book everything 
dated in Dec 2002 in December, up through 1/3. 
E. Audit. 
Robin will give lists of tasks to everyone this week. Set up times with Linda today with 
hopes of completing everything before April this year. Need to inventory shirts and office 
supplies by 12/31 (Robin and Becca) and mailing supplies (Carol). 
ill. Executive Committee meeting 
A. Reviewed the proposed agenda. Becca prepared a set of questions to help clarify the 
purpose and possible steps in thinking about hosting a conference. Will February's Board 
meeting talk about the ideas generated at the Decembe_r meeting (such as the conference), 
decide which are priorities, and assign them then to the appropriate committees? Not 
clear what the next steps are. 
B. Not on the agenda but discussed at the Board meeting: EC should clarify the staff 
reports: what reports, when, to whom, how often. 
IV. Newsletter. 
Missing two articles still-one will not come in (from Paul Buehl). January issue should 
be at the printer this week. Feb/Mar in process. 
• 
• 
• 
V. Office Issues 
A. Air Conditioners need to be taken out of the windows soon! Robin will ask Paul about 
helping to remove them. 
B. Becca researching shredders. Office Max will send a reimbursement check for the 
recently broken one. 
C. Becca also had the Yellow Pages remove a bill they falsely sent us. 
D. Robin will speak directly with Paul Kaufman (the landlord's lawyer) about the lease 
today in another attempt to resolve this impasse. 
E. Tomorrow, when both interns are in, we will have an end-of-year office party/lunch. 
Also discussed getting gift certificates for Jean and Sarah. 
VI. Grants 
A. Becca is finished reading through the grants for February. The potential "No's" will be 
data entered this week, and Sarah will copy them, with hopes of sending them to the 
Grant Committee this week. 
B. Becca will call Steve Wishengrad about making Grant-o-Matic functional in our 
network system . 
• 
• 
• 
Minutes of the Res~st Personnel Committee Meeting, Nov. 11, 2002 
The Personnel Committee (Abby & Hank) met by phone on Mon., Nov. 11 th, and came 
up with the following recommendations for regular reports from the staff, after consulting 
proposals from the staff. We endeavored to outline a minimum schedule of reports. Staff 
can add additional reports as they see fit (ie web hits). 
We also should discuss whether to staff and board would benefit from receiving minutes 
of staff meetings versus some other kind of regular reporting on program work. 
I. Staff Reports: 
II. 
1. Staff should provide a breakdown of grant proposals by category and state 
for each Board meeting (ie bimonthly). 
2. Staff should provide a breakdown of money spent on grants by category 
and state at the June and December Board meetings (ie, semi-annually). 
3. Fundraising analyses of recent and prospective mailings should be 
provided for the February, June and October Board meetings. 
4. A finance narrative should accompany the finance report currently 
provided at each Board meeting. 
5. A brief narrative of forthcoming Newsletter issues and suggested authors 
should be provided at the April, August and December Board meetings. 
Staff Self-Reports 
1. Each staff member should provide a brief self-report for the February and 
June Board meetings, and a full self-report, analysis and evaluation for the 
October Board meeting. 
2. Each staff member should provide a brief analysis and evaluation of other 
staff members. 
3. All non-staff Board members are invited to comment on the October self-
reports to the Personnel Committee within two weeks after the October 
meeting. 
4. The Personnel Committee will provide evaluations of each staff member, 
including recommendations, for consideration by the Board at the 
December Board meeting. 
III. These recommendations may be taken as operative for this year only, until 
such time as a revised Personnel Policy document is decided upon; at the 
Board's discretion. 
The Personnel Committee will also see the Board's counsel at the December 
meeting on the following issues: a) the extent of the confidentiality of the Reports 
mentioned in II.1-4, above, and the extent to which we are to take Resist' s current 
financial situation ( deficit spending) into account when recommending staff raises 
for the coming year . 
• 
• 
• 
Personnel Committee Minutes, 10/29/02 
Present: Abby and Hank 
There being only two members of the committee at present, they "met" over a phone call. 
Because the personnel policy statement revised by the committee for the June Board 
meeting, and revised again for the August meeting, has yet to be acted upon, the 
committee currently has nothing to report. It does request a third board member join the 
committee as soon as it is practicable to do so, realizing that this may take some time. We 
also agreed to schedule staff reviews by year's end . 
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LRPC Meeting Minutes 
October 17, 2002 
Resist Office 8:30am 
Present: Carol Schachet, Becca Howes-Mischel, Marc Miller, Kay Mathew, Pam 
Chamberlain, Hank Rosemont (by phone) 
I. Look back at the last board meeting and review what happened and why 
A. There seemed to be a lot of frustration and a feeling that the underlying issues 
were not addressed at the meeting. 
1. One issue seems to involve the role of the Board and different 
expectations about how much Board members are ( and should be) doing 
and who has access to specific pieces of information. This is also a need 
for more communication between committees and non-committee 
members. 
2. Many board members appear to be frustrated that the Board is not 
addressing larger issues within the world. This might be addressed 
through structuring the next Board discussion as a concrete discussion 
related to Resist and the external political climate. 
3. Another issue coming out of the last two meetings is a need to separate 
personal, interpersonal frustrations with structural frustrations 
B. Some problems at the last two Board meetings seem to come from weaknesses 
in holding one another to standards of behavior. 
1. These discussions might be better with a strong chair who is not directly 
involved in a particular topic to be able to hold board members 
accountable for their conduct in meetings. 
C. The organization' s external work is stronger than ever, need to make sure that 
the board tensions do not escalate in ways that then damage the programs. 
1. Need to find a way to improve the rewards and lessen the frustrations. 
2. This is also a common stage in Long Range Planning Processes when 
the process seems to breakdown. ·An outside facilitator might give 
some perspective. 
D. The Board as a whole needs to hash out the issues underlying the behavior at 
the last two meetings and a mediator or outside person can help the Board 
separate interpersonal and structural frustrations. 
l . Proposal: The committee will seek a way to talk to all board members 
about their feelings about what' s going on, what they think we can do, 
and their reactions to possible solutions. A Board of Advisors member 
will be approached to take on this "fact-finding" role to get 
information about underlying issues. This person will also get a sense 
• 
• 
• 
of the group expectations of the December political discussion. This 
person will have one-on-one conversations with all current board 
members ( except new members), and then would bring this 
information back to the Executive Committee or the LRPC. Due to 
the large volume of this task, Resist would offer some monetary 
compensation (the LRPC will consult with the Finance Committee 
about the allocation of funds). Marc and Kay are charged with 
approaching this person and providing broad topics for their process. 
This process will make sure that everyone is heard and that the 
information is put together in a neutral way. Board members will be 
given the option of confidentiality for any piece of the interview. It is 
hoped that at the December meeting, the LRPC will be able to present 
a report and possible recommendations from this person. Renae Scott 
Grey, Wayne O'Neil, June Lee, Kate Cloud (in that rank order) will be 
approached to take on this task. 
2. Possible questions for the "fact-finder" to ask might include: 
-What does each person think are the most important issues for Resist to 
address coming out of the October meeting. What are their major concerns 
and hopes? 
- What are their suggestions and desires for process, for how we address 
those issues. 
- As a poll taker might, throw out a few suggestions of how we handle the 
problems and ask for their reactions. Some of these (not mutally 
exclusive) solutions might be: 
a. Bring in a mediator to work with people one-on-one or as groups 
of two outside of board meetings 
b. Bring in a facilitator at some future board meeting 
c. Address external issues rather than Resist structure in a board 
meeting as soon as possible. 
d. Plan all board activities (board meetings, committee meetings, 
etc.) in ways that build confidence, trust, and collaboration among 
board members. 
- What would make you feel safer or more comfortable at Board 
meetings? 
-What forms of communication are most and least useful? 
-What is most rewarding about being a part of Resist, and how can that be 
better maximized for you? 
II. Look at where RESIST is in the LRPC process, what we've done, what remains to be 
done, and what the priorities are . 
A. Recommendation: The December meeting should not be a two-day meeting 
unless we have the content to fill two full days. Instead it should be a one-day 
meeting with the possibility of two days in February. 
• 
• 
• 
B. Proposal: The December meeting will be a program discussion incorporating 
the Grants and Communications programs with a larger discussion about political 
priorities in the world. Board members would respond to the following questions: 
1. What are the political challenges facing us right now? 
2. What good organizing is already going on to address these challenges? 
3. What is Resist's role in this process? 
4. What would we like to do that we aren't doing now? (a wish list of 
possible programs) 
5. Which of these seem realistic given the available resources? 
C. The LRPC does not expect a consensus on the Board for the first two parts but 
rather a dialogue between views. The feasible wish list of new initiatives and/or 
revisions in current programs from items 4 and 5 would then be farmed out to 
committees to develop specific proposals. 
D. The LRPC recommends that the Grants allocation should be the first item at 
the December meeting. 
III. Consider our relation to the Executive Committee, given great 
overlap between the two committees. 
A. Kay and Carol will be invited to take part in EC meetings. The first item on 
the EC meeting agenda will be the LRP. 
The next EC meeting will be Tuesday, October 29th at 8:30 in the Resist office. 
The next LRPC meeting will be Thursday, November 21st at 8:30 in the Resist office . 
